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Foreword

The Australian Institute of International Affairs (AIIA) was established in 1924 to promote public understanding and interest in international affairs. The AIIA works actively to engage younger people in its work by coordinating events such as careers fairs, school events, mentoring, internships and a Young Diplomats Program.

As part of the AIIA’s commitment to engage young people, AIIA National Office launched an internship program in 2006 that has hosted more than 300 interns to date. Internship opportunities also exist in all AIIA state and territory offices. Anyone who has served as an intern at the AIIA is eligible to submit a paper for publication in Emerging Scholars.

This year the AIIA received a high standard of submissions. The papers in this volume were selected after rigorous academic review and cover a range of topics in international affairs.

I would like to commend all of the authors for their work; their articles deserve a wide audience. Please note that the opinions contained in this volume are those of the authors alone.

My sincere thanks go to editors Craig Beyerinck, Rachelle Saad and Gale Wilkinson for their efforts in editing and coordinating this volume. They were a pleasure to work with and I look forward to watching them continue in impressive careers. We warmly thank all the reviewers and Sophie Qin for their support.

We hope this volume stimulates greater interest in international affairs.

Melissa H. Conley Tyler
National Executive Director, Australian Institute of International Affairs
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India: The New Coloniser in Africa?

Eleanor Walsh*

India and Africa have a centuries-long history with the modern-day relationship rooted in the shared experience of European colonialism. However, over the last 15 years Indian engagement has deepened and broadened and now encompasses the realms of economics, politics and security. During this time, Africa has served a dual purpose for New Delhi. First, India has continued to publically affirm its adherence to the principles of South–South cooperation (and its position as the leader of the developing world) and sees its activities in Africa as being a model of cooperation between countries of the Global South. Second, as a market for its goods and a source of energy, raw materials and political support, Sub-Saharan Africa represents a key component in enabling India to achieve its much-desired goal, major world power status. The truth that lies behind India’s rhetoric and diplomatic grandstanding is a stark choice between the material and the moral. While it has vociferously defended its actions as being wholly different from those of other powers, in reality it is the material that guides New Delhi’s African agenda. More worrying for the Subcontinent is that even after this choice, India’s march towards superpower status is not a smooth one.

*Eleanor Walsh holds an MA (Hons) in French and Politics from the University of Edinburgh and a Postgraduate Certificate of Education from the University of Oxford. During a break from teaching modern languages in Hong Kong, she returned to the University of Edinburgh to complete an MSc in International Relations, after which she worked in Cambodia and Australia. Eleanor has recently returned to teaching and is currently working in Abu Dhabi as a teacher of French, Spanish and German.
Introduction

All the major western powers have a long and sometimes troubled history of engagement in Africa. However, in the last two decades a new crop of countries, including Russia, Iran and Turkey, have refocused their attention on the continent. Of course, in terms of Asian involvement in Africa, it has been China that has been at the centre of intense speculation, and sometimes even concern. Nonetheless, since the end of the twentieth century scholars and politicians have begun to turn the spotlight on India’s role in the continent.

With the widening and deepening of its engagement with Africa, India has acknowledged the ‘emerging shifts in global economic and diplomatic centres of gravity’ and has aimed to position itself at the heart of the challenges and opportunities provided. Equally the various demands of a growing economy and population, combined with maintaining New Delhi’s long-standing rhetoric of being both an emerging superpower and the leader of the developing world, have led to an upsurge of interest directed across the Indian Ocean.

It is these last two points that will form the main focus of this article. There are two issues at stake: one, whether India’s (re)engagement with the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has bolstered New Delhi’s claim to be an advocate for the Global South; and two, the extent to which India has been able to utilise its dealings with the African continent in order to secure its position as a world power. First, however, these foreign policy principles that have guided successive Indian regimes require a little examination.

South–South cooperation

Mahatma Gandhi, the father of independent India, stated that Indian interaction with Africa is based on ‘ideas and services, not of manufactured goods against raw materials after the fashion of Western exploiters’. Contemporary relations are spelled out in the government’s 2008 India–Africa Framework for Cooperation Forum and the Delhi Declaration, both of which stress that the relationship must be founded on the concepts of South–South cooperation and mutual interest.

While the widespread use of the word ‘South’ to describe developing nations has been in operation since the 1970s, the United Nations (UN) formally adopted the term South–South solidarity in 2003. Permeating the economic, social and political sectors, the
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1 For the purposes of this article, the term ‘Africa’ will be used to describe the countries of Sub-Saharan Africa only.
UN’s Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) has declared that even before its official recognition, South–South cooperation represented ‘a broad framework for collaboration and the exchange of resources, technology, skills and knowledge between countries of the Global South’.7

To measure India’s engagement with SSA, it is helpful to make use of development studies professor Fahimul Quadir’s definition of South–South solidarity.8 Relying on ‘horizontal cooperation’, it requires that ‘any relationship be grounded in the principles of equality, partnership and mutual benefit’.9

This adherence to the doctrine of South–South cooperation is also inline with New Delhi’s rhetoric of being the champion of Third Worldism, the foundations of which include non-alignment and challenging the global order. In the past, India has been aggressive in its desire to see more equity in international trade, for example at the Doha Development Round of the WTO. This is, of course, a critical issue for the farmers and business people of SSA. In showing that it is a leader of the Global South, India would also be able to strengthen its claim to being a world power (with the requisite influence and respect that this position would demand).

The importance of appearance

The second prism that this article will deploy is how India and Africa’s relationship serves to lend credence to the Subcontinent’s ambition of being viewed as a major global power, the ultimate expression of which would be the acquisition of a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. Indeed, India’s place in the world was clearly spelled out even before independence by its soon-to-be first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru; ‘India could not be a mere hanger-on of any country or group of nations’.10 This question of where India sees itself in relation to the rest of the world is key to understanding its relationship with Africa. Former Foreign Minister Nirupama Rao repeatedly linked India’s growing global role and profile with its activities in SSA.11 For a country desirous of greater political influence, improved access to markets for its goods and secure sources of food and oil, Africa represents an area of real interest.

Therefore, in order to understand the true nature of Indo–African interactions it is necessary to focus on the key issues of trade, food and energy security, aid and diplomacy.

India–Africa: the ties that bind

Before being able to analyse whether the Subcontinent represents a new force in Africa or whether it is simply repeating colonial-style patterns of imbalance and dependency, it
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8 The terms South–South solidarity and South–South cooperation are used interchangeably throughout this paper.
is worth noting some details that have inspired authors such as Harry Broadman, Economic Adviser for the Africa Region at the World Bank, to state that ‘economic activity between Africa and Asia is booming like never before’.  

*Historical linkages*

To put India and Africa’s relationship into a historical context, it could be argued that the recognition of India as a major player in Africa is merely a more visible extension of previous patterns of trade and diplomacy. Records show that Indian merchants were plying their wares along the East African coast well before Portuguese explorers arrived in the sixteenth century. During colonial times this trade morphed into the movement of people as well as goods, and today over two million Africans can claim Indian origin.

While there is undoubtedly a historical foundation to the Indo–African relationship, formal relations were only established against the backdrop of colonialism. At the time of India’s independence, only four African nations were sovereign states and the non-violent nature of Ghandi’s civil disobedience campaign was a source of inspiration to a new generation of African leaders. These included Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, Ghana’s Kwame Nkrumah, Obafemi Awolowo of Nigeria and Tanzanian Julius Nyerere. Indian diplomatic staff in Africa were eager to stoke the fires of independence; colonial authorities demanded that the Subcontinent’s first commissioner in British East Africa be recalled to New Delhi after he vociferously gave his support to the nationalist movement.

This support paid dividends in that India became a trusted ally for the newly independent states. New Delhi became one of the first diplomatic pit stops for the new leaders of SSA nations and while Ghana was establishing its foreign ministry, it requested that India represent Accra throughout the Middle East. For India’s first Prime Minister, the idea of a non-aligned and independent Africa was a powerful one; it not only played an important role in his attempts to mitigate the effects of the Cold War, but also had a significant part in his ‘vision of creating a just international order’. Nehru went so far as to label Africa as India’s ‘sister continent’.

Although it is clear that the shared experience of colonialism provided India and SSA with a certain common ground, one should not be overly enthusiastic about this relationship. In the decades after independence, India was focused on internal and regional matters: the violence of partition and the Indian army’s intervention in East Pakistan (now Bangladesh). Furthermore, the economic and political energy that Indian
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governments had to expend in managing the dynamics of the Cold War meant that New Delhi had little time or interest in engaging with Africa in a more concrete fashion. Moreover, the lack of support exhibited by the nations of Sub-Saharan Africa, after India’s border dispute with China in 1962, was a grave disappointment to New Delhi and prompted India to be more introspective. Proof that Africa did not feature greatly in the minds of a series of Indian administrations lies in the fact that, as a cost-saving measure, diplomatic missions in Africa were being closed down right up until the 1990s. It should be noted, however, that India was well placed to renew its ties with the continent as it continued to emphasise its aforementioned commitment to South–South solidarity and its constant support for African nationalist movements.

Re-engagement with SSA came in tandem with the economic liberalisation of the early 1990s that saw the Subcontinent’s policy-makers begin to align the country’s foreign policy agenda with its growing economic ambitions.

**Afro–Indian trade and investment: equal exchange?**

Although numerous authors have noted New Delhi’s desire to be seen to reject the Chinese model of engagement, it has certainly borrowed elements of this relationship. In modelling themselves after the successful Forum on China–Africa Cooperation, the Africa–India Summits have the explicit aim ‘to change the world’s perception of India… in order to boost its global political standing’. The 2014 summit was postponed until the following year, due to fears surrounding the Ebola outbreak in West Africa.

One direct consequence of these summits has been the huge increases in Indo–African business; while trade generated US$967 million in 1991, this had climbed to US$25 billion by 2006. The latest figures from the Export-Import Bank of India (Exim) have trade between the two valued at US$38 billion for the months of April 2011 to January 2012 alone. Through its position in IBSA (India, Brazil, South Africa) Dialogue Forum and BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa), India has also been able to cement its increasingly lucrative relationship with South Africa culminating in state visits by Jacob Zuma in 2010 and 2012, which included 230-plus delegations of businesspeople.

**The positive impacts of Indo–African business**

In terms of trade, it is primary goods that dominate Indian imports from Africa. However, there is evidence that even this narrow focus can have positive impacts on Africa’s long-term development. As noted by Ian Taylor, Professor in International Relations and African Politics at St Andrews University, increased competition for
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resources will inevitably reduce costs and thus improve the continent’s ‘capacity to gain access to goods and services at more acceptable prices’. Moreover, with the immense purchasing power of India’s growing middle class, consumer products are increasingly in demand. Meeting this voracious appetite for products has been credited with boosting the competitiveness of the African manufacturing sector and supporting industrialisation in general.

New Delhi has also moved to facilitate Indo–African trade through mechanisms such the preferential market access status conferred on exports emanating from all Least Developed Countries (LDC), 34 of which are in Africa. With its adoption of the Duty Free Quota Free (DFQF) scheme endorsed by the World Trade Organisation in 2005, India became the first non-developed country to extend this facility to all LDCs in Africa. While the agreement did not require developing nations to provide market access, it provided a unique opportunity for Afro–Indian commerce. Coming into effect in 2008, 85 percent of goods that were previously subject to tariffs could now enter the Indian market duty free; New Delhi has also accorded preferential market access to a further nine percent of products. Most notable for an African context is that 92.5 percent of LDC global exports are now granted preferential market access. Economists for the UN Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and the Australian National University, David Vanzetti and Ralf Peters, have concluded that the additional exports from African LDCs are worth over $4.2 billion. Thus, the Indian scheme has had a direct impact on the revenue now available to African governments and businesses.

It is also important to note the ways in which state-owned and private companies have been implicated in India–African relations, especially as New Delhi provides considerable and overt support to the Indian private sector. These investments range from large-scale construction projects to acquisitions in the telecom industry. Indian companies have been noted, in opposition to their Chinese counterparts, for their high levels of integration into, and engagement with, the local socioeconomic environment.

With India’s foreign direct investment (FDI) patterns growing by over 800 percent since the beginning of the twenty-first century, it is interesting to note which sectors of the African economy have been targeted. The vast majority of FDI has been funnelled into

30 Ibid.
32 Ibid., p. 2.
33 Mawdsley and McCann, op. cit. (2010), p. 84.
the manufacturing and service sectors, while only 18 percent has gone to the primary sector. This therefore enables African countries to go beyond their traditional reliance on raw materials and gives them the opportunity to improve on their current position at the lowest rungs of the global production chain.

Thus, Indian involvement in SSA provides African governments with new opportunities as well as significant sources of income, which has traditionally come from development assistance. Both elites and ordinary Africans are afforded more options for trade and investment, consequently reducing their dependence on both their traditional trading partners in the West and on newer actors, namely China.

There are, however, some thorns to this rosy tale of economic cooperation and partnership.

Business as usual

India’s commitment to have a ‘moral basis’ to its relations with Africa becomes increasingly untenable as its concentration on capital-intensive investments has so far created few jobs and thus appears to mirror developed nations’ interactions with the continent. Furthermore, as a large proportion of its interest in Africa is focused on commodities, there is a real risk that without proper management, New Delhi’s trade relationship with SAA will continue to force Africa to the margins of the global economy. Such action would surely reproduce and reify what Professor Maxi Schoemen, Head of the Department of Political Sciences at the University of Pretoria, labels ‘a pattern reminiscent of colonial and post-colonial’ power relations.

Furthermore, while African import tariffs have seen significant reductions, New Delhi has in place numerous escalating tariff-rate structures making value-added imports from SSA more expensive. This imbalance has enabled Indian goods and services to swamp local markets and has the potential to become another impediment to Africa’s efforts to integrate into the global economy. Moreover, trade relations are notably unequal in terms of geography; South Africa makes up 68 percent of Sub-Saharan exports.

Throughout SAA New Delhi (and Indian private companies) has demonstrated the ability to ‘fly under the radar’ and to elicit a lot less anxiety and condemnation than their Chinese counterparts. However, with closer examination there appears to be increasing tensions between the reality of doing business in Africa and the official rhetoric of South–South cooperation. Indian companies have been accused of being amongst the worst offenders for bribe paying. These undemocratic means of securing business deals are sure to escalate as investments spread throughout the continent. With the
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government’s long history of acting as an enabler and fixer for the private sector, the allegations of corruption surrounding Indian companies, coupled with labour disputes in Kenya, Nigeria and elsewhere, are likely to cause the Indian state more public relations problems.\textsuperscript{45} They also seriously undermine any public commitment on the concepts of fairness and partnership that underpin the ideal of South–South cooperation.

Thus, it would appear that when given the choice between an uninterrupted march towards great power status and maintaining its position of solidarity with the poorest citizens of the world, the Indian government chooses the former.\textsuperscript{46} Indeed, even the former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh has stated that when it comes to safeguarding India’s future, ‘identification with the South is no longer possible nor desirable’.\textsuperscript{47}

To secure this future for India, and achieve its goal of being a major world power, there are two key areas that New Delhi sees as essential: food security and energy security.

**Feeding India’s growing hunger**

*Food security*

Although the Subcontinent comprises only 3 percent of the world’s landmass, it feeds 17 percent of the world’s population and is plagued by small farms that are wholly inappropriate for large-scale commercial farming.\textsuperscript{48} Given that the UN predicts that its population will reach over 1.7 billion by 2060, the issue of feeding the masses is obviously a pressing one.\textsuperscript{49} As a result, the government has encouraged Indian companies to look further afield for options rather than purchasing food on the international market.\textsuperscript{50} As 60 percent of the world’s currently unfarmed arable land is located in Africa, that India’s eye has fallen on the continent is unsurprising.\textsuperscript{51} An example of the government’s approach to solving its impending food emergency can be seen in its relationship with Ethiopia, where through a ‘Duty-Free Tariff Preference Scheme’, imports from Ethiopia are more competitive in the Indian market due to lower import tariffs.\textsuperscript{52} While this obviously encourages Ethiopian production, its true objective is to increase exports to India.

While this may appear to be a true example of mutual benefit, accusations of ‘land grabs’ have surfaced. A different side of India’s South–South relationship was exposed in 2013 when Ethiopian activists visited New Delhi to highlight the plight of Ethiopians being forcibly removed from their land by government forces to make way for Indian

\textsuperscript{47}Ibid., p. 377.
\textsuperscript{50}I. Taylor, op. cit. (2010), p.95.
\textsuperscript{51}Schoeman, op. cit. (2011), p. 39
\textsuperscript{52}I. Taylor, op. cit. (2010).
investors. The fact that reports suggest that these expulsions are accompanied by the intimidation, detention and rape of objectors certainly sours any Indian assertion of South–South solidarity. Indian claims that these large-scale land deals represent a win-win situation by supporting the introduction of modern agricultural and technological practices and by increasing employment opportunities are loudly disputed by NGOs. Added to this is the sticky issue of the world’s largest recipient of food aid setting aside huge tracts of fertile land (more than 600,000 hectares or 1.5 million acres) to sell to Indian food companies. The India described by its diplomats and government officials as offering a ‘model of engagement with the continent based on equality, mutual respect and benefits’ is beginning to look decidedly implausible.

Energy security

Satisfying India’s rapacious demand for energy influences much of its dealings with the African continent. Current projections have coal, the Subcontinent’s primary source of energy, running out within 40 years. Furthermore, Vibhuti Haté, Research Associate at the Centre for International and Strategic Studies, predicts that demand for energy will double by 2025, by which time 90 percent of India’s petroleum will have to be imported. This undoubtedly makes energy a critical factor in Afro–Indian relations. It is necessary to note that the Middle East currently accounts for most of India’s oil imports. However, given the instability of that region and the fact that 60 percent of the top global oil and gas discoveries of 2013 were made in Africa, it is in India’s best interests to look for alternative supplies of energy.

It should be emphasised that, in regards to its oil and gas engagements in Africa, New Delhi is willing, and able, to intervene to stop oil deals that it considers perilous. For example, in 2005 the state oil and gas company ONGC Videsh Ltd (OVL) was set to buy a 45 percent ($2 billion) stake in Nigeria's Akpo Field from South Atlantic Petroleum Ltd., a company controlled by former Nigerian Defence Minister General Theophilus Danjuma. However, the Indian Cabinet’s Committee on Economic Affairs vetoed the purchase due to political concerns over corruption, as well as a lack of due process. India’s loss was China’s gain as Beijing displayed no such qualms.

There have also been examples of positive consequences for local communities when Indian firms have invested in Africa. These include a variety of corporate social
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responsibility projects. However, any ethical considerations that were at play in this case were curiously absent in dealings with Sudan. While many oil companies were shying away from dealing with Khartoum due to concerns over the regime’s human rights record, OVL concluded a deal which was the recipient of ‘some timely diplomatic backing from the [Indian] Ministry of External Affairs’. It seems that while in the past India has not been scrutinised to the same degree as other actors, such as China, it would be prudent for New Delhi to address increasing concerns from within Africa and from abroad. As Taylor baldly states, it is in the oil sector that ‘Indian investment perhaps poses the greatest risk for ordinary Africans’. Africa experts Cheru and Obi are equally stark in their assessment of New Delhi’s oil dealings: India runs the risk that ‘the red carpet rolled out to welcome it to the continent… [will be] quickly… rolled up and taken away’. And with it any hopes of utilising a relationship with Africa to support its global ambitions.

To ease relations with African governments, India, like many other nations, relies heavily on the key mechanism of development assistance.

Indian development cooperation: unique and successful?

While the symbolism of India making the transition from aid receiver to aid donor feeds into its desire to be seen as a major world power, it could be argued that New Delhi’s role as a defender of the developing world is reaffirmed by the fact that, despite the existence of a clear self-interested economic element to India’s provision of aid, its development cooperation is available to both resource-rich and resource-poor nations.

The positive side of Indian aid

In a paper on the challenges of international development cooperation, German researcher Matthias Joblius found that as New Delhi ‘explicitly emphasises that the goal of its development work is to further Indian interests abroad and to promote its own economic situation’, there appears a certain honesty that pervades its relations with Africa. Given that Exim’s stated mission is to ‘enhance exports and integrate India’s international trade and investment with its economic growth’, the fact that New Delhi is ultimately concerned with not only securing access to new markets, but also guaranteeing its energy and food security should not come as any surprise.

An important component of New Delhi’s development assistance is Exim, which functions as India’s main agent for distributing aid to Africa. Through its program of concessional loans, or lines of credit (LOC), India has sought to support a number of development projects which could go a long way in overcoming one of the continent’s biggest barriers to development: its crushing infrastructure problems. For example, in 2012 a US$15 million LOC of was extended to the Government of Benin in order to promote transport linkages with neighbouring countries.
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It is interesting to note that India is rather unique in focusing as it does on less corruption-inducing projects rather than monetary donations. Areas of note have included academic scholarships and IT support. The Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation Program (ITEC) delivers US$1 billion worth of assistance and the Indian-funded African e-Network provides essential tele-medicine and tele-education to the poorest and most remote parts of the continent. There have also been welcome moves to use India’s comparative advantage in cheap pharmaceuticals to aid in the fight against the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

Unlike its Western rivals, Indian development assistance is marked by a lack of political conditionalities. India’s experience in how to operate in a post-colonial world is arguably more relevant to African states than any policy advice coming from Europe or the United States (US); the lack of rhetoric on human rights and democracy promotion is completely in line with the model of non-interference and respect for sovereignty that has been long been at the heart of Indian foreign policy. Although, given that Indian aid emanates from the largest democracy in the world, perhaps it subtly encourages all the positive attributes of a democratic state.

The exact nature of Indian assistance is somewhat difficult to estimate due to the inclusion of aid types that do not fit the definitions of development assistance laid down by the OECD’s Development Assistance Committee. There are, however, numerous identifiable shortcomings to India’s aid efforts in Africa that could result in harming both recipient and donor.

**Indian development assistance: pragmatism vs. South–South solidarity**

New Delhi’s development program has suffered from a lack of a unified approach. It was presumed that the Indian International Development Cooperation Agency would coordinate efforts thus ensuring maximum efficiency in the delivery of development assistance. However, ‘turf wars’ between various ministries have thus far stymied any form of progress. This has resulted in a distinct dearth of information about the exact nature of aid programs as well as questions over whether the benefits provided are real or simply hypothetical.

Obviously it would be naïve to think that New Delhi’s aid policies were wholly altruistic. However the importance of development assistance being used as a complementary foreign policy tool cannot be overstated. India’s aid largesse has also been linked to support from individual countries such as Malawi and Tanzania, as well as the African Union, in regards to its bid to secure a permanent seat on the Security Council. There is an acknowledgement from senior figures in the Indian government that the LOCs can sometimes be seen ‘as nothing more than an export subsidy scheme for surplus goods’. It is interesting to note that India’s policy of tying aid to the
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purchase of Indian goods and services is something that New Delhi has, in the past, refused to accept from others. Thus, it would appear that India is running the risk of engaging in practices that it has often derided when carried out by its former donors. The success of India’s attempts to establish itself as an inherently different actor in Africa is looking decidedly dubious.

There is obviously a growing discrepancy between India’s stated aims and the actions it perceives as necessary to secure its future economic needs. Perhaps it’s best left to the continent’s former Prime Minister to explain. In a speech to new members of the Indian diplomatic corps, Manmohan Singh clearly spelled out his view that a foreign policy approach underpinned by the Nehruvian principle of equality and cooperation for mutual benefit is out-dated and unwanted: ‘[t]he world is not a morality play’. 76

Security and diplomacy

In order to keep its relationship with Africa on an even keel, New Delhi has pursued a number of different avenues including a total of 42 ‘Indian Missions Abroad’ located in Africa. 77 Furthermore, India’s military links with an ever-growing list of African nations are a component of its policies towards the continent that span the economic, diplomatic and development spheres. With piracy in the Indian Ocean a continuing threat to the huge volume of trade that comes by sea, India has taken a leading role in coordinating maritime security operations. Having established a surveillance post in Madagascar in 2007, India has also signed a raft of defence agreements with numerous African nations including Kenya, Mozambique and Tanzania. 78 Not only has India conducted joint coastal patrols for various summits as well as naval exercises with its IBSA allies, but the Indian military has also conducted a variety of training program through ITEC. 79 Although this involvement is small, it is only a matter of time before India begins to reap more benefits from its position as a regional military power with an undeniably important geostrategic location.

It is the area of peacekeeping that affords us a different perspective on Indo–African relations. New Delhi has taken part in all UN peacekeeping missions in Africa, contributing large numbers of soldiers and earning it enormous goodwill, especially in West Africa. These efforts, coupled with support for regional institutions such as the African Union and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), should allow New Delhi to acquire what India Cheru and Obi determine as ‘crucial allies’ thus strengthening India’s ‘hope to be recognised as a major emerging player in international relations both by the global South and the developed North’ – everything the Subcontinent has always wanted and believed it deserves. 80

Nevertheless, there is arguably a gulf between what India wants to do, says it is going to do and what it actually does. For example, despite efforts by the Ministry of External Affairs to increase its diplomatic presence on the continent, the number of officials remains comparatively small; ‘India’s 1.2 billion people are represented by about the

79 Ibid.
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same number of diplomats as Singapore’s 5m’. Many diplomats lack the necessary language skills to work effectively in non-English speaking African nations and there exists general lack of knowledge and interest in media and academic circles. Overall, this has resulted in bureaucratic, financial and even public interest hurdles that limit any large-scale engagement with the continent.

Thus, it could be dangerous to overestimate the place of Africa for the Indian state. Trade with its Asian neighbours spectacularly overshadows its current commitments to the African continent and it must be remembered that many percentage increases in trade between the two look impressive mainly due to the low starting point. New Delhi’s aid budget must also be put into context. In the fiscal year 2009–2010, while India’s official development assistance to the whole of Africa was calculated at Rs.20.53 billion, Afghanistan received Rs.400 billion. Even Africa’s share of the much-touted LOCs amounted to just over half of the overall spend.

Conclusion

With increased involvement between the Subcontinent and Africa come increased opportunities as well as challenges. As Indo–African engagement deepens and expands, it is becoming increasingly obvious that India’s interest in South–South cooperation and solidarity is playing a definite second fiddle to its economic goals. New Delhi’s public adherence to the rhetoric only seems to make an appearance when it serves to emphasise India’s influence and reach throughout the developing world. It is therefore the material rather than the moral that is paramount for today’s leaders and perhaps India’s Africa policies are in danger of following the well-trodden path of their shared former colonial masters. India’s vision of itself as a global power at the vanguard of a new world order is marred by the fact that the Subcontinent has increasingly embraced the very fundamentals of contemporary international affairs. In former Prime Minister Singh’s words, ‘[t]he world’s political and economic system is a power play and those who have greater power use it to their advantage’.

In regards to India’s desire to be seen, and treated, as a world power, New Delhi has been able to gain allies, energy and food sources as well markets amongst the nations of SSA; this ‘Africa bloc’ could represent a crucial element in strengthening India’s voice in international fora. However, whether India actually has this muscle to flex is still in dispute. Domestic and regional politics are still foremost in the minds of most Indian politicians and citizens and a few diplomatic overtures and security pacts with African countries will not change this. Domestically, the levels of poverty and inequality in the Subcontinent remain another hurdle to overcome. In short, it would appear that Indian political scientists Ganguly and Pardesi’s conclusion is sound; despite all its efforts, ‘any jubilation about India’s imminent emergence as the next Asian great power is somewhat premature’.
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However, when discussing India’s, or any other actor’s, policies towards Africa, it is easy to ignore the factor of African agency. It is in the hands of Africa’s political and economic leaders that the success of Indian engagement in SSA lies. If leadership from these groups is lacking, and if Indian investment, trade and development assistance is not properly managed, we could witness a sort of neo-colonialism by invitation, the consequences of which would be devastating. The image of India as the new coloniser would rock the very foundations upon which the Indian state is built and New Delhi would be implicated in writing the latest chapter in the story of the hardship and suffering of the African people.
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Australia continues to face an increasing cyber threat from foreign sources, with a disproportionate number of attacks originating from within China; Australia’s number one trading partner. Australia’s Cyber Security Operations Centre has reported an increasing number of attacks on Australian businesses and Government targets each year. Although the cost to the Australian economy has been difficult to calculate, the theft of intellectual property has mounted to billions of dollars. Chinese involvement in these incidents has become a primary focus for Australia and its allies, due to reports by private cyber security firms and US Government departments directly accusing the Chinese People’s Liberation Army of funding and perpetrating these attacks. Despite mounting evidence of this, however, the Australian Government has yet to take an official position on these accusations. This paper analyses several approaches that the Australian Government could pursue in dealing with this issue including: Australia’s current cyber security strategy and cooperation with its allies; learning from US attempts to engage with China bilaterally; and the efficacy of international efforts to establish cooperation on this global issue.
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Introduction

The ongoing cyber-thefts from the networks of public and private organizations, including Fortune 500 companies, represent the greatest transfer of wealth in human history—General Alexander, Commander of US Cyber Command, National Security Agency Director.

The integration of cyber technologies in networking industry and government has expanded rapidly over the past decade, coinciding with a sharp increase in the use of the same technologies for industrial espionage. The massive growth of cyber espionage in recent years has had a profound economic impact on the industry of national economies such as the United States (US). A 2014 McAfee report into the global cost of cyber attacks placed global financial losses to national incomes as high as US$575 billion in 2014 alone. However, this dollar figure is likely a significant underestimate due to the underreporting of incidents by major companies and a lack of effort by states to investigate losses.

Harder to calculate, and perhaps more devastating to national economies in the long term, has been the theft of intellectual property (IP). This form of cyber industrial espionage is particularly harmful to hi-tech industries in developed nations, as they rely on IP to maintain market competitiveness and to support the future growth of domestic industry. Furthermore, evidence of cyber espionage against militaries, such as the US Department of Defense, threatens national security owing to the loss of invaluable military technology and strategic intelligence.

As a result of the sophistication of these types of cyber attacks and their targets, increased global cyber espionage has been attributed primarily to state and state-affiliated groups—accused of over 87 percent of incidents in 2013 alone. While the main target countries are classified as within the G-20, so too are the main offenders which include the US, China and Russia. China, however, is increasingly accused as being the most virulent offender, targeting foreign industry and governments in order to rapidly modernise its own domestic industry.

Reports by cyber security firms, including McAfee and Mandiant, have provided detailed analysis and evidence of cyber attacks originating from within China; specifically attributing these to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). Lending support to these claims, the US has publicly accused China of such attacks since 2006, culminating in the indictment of five PLA officers on charges of economic espionage and computer hacking by the US Department of Justice. Evidence of cyber attacks by
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Chinese sources suggest not only an increase in the number of cyber-attacks, but also in the number of targets. Most of these targets are governments and businesses from English-speaking countries, namely the US, UK and, increasingly, Australia.

In May 2013, the ABC’s Four Corners program revealed several Australian Government departments and businesses had been the victims of numerous cyber attacks, which had emerged from within China. The report named Adelaide-based electronics firm Codan as one of the victims, claiming Chinese spies engaging in cyber espionage had stolen blueprints and later disseminated these to domestic electronic firms within China. Despite the financial losses attributed to the alleged cyber theft, Codan refused to confirm the claims, joining the chorus of silence within government regarding alleged Chinese cyber hacking. Then-Prime Minister Julia Gillard instead offered a swift rebuttal stating that the report contained ‘a number of unsubstantiated allegations’, mirroring the Chinese foreign ministry’s own comments of ‘groundless accusations’. In addition to Codan, Four Corners also claimed several Federal Government departments had also been breached by Chinese cyber hackers, including the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Defence, and Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO).

Although Australian officials have recognised the growing threat to Australia from foreign cyber activity, officials have yet to directly confront China or engage in diplomatic discussion over the issue. The Australian Government’s only official statement thus far has been in response to the Four Corners report, stating that ‘Australia discusses cyber issues with a range of countries, including China’, and that in April 2013 Prime Minister Julia Gillard had ‘raised a number of issues with Premier Li, including cyber security’. No additional statement or information regarding Australia’s engagement with China over this issue has since been provided. In addition to this, Australia’s national Cyber Security Strategy has not been updated since 2009 and has little mention of foreign state-based cyber espionage.

The continued silence by Australian authorities over Chinese involvement—in contrast to the US Government—may in part reflect the difficult position Australia faces. Since China became Australia’s largest trading partner in 2007, the Australian Government has focused on building a warmer relationship with China particularly with regard to establishing a free trade agreement. As such, confronting the Chinese government over the issue of cyber espionage could prove damaging and risky for present and future two-way trade. Nevertheless, the cost of not taking stronger action could prove far more detrimental to the Australian economy and national interest in the long term.
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This report, therefore, intends to provide an informed contribution to the discussion of cyber security policy within Australia by examining the extent of Chinese cyber espionage, the Australian Government’s current approach to cyber security in contrast to the US and, finally, the diplomatic options Australian authorities should pursue in taking action on this growing issue.

Terminology

Although cyber espionage is the focus of this report, some important clarifications regarding terminology are required in reference to cyber espionage and cyber crime. Cyber espionage in the context of this report is understood as a form of signals intelligence operations conducted by state intelligence agencies as an extension of traditional intelligence collections methods. As such, this is generally considered an acceptable modern application of espionage activity in the international system. Cyber crime however, may refer to any method of cyber attack that is used ‘to engage in criminal activities by an actor for a profit’.  

The issue with these two definitions emerges from the increasing use of cyber espionage by state intelligence agencies to engage in cyber crime against another state, which blurs the distinction between accepted forms of state intelligence operations and theft. Furthermore, the targeting of IP and critical national infrastructure has begun to transform the international debate over this issue from regulating transnational cyber crime to concerns over cyber warfare. Further elaboration on this issue is contained within a latter section of this paper that discusses the multilateral approaches Australia may take in dealing with Chinese cyber espionage.

Chinese cyber espionage on Australia

The increasing number of attacks on Australia

Following the revelation by ABC’s Four Corners program in 2013 that several Australian businesses and government departments had been hacked, it has come to public attention that cyber espionage has become a national security issue for Australia. Worldwide, the numbers of incidents recorded has seen ‘consistent, significant growth’, as threats continue to become increasingly sophisticated. Australia’s Cyber Security Operations Centre reported in 2013 that the number of incidents detected in Australia had risen from 1,259 in 2011, to 1,790 in 2012, with a further 789 by mid-2013 alone.

The economic damage of these attacks on the Australian economy remains difficult to calculate due to the underreporting of incidents by business, however, a 2014 McAfee report estimated that these attacks were already costing Australia up to 0.08 percent of
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its GDP every year.\textsuperscript{16} Adding to cost of these attacks is the theft of IP from Australian industry, which some estimating the cost to the economy as high as $15 billion annually.\textsuperscript{17} This is significant when considering the contribution of intellectual property industries in Australia providing $93.2 billion to the economy and employing 8 percent of the national workforce.\textsuperscript{18} As such, protecting intellectual property from cyber espionage is not only vital to individual businesses, but to Australia’s economic security.

In addition to the economic cost, cyber espionage also threatens national security as attackers target governments as well as businesses. In recent years, reports have emerged detailing breaches within ASIO, the Department of Defence, DFAT, and the Australian Parliamentary Network.\textsuperscript{19}

\textit{Suspected Chinese involvement}

Although Australia faces the threat of cyber espionage from a variety of sources, China is frequently cited as the main offender in attacks on Australia and other developed nations.\textsuperscript{20} Actual evidence of Chinese cyber espionage in Australia remains sparse, however allegations of Chinese involvement are frequent.\textsuperscript{21} Academics from Australian universities have suggested that Australia is just as much a target of Chinese cyber espionage operations as the US or other countries’.\textsuperscript{22} In 2013, then-opposition defence spokesman David Johnson spoke out accusing the Chinese PLA of hacking into the computer systems of Australian mining companies and federal parliament, following a briefing by the Australian Signals Directorate.\textsuperscript{23}

Further abroad, China has also been the focus of allegations by several US officials and government reports. In 2011, the Office of the National Counterintelligence Executive report to US congress labelled China a ‘persistent collector’ of economic intelligence and the world’s most active perpetrator of economic espionage.\textsuperscript{24} The report further stated that ‘other advanced industrial countries principally blame China’.\textsuperscript{25} In May 2013, a report conducted by the Commission on the Theft of American Intellectual Property also accused the Chinese government of sponsoring between 50 percent and 80 percent
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of international IP theft, describing these activities as encouraged by ‘national industry policy goals’.26

Thus far the Australian Government has not advanced a public position on these claims,27 however, concerns over the security of Chinese state-owned enterprises (SOEs) operating in Australia led to a ban in 2012 of telecommunications provider, Huawei, from involvement in the construction of the National Broadband Network (NBN). The ban was a result of advice given by ASIO that was ‘based solely on security matters’, following a similar ban by the US in which the National Security Agency (NSA) described Huawei as a spy for the Chinese government.28

A 2013 report, by US cyber security firm Mandiant, detailed evidence of Chinese involvement in cyber espionage. The report, APT1: Exposing One of China’s Cyber Espionage Units, exposed in detail the structure, capabilities and targets of Chinese hackers. Most importantly, the report directly demonstrated the Chinese PLA was a primary source of cyber attacks on Western countries, including Australia.29

Chinese cyber capabilities, targets, and objectives

The PLA recognises the importance of cyberspace to both its military fighting capacity and use in information warfare.30 The asymmetric nature of cyber-attacks—that are able to reduce the technological advantage of powerful states such as the US—have thus been a primary focus for China’s military.31 A secondary application of this development has been its use in conducting espionage for the purpose of acquiring foreign military technology.

As the PLA’s offensive cyber capabilities have developed, its cyber espionage program has expanded from strategic targets to economic targets.32 As such, the core of China’s cyber espionage program is conducted within the PLA. The department tasked with cyber operations is the third Department of the General Staff, the most senior of the PLA. Situated within this department is Unit 61398, which directly reports to the Central Military Commission and is well resourced and well funded. Mandiant estimates that Unit 61398 is large enough to be ‘staffed by hundreds, and perhaps thousands of people’.33 Furthermore, Unit 61398 is directly supported by China Telecom, which
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provides the fibre optic telecommunications infrastructure necessary to carry out its operations. In addition to Unit 61398’s extensive physical infrastructure and operation within China, they also control ‘thousands of systems in support of their computer intrusion activities’ around the world.

Due to the extent of China’s cyber capabilities, Unit 61398 has been able to target an extensive number and range of industries in many countries. Targets include both the public and private sector, with particular focus on industries that match those ‘China has identified as strategic to their growth’. In their report Mandiant identified IT, aerospace, public administration, telecommunications, and scientific research as the top five industry targets.

These industries are primarily targeted for their intensive innovation in the production of new technologies. China’s dire need to rapidly modernise its domestic industry has seen its cyber espionage program pursue an industrial focus. Despite continued economic growth—which is predicted to make the Chinese economy the largest in the world—the Chinese Government is acutely aware of the need to move its economy beyond low-tech manufacturing, fearing stagnation of economic development. China’s ability to do this, however, is constrained by its existing economic system, which discourages indigenous innovation due to ‘anti-competitive practices in favour of SOEs’.

**Australia’s current approach**

In the 2013 ABC Four Corners program, presenter Kerry O’Brien interviewed then-Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus on the issue of alleged Chinese cyber hacking on Australian businesses and government departments. Attorney General Dreyfus, in line with official government policy, refused to comment on the claims, which prompted O’Brien to proclaim a ‘deafening silence surrounds this issue’. Despite this dramatisation, the Australian Government has maintained a policy of ‘not comment[ing] on specific cyber-related incidents, investigations or operations’. Unlike Australia’s allies who have also been victims of Chinese cyber espionage—most prominently the US—the Australian Government has not provided a public position on any allegations despite mounting evidence, and has yet to engage with China bilaterally over this issue. Diplomatically it appears that the federal government is unwilling to confront China directly, which is likely due to certain constraining factors within Australian foreign policy and how it is conducted.
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Constraints

Firstly, the issue of cyber espionage, while damaging to the Australian economy, may not be great enough to warrant strong and potentially costly action. In the 2014 report, *Net Losses: Estimating the Global Cost of Cybercrime*, McAfee suggested states that suffer losses of less than two percent of national income are likely to ‘tolerate malicious activity as long as it stays at acceptable levels’. As the economic cost of cyber espionage in Australia is for the moment relatively small, the Australian Government is unlikely to be under anywhere near the same pressure to confront China as states such as the US.

In addition to the limited pressure exerted by cost, inaction may be further influenced by the nature of Australian foreign policy, which historically has approached international issues in a manner representative of Australia’s middle power status. Australia’s style of middle power diplomacy refers to a consistent approach successive governments have taken towards international relations, which reflect a ‘practical realism’ in dealing with great powers such as China. Due to the size and power of China, Sino–Australian relations have always been asymmetric. As the Chinese economy continues to grow and Beijing seeks to assert more power on the international stage, Australia will likely lack the ‘clout’ necessary to apply diplomatic pressure over claims of cyber espionage.

While part of this asymmetry in power relations is due to certain geopolitical factors including the size of the Chinese economy and military, Australia’s trade dependence on China also places Australia in an awkward position if a diplomatic dispute were to occur. In 2007 China has overtaken Japan as Australia’s largest trading partner in total number of exports and import. This size of bilateral trade has continued to grow each year as Chinese demand for Australian minerals has made China Australia’s main export destination, comprising 36.1 percent of total exports. Given that Australia is highly dependent on two-way trade with China, if the Australian Government were to confront China over the issue of cyber espionage, such action could potentially pose too greater a risk to trade relations.

While it is not possible to predict how the Chinese Government might react if Australia were to confront China, current heated tensions with the US on this issue suggest that bilateral engagement carries risk. Supporting this notion is the decision by China to reinstate tariffs on the import of Australian coal—a sign of China’s ability to place trade restrictions on Australia, while absorbing the cost.
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negotiations between Australia and China continue, it is unlikely the Australian Government will risk the value of two-way trade over the economic cost attributed to cyber espionage.

In addition to these constraints, Australian Governments may have so far refrained from engaging China directly due to its own espionage activities. During the fifth Strategic and Economic Dialogue (S&ED), in 2013, China accused the US of hypocrisy after US officials formally voiced concerns over China’s cyber espionage program. The Chinese government-run news agency Xinhua later suggested that leaks by Edward Snowden over the NSA spying program had ‘smashed the image of the US as a cyber liberty advocate’.

China’s response to the US highlights the fact that cyber espionage is not an issue confined to China, but is also an activity undertaken by the US and its allies in their own espionage programs, including Australia. Australia’s participation in the ‘five eyes’ surveillance community, involves monitoring states within South and East Asia. Although other states such as China may be aware of these activities, they need only to condemn the culprit if the espionage is made public. This was demonstrated in 2013 when the Australian intelligence agency Australian Signals Directorate (ASD), formerly Defence Signals Directorate, was caught spying on Indonesia’s President. Confronting China over their cyber espionage program may therefore, only lead to embarrassing counter accusations against Australia. As such, Australia’s current approach to dealing with cyber espionage appears to be focused on national cyber security policy rather than assertive diplomatic engagement.

**National cyber security initiatives**

Although the Australian Government has yet to take a public position on claims of Chinese involvement, cyber espionage is recognised as a national security issue, referred to by the ASIO as ‘an enduring and first order-threat’. However, due to the relatively recent adoption of information communications technology (ICT) by government and business in the last couple of decades, the Australian Government’s response to malicious cyber activity only began in earnest following the release of the 2000 Defence White Paper, which was the first official policy to recognise cyber security as a national
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security issue. Since then, the Australian Government has continued to recognise the growing threat to Australia’s ‘National Information Infrastructure’, a term used to refer to various information systems that support transport, utilities, finance and ‘critical government services’.

In 2009, the Attorney-General’s Department developed Australia’s first Cyber Security Strategy, which intended to provide ‘a government-led coherent, integrated approach’ to cyber security policy. As a result, mechanisms have since been setup to allow for the coordination of civilian intelligence, military intelligence, and policing agencies, as well as mechanisms that facilitate the exchange of information between businesses and government agencies over threats and responses.

The three main agencies that direct these efforts are: the Cyber Security Operations Centre, which coordinates the resources of ASD, ASIO, Australian Federal Police and the AG’s Department in assessing and responding to cyber threats; CERT Australia, which provides advice to the private sector on cyber security practice and information on known threats; and the Business Liaison Unit within ASIO, which performs a similar function to CERT but with a focus on Australia’s critical infrastructure.

Although these mechanisms and agencies have helped sophisticate Australia’s approach to cyber security, the 2009 Cyber Security Strategy has not been updated since. A ‘Cyber White Paper’ that was intended to replace the 2009 strategy was announced in 2011, however, the White Paper was later transferred across departments, ‘‘broadened’’ away from cyber security’, and released as a statement in 2012 that only updated the ‘national digital economy strategy’. In November 2014 a review of Australia’s cyber security policy and strategy was announced; as of August 2015 this review is yet to be released.

International cyber security cooperation

In addition to improving cyber security at the national level, the Australian Government has also made clear the importance of engaging with international partners and
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multilateral cyber security frameworks. The 2009 Cyber Security Strategy states that international engagement is one of the Australian Government’s strategic priorities, which ‘requires an increased effort in multilateral forums to improve the security of interoperable networks’.  

The Australian Government has thus far pursued this path through a focus on Australia’s existing alliances and intelligence sharing networks. The most crucial to these networks has been Australia’s participation in the UKUSA Agreement, also referred to as ‘five eyes’, which facilitates intelligence cooperation between the US, UK, Canada and New Zealand. As early as 2002, a memorandum or understanding between the members of the ‘five eyes’ intelligence community established the International Computer Network Defence Coordination Working Group (ICCWG). The ICCWG brought together representatives from the ‘five eyes’ community to facilitate mutually protected ‘national defense information networks’.

Although Australia’s main focus of international cooperation is within the Anglo-sphere, the Australian Government has also taken part in broader US-led cyber security exercises. The Cyber Storm biennial exercise series includes participants from the International Watch and Warning Network that holds simulations on responses to cyber-attacks. In addition to cyber security cooperation, Australia’s engagement with key alliance partners also extends into mutual defence. In 2011, following the 60th anniversary of the signing of ANZUS, the Australian and the US Governments affirmed that the ANZUS treaty commitments also encompassed cyber-attacks.

Australia’s approach to the issue of cyber espionage appears to be currently focused primarily on defensive cyber security measures, rather than bilateral engagement with China. This approach however, contrasts with the approach taken by the US Government, which has already engaged in discussion with the Chinese government over this issue.

**Case study: the US approach**

As the world’s largest economy, the United States experiences the same cyber security threats as Australia, but on a much larger scale. As one of Australia’s closest allies, Australia has also cooperated extensively with the US on issues of cyber security. As such, Australian Governments have typically followed US precedent in cyber security policy. This was evident in the decision to ban Huawei from involvement with the NBN,
following a US decision to do the same. Unlike Australia however, the US has taken a much more concerted approach to cyber security, concurrent with its role as a world leader. This has involved domestic measures such as increasing the cyber security budget of the Department of Defense to US$4.7 billion in 2013, and international engagement, such as the promotion of the Budapest Convention on Cybercrime. 

Examining the US approach in dealing with cyber espionage will therefore provide an example of a clearer path that Australia could take in engaging with China on this problem.

**Confronting China**

In contrast to Australia, the US Government has been less restrained in publicly accusing China of cyber espionage. Since 2006, US Government departments and officials have increasingly asserted the involvement of the Chinese government in cyber attacks originating from within their territory. In 2006, a US Air Force officer made public the hacking of an unclassified US military network by Chinese sources. A year later in 2007, in a report to Congress, the US–China Economic and Security Review Commission accused the Chinese government of an ‘aggressive and large-scale industrial espionage campaign’. The Office of National Counterintelligence Executive in its report to Congress also reasserted this claim in 2011. In response to US accusations however, the Chinese government has also accused the US of large-scale cyber-attacks against the PLA and Chinese Defence Ministry.

In response to these mutual accusations, in 2013 the US Government finally decided to approach China formally over this issue in order to reach a diplomatic solution. During a visit to China by Secretary of State John Kerry in April, both sides agreed to establish a Cyber Working Group (CWG) to enable civilian and military representatives from both governments to engage in discussion over ‘transparency and international rules for operating in cyberspace’.

**Bilateral cyber working group**

The first meeting of the bilateral CWG took place two days before the fifth annual S&ED, and the second S&ED in July 2013. During this high-level event, US President Obama raised concerns over cyber espionage with Chinese President Xi Jinping.
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highlighting substantial evidence pointing to Chinese involvement in cyber attacks on American businesses. Despite tense discussions over this issue, the CWG was successful in its two-day meeting with both sides making proposals to increase transparency on the issue.\textsuperscript{76} The positive outcome was further underscored by the recognition of progress by both sides who ‘pledged support’ for future continuation of the CWG.\textsuperscript{77}

Despite the apparent diplomatic breakthrough with the Chinese leadership, optimism over future cooperation on cyber security was short lived. In May 2014, a grand jury from the US Department of Justice indicted five PLA officials on charges of cyber espionage and ‘trade secret theft’. The indictment alleged that Chinese military officials had hacked six American companies in the ‘nuclear power, metals and solar products industry’ for the purpose of providing information to competing Chinese SOEs.\textsuperscript{78} Immediately following the indictment, China’s Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Qin Gang stated the Chinese government had formally lodged a protest against the charges, which ‘grossly violate[d] the basic norms governing international relations’. Gang strongly reiterated that no Chinese government or military official had ever engaged in the cyber theft of trade secrets, unlike the US, which regularly targeted China.

China’s reaction to the indictment was also followed up by the immediate suspension of the CWG, citing a ‘lack of sincerity on the part of the US’ in cyber security cooperation.\textsuperscript{79} Following this setback, the US Government attempted to resuscitate cyber security talks in June by requesting China to restart the CWG prior to the sixth S&ED, however, Chinese officials refused.\textsuperscript{80}

Although the US approach to dealing with Chinese cyber espionage has so far been difficult for US–China relations, confronting China bilaterally over these issues has demonstrated that the Chinese government is at least willing to engage on issues of cyber security diplomatically. Due to Australia’s asymmetric relations with China, the Australian Government is certainly less able to engage China in such strong terms as the US have, however, Australia may at least be able to engage China on softer terms.
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Multilateralism

Australia and the US are far from the only nations dealing with increased cyber attacks from foreign sources; with most of Europe, Asia, South America, and Africa also experiencing increased cyber crime and cyber espionage.\(^{81}\) China, in addition to being regularly accused of cyber espionage against other states, is also the second largest victim of cyber attacks, costing the Chinese economy up to 0.63 percent of GDP, just shy of the US, which lost 0.64 percent in 2014.\(^{82}\) As such, cyber espionage and cyber crime is a global problem, which affects all major economies.

Complicating a solution to this global issue, however, is the transnational and easily concealable nature of attackers, which often act with impunity as no global multilateral treaty or system of governance to prevent cyber attacks currently exists; other than attempts through institutions such as Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers and the International Telecommunications Union.

**International cyberspace governance**

One way for Australia to address Chinese cyber espionage is to push for the adoption of a global system of cyberspace regulation, as a system of rules may help form norms around the acceptable use of ICT technologies in state-based espionage activities. So far, however, no global resolution to the issue has been reached. Instead, two separate international approaches have developed in competition with one another, reflecting existing geopolitical divides in international politics and their differences in viewing the issue conceptually.

Post-Communist states, such as China and Russia, believe that despite the de-territorialised space of the Internet, control and regulation of information should remain within the ‘jurisdiction of the nation-state’. As such, China advocates for an international approach based on territorial sovereignty and equality between states in regulating cyberspace.

Liberal democracies in the West such as Australia, the US and Europe, however, seek a de-nationalised approach that emphasises the role of the private sector.\(^{83}\) These two international blocs, and their attempts to create a multilateral regulation of cyberspace, are referred to as the Budapest approach and the United Nations approach.

**Budapest approach**

The Budapest approach refers to the name of the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime, a regional agreement signed in 2001 by most member states of the Council of Europe (COE). Since 2001, all but two COE states—with the notable exception of Russia—have signed, as well as eight other non-COE states including the US and
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Australia. As such, the Budapest approach was the first serious attempt to create a multilateral framework aimed at combating cybercrime and regulating cyberspace.

Although cybercrime remains the focus of the convention, cooperation within such a framework could act as a basis for the creation of norms on cyber espionage between states, particularly if parties to the treaty can ‘achieve greater unity among its members’ on ‘common criminal policy’.

Unfortunately, the adoption of the Convention has remained largely confined to Europe and other Western states, as the Convention is perceived to be out-dated and inadequate. This is due to the fact that certain articles within the Convention have created contention among Russia, China, and various states in the developing world. Specifically, Russia and China have taken exception to Article 10, which places obligation on each party to criminalise copyright infringement and the theft of IP when ‘committed wilfully, on a commercial scale’. Russia and China believe this will serve only to protect Western corporate interests in Europe and North America. In addition to this, both Russia and China have also taken great exception to Article 32(b), which allows law enforcement authorities from one state to access information from another state without their consent or knowledge. Russia and China view this as a ‘violation of sovereignty’ and incompatible with domestic legislation. China’s biggest criticism is that the Convention does not provide adequate state controls over the flow of information. This form of liberalised Internet governance is at odds with China’s highly centralised authoritarian political system, which views unrestricted information as threatening to political stability.

**UN approach**

In contrast to the Convention on Cybercrime, the United Nations (UN) approach advocates a state-centric regime of regulation over the Internet. China and other proponents of this approach suggest that the creation of a comprehensive international treaty under the authority of the UN should replace the role of non-state actors—such as the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers—claiming this would democratise the regulation of cyberspace between states. Democratisation in this sense however, refers to a system of equal *state-based* representation, rather than representation of individuals or non-state groups.
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Although various attempts have been made to shift regulation towards the UN, one such attempt was proposed in 2010 by China, Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan. The proposed ‘International Code of Conduct for Information Security’, was an attempt to create an alternative to the Convention on Cybercrime, through emphasising the role of states in regulating cyberspace and ‘respect for the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of all States’. Unlike the Convention on Cybercrime, however, the proposed Code of Conduct was not focused on facilitating transnational law enforcement or cyber security. Rather, the intention was to ensure states such as China and Russia could maintain control over the flow of information within their borders that could have potential security consequences for state control.

The fear driving this need has heightened since the 2010 Arab Spring, which resulted in revolutions, civil war, and widespread civil unrest within authoritarian states across the Middle East and North Africa. The success of the revolutions in Tunisia and Egypt was attributed partly to the use of social media, which highlighted the potentially destabilising nature of the Internet on authoritarian regimes and the possibility of a ‘Jasmine Revolution’ occurring in China.

The likelihood of reaching an international agreement that restricts cyberspace in this manner seems low at present, as Western states have rejected the International Code of Conduct, and any attempts at establishing UN-level governance. However, in 2014 a unanimous agreement was reached between members of an intergovernmental group of experts, which stated that international law does ‘fully apply to state behaviour in cyberspace’. The group consisted of representatives from all permanent (P5) Security Council members, as well as experts from ten other states, including Australia. This small step towards establishing norms on cyber espionage is particularly encouraging and suggests that, despite conflicting views on cyberspace governance, an international resolution to issues in this area is possible.

Conclusion

Australia faces a growing threat from cyber espionage by the Chinese military, which regularly uses cyber hacking as a means of engaging in industrial espionage against Australian businesses. The economic cost and long-term loss of IP threatens Australian businesses and the integrity of Australia’s largest trade partnership.

In response to this national security issue, the Australian Government has undertaken internal measures to protect Australia from threats in cyberspace through a national cyber security strategy and cooperation with key alliance partners.

In contrast to the US, the Australian Government has not yet given a public position or confronted China over claims of cyber espionage. Constraints within foreign policy—including Australia’s middle power status and asymmetric relations with China—have so far prevented Australia from following the same path as US.

Multilaterally, the international debate over the global issue of cyber espionage and cyber crime remains in a deadlock between Western states—which advocate for freedom of access to the Internet—and post-Communist states—that seek state control.

An effective approach to addressing Chinese cyber espionage would see more active diplomacy both with China bilaterally, and with the international community on establishing international norms on cyberspace.

Cyber espionage is a growing issue for Australia, one that is damaging the Australian economy. It is paramount the Australian Government develop an assertive position on this issue and engage diplomatically with China, breaking the existing chorus of silence.
An Effective Approach to People Smuggling in the Australian Context

Lara Miles*

People smuggling has become an increasingly pressing issue in the Australian national consciousness in recent years. This issue threatens Australia’s sovereignty and control of its borders; however, the Australian Government has struggled to maintain a consistent approach to addressing irregular migration, with tensions between its nationalistic defensive barriers and the international humanitarian agenda. The most effective response lies in a holistic approach that acknowledges the complex origins of people smuggling both domestically and internationally. In order to address the push and pull factors that drive individuals to seek out people smugglers and perpetuate the so-called people smuggling business model, policy must consist of a combination of deterrence, containment and regional cooperation. Strategic and targeted deterrence efforts combined with sustained international assistance, increased legal avenues for migration and cooperation with relevant international actors would see Australia make a positive move towards sustainably and effectively combating people smuggling. While the Australian Government cannot control migration flows, a comprehensive approach that aims to undermine the demand for smuggling services and increase regional deterrence efforts will allow the Australian Government to manage the issue.
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People smuggling is a highly politicised issue in Australia. The topic has a disproportionate impact on the national consciousness, with significant amounts of media, political and public attention dedicated to the issue. Despite the current government’s claimed success in its goal of ‘stopping the boats’ through Operation Sovereign Borders, this hasn’t eliminated attempted sea voyages by asylum seekers. The reality is that there are still significant push factors for irregular human movement in the immediate Asia-Pacific region and beyond, and it is likely that people smugglers will continue to capitalise on these new market opportunities.¹

Flows of voluntary human movement have increased in recent years due to massive relative population expansion in volatile developing countries accompanied with a trend for reductions in legal opportunities for migration in destination countries. Consequently, this has seen an increase in the use of people smugglers, as the desire to migrate for economic and humanitarian reasons has proved stronger than the legal restrictions and deterrents in place.²

An increase in people smuggling is a significant concern for Australia. The Australian Federal Police (AFP) identifies people smuggling as a national threat: citing serious security and criminal concerns, quarantine and health risks, significant logistical problems and costs accrued in processing, as well as infringements on sovereignty and control over borders associated with unauthorised arrivals.³ Of equal concern are the considerable risks to the individuals enlisting smuggling services; the desperation of these individuals leaves them vulnerable to exploitation by their smuggler, and smuggling voyages are associated with high levels of injury and death. In one incident, the sinking of the unknown Suspected Illegal Entry Vessel—or SIEV X—a fishing boat en route from Sumatra to Christmas Island on 19 October 2001, resulted in the death of 353 people.⁴

Thus, this report will recommend addressing people smuggling from within a holistic migration system that balances national security interests with international obligations, whilst also addressing push factors for migration through both domestic measures and regional cooperation. While current policy has acknowledged the importance of a comprehensive approach, there is a gap between rhetoric and practice. This report will recommend an expansion of current containment and regional cooperation measures, as well as a lexicon shift in the treatment of people smuggling within policy, as a punitive policing effort alone will not be enough to sustainably address the issue.

² Ibid.
The approach thus far

People smuggling in the Australian context

Following an explosion on SIEV 36, a fishing boat carrying 49 Afghani passengers near Ashmore Reef on 16 April 2009, then-Prime Minister Kevin Rudd labelled people smugglers the ‘scum of the earth’. Rudd asserted that smugglers represented the ‘vilest form of human life’, and that ‘they trade on the tragedy of others and that’s why they should rot in jail and in my own view, rot in hell’. Evidently, the irregular arrival of migrants is a contentious issue in Australia. Despite being a country founded on migration, its particular historical context has produced an ‘invasion anxiety’ amongst its predominantly Anglo-Saxon population. Australia has a long history of selective and exclusionary migration policy, stemming back to the white Australia policies enacted at Federation. More recently, border security measures have tightened following the Tampa Affair in August 2001 and the terror threats of September 11, and focus has shifted from those arriving by boat to those facilitating and profiting from their journey. Australia has adopted a whole-of-government approach to people smuggling, which encompasses several government departments and agencies focusing on prosecution, disruption, and capacity building.

Accompanying this securitisation of policy has been a public condemnation of ‘boat people’, a perception driven largely by jingoistic media reporting of asylum seekers as exploitative and threatening to the Australian way of life, with people smugglers as the driver of this action. Antje Missbach and Frieda Sinanu argue this media and political hysteria has seen irregular migration issues be securitised rather than treated as a humanitarian problem. Australia has adopted a reactionary response, primarily founded on policies of deterrence—an intersection of crime and immigration control within policy termed by Michael Welch as ‘crimmigration’. Punitive measures such as mandatory detention and the expansion of federal police powers have been brought against the asylum seeker in an attempt to curb migration flows and break the ‘people smuggler’s business model’. Thus, the Australian context makes it unlikely that open

6 In the 2011 census, 36.1 percent of respondents identified their ancestry as English. Including responses of Scottish, Irish and Welsh, 56 percent of respondents identified their ancestry as from the British Isles. P. Madden, ‘How Anglo is Australia?’, presented at NSW Community Relations Commission, Parramatta, (18 April 2013), available online: https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/how-anglo-is-australia (accessed 3 October 2014); Welch, op. cit., p. 4.
7 Ibid., p. 3.
8 Crock and Ghezelbash, op. cit., p. 240.
12 Missbach and Sinanu, op. cit., p. 62.
13 Welch, op. cit., pp. 1–21.
An insufficient migration system

As a transnational problem, people smuggling requires a transnational response. Punitive policies which aim to disrupt pull factors attribute behaviour solely to the responsibility of the individual, maintaining that smuggled refugees are undeserving of support and protection because it was their choice to migrate illegally. However, it is important not to adopt reductive rationalist theory when explaining complex social phenomenon. In reality, migration functions within a complex network structure of historical and international relations and human and institutional factors. Migration is driven by push factors—those factors that force or motivate emigration—and pull factors—those factors that determine a country to be a desirable destination. Refugees are pushed by a negative force from the source country and pulled by a positive force to the destination country. The source of these forces can be political, demographic, socioeconomic or environmental. Thus, while refugees do have a level of agency in enlisting smuggling services and bypassing regular migration pathways, they are generally driven by migratory push factors beyond their individual control.

Andreas Schloenhardt explains the decision to migrate as reached through a rational evaluation of the costs and benefits of relocation. Thus, an individual will decide to migrate when the perceived benefits of migration outweigh the financial and non-financial costs associated with movement: often risks, sanctions and penalties. While there are a number of socio-cultural motivations, empirical research suggests that most often the decision to migrate is precipitated by an immediate catalyst in the form of a threat or event—which is useful in explaining the five waves of irregular boats arrivals to Australia coinciding with events including the end of the Vietnamese War in 1975 and the Tiananmen Square Massacre in 1989.

Paradoxically, growing migration pressures and subsequent increased migration flows have caused destination countries to restrict legal avenues of migration and criminalise irregular and clandestine migration, and these restrictions have in turn incentivised alternative, often illegal, means of migration. Legal channels for migration in source countries are often unavailable and resettlement policies in transit countries insufficient and consequently there is a demand amongst refugees for smuggling services. It has been observed that among the clientele for smugglers are legitimate asylum seekers who have attempted to use legal channels, but have become frustrated with the system after
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years of waiting in limbo for resettlement. Thus, while refugees are waiting in transit countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia, their demands for services are met by the local population, who are motivated by considerable economic incentives. From this it can be reasonably deduced that people smuggling is a case of supply and demand and is, in a sense, a by-product of a pre-existing problem: an insufficient migration system both domestically in Australia and regionally in the Asia-Pacific.

Deterrence

The logic underpinning deterrence as a method for countering people smuggling is to ‘break the people smugglers’ business model’ by essentially deterring the smugglers’ market. It attempts to counter migration pull factors through the interception and disruption of smuggling efforts. In Australian policy, deterrence has taken form in the strengthening of border control and security and legislation frameworks.

Border protection and security

The 2014–15 federal budget committed $711 million over six years to enhance Australia’s border management, with a focus on the new Operation Sovereign Borders—a military-led border security operation—and Australian Border Force—a single frontline operational border agency proposed to come into effect from 1 July 2015. This includes additional funding towards maintaining the Australian Customs and Border Protection Services’ maritime surveillance and interception operations in Australia’s northern waters, with a commitment of $81.2 million over four years for extending leases, increasing patrols and replacing vessels.

Australia’s commitment to border security has seen the expansion of federal policing powers, particularly in cooperation with regional authorities. The AFP asserts its objective as ‘contributing effectively to Australia’s border management and security, particularly preventing Australia from people smuggling, including by prevention, deterrence and disruption’. This is achieved in part through the People Smuggling
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Strike Team, which provides ‘a centrally directed, highly mobile investigative capability against organised people-smuggling syndicates operating in Australia and overseas’.

However, a 2011 report by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime found that while border control policies are undoubtedly a legitimate and necessary pursuit for a sovereign nation, the effectiveness of deterrence in combating migration flows is questionable, and has been shown to have potentially damaging consequences. These consequences include: prompting dangerous changes to smuggling routes and methods; encouraging the evolution of more professional and sophisticated smuggling networks; and further limiting opportunities for migration, consequently increasing the demands for and costs of smuggling services.

Indeed, Stephen Castles notes that efforts by the US Government to strengthen border security with ‘Operation Gatekeeper’ under the Clinton Administration in 1994—measures which included doubling the number of agents patrolling the border and tripling the US Immigration and Naturalisation Service budget over the period of six years—failed to curb the illegal entry of refugees through the assistance of smugglers, and it is likely that similar attempts in other states would be met with similar results. This is in part because reductive understandings of the people smuggling concept—such as the ‘people smuggler’s business model’—fail to acknowledge the diverse and complex nature of the issue, and consequently attempt to address it homogenously rather than developing targeted responses to individual cases. Furthermore, evaluations which link irregular arrivals to weakened border controls retain a purely internal view of migration and neglect to acknowledge the considerable influence of external factors, thus ‘state migration control efforts still follow a national logic, while many of the forces driving migration follow transnational logic’.

With regards to the Australian context, Sharon Pickering expresses concern over the AFP’s apparent militarisation of irregular migration. Pickering details how AFP rhetoric has shaped people smuggling as an issue of national security, subsequently expanding police territory and removing the boundaries between immigration and criminal law. In the 1996–97 AFP Annual Report, people smuggling was mentioned only briefly and in relatively innocuous terms, in contrast, by the 2000–01 Annual Report, the terminology used included ‘organised people-smuggling’ and ‘unlawful noncitizens’: vocabulary which assumes criminality and excludes claims of asylum. Thus, this lexicon shift symbolically reconstructed the issue as a matter of organised crime and propelled the AFP into the de-territorialised realm of the transversal people smuggler, a shift which,
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Pickering argues, has concerning ramifications for jurisdictional restraint and unchecked powers.\(^{36}\)

These concerns highlight the need for deterrence efforts that go beyond indiscriminate border policing, instead pursuing a targeted approach that sets clear expectations and boundaries for practice.

**Judicial measures: legislative framework**

The second effort to deter people smuggling has been through the domestic criminalisation of most aspects of irregular migration and organised crime.\(^{37}\) Australia’s legislative framework criminalising people smuggling is set out under the *Migration Act 1958* and the *Criminal Code Act 1995*, which was amended by the *Anti-People Smuggling and Other Measures Act 2010* and came into force on 1 June 2010. According to the Attorney General’s department, this legislative framework ‘makes it an offence for a person (the first person) to organise or facilitate the bringing or coming to Australia, or the entry or proposed entry into Australia, of another person (the second person), where that second person is a noncitizen of Australia, and where the second person had, or has, no lawful right to come to Australia’.\(^{38}\)

In addition, under this legislation it is an offence to conceal or harbour a noncitizen, to provide false documents or misleading information relating to a noncitizen or to support the offence of people smuggling through material support or resource aids. Also, there are a number of aggravated people smuggling offences which carry a greater maximum sentence and carry a minimum sentence; these include ventures which involve the danger of death or serious harm, the smuggling of five or more persons, repeat offending or providing false documents or misleading information relating to five or more noncitizens.\(^{39}\)

An important aspect of enforcing this legislation and preventing unauthorised maritime ventures is regional intelligence cooperation. Under the People Smuggling Strike Team specialist personnel are deployed from the AFP to Indonesia, Malaysia, and Sri Lanka to conduct joint operations and intelligence gathering activities to identify and disrupt smuggling operations through disruption, investigation, prosecution and information exchange and coordination.\(^{40}\)

Upon evaluation, Schloenhardt concludes that Australian criminal law comprehensively penalises people smuggling activities including supply, service, distribution and finance. The weakness, however, lies in a lack of complimentary legislation abroad.\(^{41}\) The criminalisation of people smuggling is appealing, as in principle it only affects the criminals, it acts as a deterrent for criminal activity and it is a comparatively inexpensive
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method of combating smuggling. However, it is unlikely to be a deterrence against significant push factors, and should only form one aspect of an approach, as it alone cannot address the fundamental causes of smuggling.\textsuperscript{42} As a transnational issue, the effectiveness of Australia’s judicial efforts is dependent on assistance, cooperation and harmonisation with regional law enforcement and criminal law.\textsuperscript{43}

\textit{Kingpins or fishermen?}

Despite a comprehensive legislative framework and cooperation efforts, the AFP reported an overall conviction rate of 91 percent among all Crime Program cases reaching court in the 2012–13 period—a figure marginally lower than previous years—and this decline was attributed to the ‘complexity of a number of people-smuggling cases that have not led to a conviction’.\textsuperscript{44} The AFP reported 32 persons arrested for people smuggling offences in this period, 6 were smuggling organisers and the remaining 26 were crewmembers.\textsuperscript{45}

These figures are concerning as they appear to undermine the government’s claim of targeting transnational criminal networks.\textsuperscript{46} Jonathon Hunyor claims that the majority of prosecuted crew members are from poor fishing communities, have little actual involvement beyond manning the vessels and are in fact often victims of the smuggling process as much as the refugees themselves.\textsuperscript{47} Thus, there needs to be a clear hierarchical distinction between the ‘kingpins’ of smuggling ventures and the ‘people movers’ who operate at a very basic level.\textsuperscript{48}

This incites debate on the actual form and structure of people smuggling ventures. An Iraqi refugee convicted in Australia on two counts of smuggling, Ali Al Jenabi, argues that smuggling follows the horizontal network model, which undermines arguments for the so-called ‘smuggling business model’:

‘I laugh out loud when I hear it. Do they think there are men in suits sitting around the boardroom tables somewhere devising strategies? Has no one told them people smuggling is an amorphous rag-tag network run by word of mouth and mobile phones? … If you want to stop people smugglers you have to do something about what causes people to flee their own countries in the first place’.\textsuperscript{49}

Deterrence efforts often overlook the close relationship between smugglers and asylum seekers, and forget that smuggling is just one aspect within a larger migration issue. While legislative focus should be directed towards smuggling organisers, it is both unreasonable and contrary to international obligations for Australia’s criminal law to counter smuggling by restricting access to asylum and denying the fair assessment of claims.\textsuperscript{50}
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**A targeted objective**

While Australia’s sovereignty gives its authorities the right to control movement across its borders, the effectiveness of a deterrence-focused approach is constrained by the transnational reality of people smuggling. Successful deterrence would require an acknowledgement of the externalities of irregular migration, which in practice would translate into greater levels of cooperation and harmonisation in the region and an acceptance of the limitations of domestic deterrence efforts.

In addition, deterrence cannot come at the expense of Australia’s international obligations to human rights, and security operations and legislation must not unfairly target and prosecute legitimate asylum seekers or ‘people movers’. Rather, there should be an expansion in intelligence sharing with regional partners to identify the smuggling organisers and develop legislation that will effectively prosecute them.

**Containment**

The containment of people smuggling is dependent on addressing the root causes of migratory movement, countering push factors and preventing individuals from engaging smuggling services. Containment is pursued through alliances with regional actors, and thus works on the principle of shared burden and responsibility for migration management.  

Australia has pursued containment through capacity building, development assistance and increased legal avenues for migration.

**Capacity building**

Capacity building in source countries—enhancing institutional and service delivery capacity—promises to reduce the need for irregular migration by providing the necessary protection and solutions for refugees in their source countries, and thus is an effective migration management technique.

The value of capacity building is well recorded and championed within Australian policy, and efforts have been made to translate this rhetoric into practice; evidenced by the Department of Immigration and Citizenship’s 2013–14 commitment of $1.9 million ‘to build capacity and capabilities in the Gulf and Middle East region with the aim of reducing irregular onward movement to Australia’.

However, an evaluation of the Australian Government’s spending on irregular maritime arrivals and counter-people smuggling activities as of September 2013 noted that any effort to counter people smuggling activities through capacity building and related
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activities prove minor when compared to the costs associated with deterrence activities.54

Furthermore, Gil Loescher and James Milner argue that capacity building should be extended beyond states to include regional and local NGOs, as a severe constraint on the security of refugees in source and transit countries is a lack of supportive civil society. NGOs also offer services as checks on government policy and migration process, ensuring accountability.55

**Official development assistance**

Under the current government, Australia’s foreign aid department, AusAID, was absorbed into Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT). Australia’s official development assistance (ODA) objective is now cited as ‘promot[ing] Australia’s national interests through contributing to economic growth and poverty reduction’.56 Despite the significant criticism this decision received,57 cuts to ODA made up 21 percent of the major budget savings for the 2014–15 federal budget.58

However, given the well-documented understandings of the migration-development nexus and the positive impact ODA can have on stabilising source countries,59 it is logical to attempt to address the political, demographic, socioeconomic, and environmental push factors of migration through development assistance, and thus it may even be in the national interest to expand ODA to attempt to manage migration.60

A continued focus on conflict resolution and an increase in reconstruction aid to post-conflict societies is paramount to ease migration pressures61. Currently, Australia is supporting and participating in an international effort to stymie Islamic State of Iraq and
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the Levant advances in Iraq and Syria. While the long-term impact of this conflict on refugee flows to Australia is yet to be seen, there is already evidence of massive refugee flows into the region, particularly into Turkey, this highlights the need for pre-emptive measures to manage migration.

In addition, there needs to be a greater focus on relief and development aid to source and transit countries, in part through comprehensive programs aiming to safeguard human rights, improve economic opportunity, and implement good governance practices and more equitable trading arrangements. However, Bhupinder Singh Chimni warns that a long-term objective to address underlying migration push factors will require patience, as a consequent ‘migration hump’ is expected in the short-term—a temporary increase in migration as economic development increases the mobility of the receiving population.

*Increased legal avenues*

The International Council on Human Rights Policy argues that stringent border controls imposed by destination countries have not reduced the flow of refugees, but have weakened their access to human rights protection and triggered an increase in irregular migration and the services that facilitate it. Beyond the impact restriction policies have had on refugees, it has influenced public opinion within destination countries, where is it is felt ‘governments have lost control over their borders and simultaneously relinquished their humanitarian obligations’. In fact, Welch remarks that following the Keating Government’s approval of large scale refugee intakes and initiatives to stem the flow of Vietnamese ‘boat people’ in the late 1970s, ‘Australians seemed to be more comfortable with a large refugee program under government control than the spontaneous arrival of a small number of boats’. This suggests that an increase in legal avenues for migration—particularly an increase in the humanitarian intake for asylum seekers and larger resettlement quotas—would not only help manage migration more effectively and counter demand for smuggling services, but would also help to alleviate ‘boat people’ fears in the Australian population.

In fact, the Australian Government has acknowledged the benefits of its Humanitarian Program to national security, as one of the stated aims of the program is to ‘reduce the prospect of irregular movement from source countries and countries of first asylum’. Between 2012–13 a total of 50,444 visa applications were lodged to Australia under the offshore program component, and in the same period 20,019 visas were granted under the Humanitarian Program—a considerable increase from the 13,759 visas granted
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between 2011–12.\textsuperscript{70} However, the 2013–14 program has been reduced back to 13,750 places, including a minimum of 11,000 places to be granted offshore.\textsuperscript{71}

Recent public discourse has called for an increase in Australia’s humanitarian intake, particularly in response to conflicts in Syria, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mali, and the border between Sudan and South Sudan.\textsuperscript{72} Under the annual consultation process on the Humanitarian Program, the Refugee Council of Australia urged the Australian Government to return its quota to a 20,000 annual intake, a recommendation which received overwhelming support from other consultation participants.\textsuperscript{73}

\textit{A continued commitment}

If people smuggling isn’t addressed at the source, push factors will continue to ‘bottleneck’ refugees in transit countries, perpetuating the demand for smuggling services. Migration pressures can be alleviated by strengthening protection and service delivery in source countries, administrating carefully targeted ODA programs, and increasing legal opportunities for migration—particularly through humanitarian intake.

While the benefits of containment policies have been acknowledged and undertaken by government policy to an extent, this commitment needs to be expanded. Effort should be made to empower relevant local and regional NGOs, and translate the acknowledgment of ODA’s effectiveness into practical application.

\textbf{Regional cooperation}

Measures enacted on a domestic level to combat people smuggling without complimentary measures and harmonisation in the region will simply displace the issue.\textsuperscript{74} Australia has engaged with the Asia-Pacific region to address irregular migration issues through bilateralism, cooperation with partner organisations and the Bali Process.

\textit{Bilateralism}

Australia has established a number of bilateral agreements and working groups on irregular migration related issues with key countries in the region; most notably Indonesia, Malaysia, Cambodia, Papua New Guinea, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, India, Afghanistan and Iraq.

Cooperation focuses on deterrence and containment, including border management, legal cooperation, maritime surveillance and interdiction, law enforcement, intelligence sharing, and technical assistance, as well as discussions on a range of irregular migration
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issues. Australia’s bilateral relations are strongest with Indonesia and Malaysia, although efforts to expand cooperation with other states are currently underway.

**Partner organisations**

Irregular migration is governed primarily through regional initiatives, not through an international normative or institutional framework. As such, there is a lack of binding agreements in international law on issues of international migration. There are, however, international organisations whose work on irregular migration aims to fill this void. The two main actors are the International Organization for Migration (IOM) and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).

The IOM is an inter-governmental organisation that ‘works closely with governments, inter-government and civil society partners to help ensure the orderly and humane management of migration’. The IOM is sustained through both ODA eligible and non-ODA eligible funding, and Australia has been a major contributor in recent years having committed $37.1 million in ODA-eligible non-core funding in 2010–11 alone.

The IOM provides a range of protection and assistance services to refugees and states, and for Australia this includes capacity building projects and population stabilisation in the region, research and policy discussion, facilitated travel for humanitarian visa recipients, and the delivery of assisted voluntary return packages. In particular, the IOM works closely with Australian authorities in Indonesia to help implement a Regional Cooperation Arrangement—which regulates the movement of irregular migrants through Indonesia and provides care and assistance to those intercepted—and the Reinforcing Management of Irregular Migration project—which seeks to detect and monitor irregular migration flows, provide training to law enforcement, and raise awareness of irregular migration through information campaigns.

The UNHCR is mandated by the UN to ‘lead and co-ordinate international action to protect refugees and resolve refugee problems worldwide’, and the Australian
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Government is strongly committed to assisting in this effort. On 21 September 2012 the Australian Government and the UNHCR signed a four-year Partnership Framework to strengthen their cooperation and delivery of programs with a commitment of $105 million from the Australian Government between 2013–16. Commitments such as these signal Australia’s recognition of the UNHCR as a key multilateral partner.

Bali Process

Australia’s most significant regional cooperation effort has been in its dominant role and participation in the Bali Process on People Smuggling, Trafficking in Persons and Related Transnational Crime (Bali Process)—an international forum which raises awareness of people smuggling, trafficking in persons and related transnational crimes, and develops and implements strategies and practical cooperation in response. It currently includes more than 45 members, including the UNHCR, the IOM and the UNODC—in addition to a number of observer countries and international agencies.

Regional consultative process

The Bali Process is an example of a Regional Consultative Process (RCP), whereby ‘a group of states—which may not necessarily be part of the same geographical region—engag[e] in regular, informal, behind-closed-doors dialogue on migration’. The RCP model is praised as an effective mechanism of international diplomacy, and has been considered preferable to more formal multilateral models offered by the UN and other global international organisations.

Australia has committed substantial funding to the forum, as evidenced by the 2014–15 federal budget which allocated DFAT $6.4 million over two years ‘to continue existing counter-people smuggling measures, specifically a dedicated position in Sri Lanka, the Ambassador for People Smuggling Issues and Bali Process meetings’.

Successful outcomes

Perhaps the most significant outcome of the Bali Process thus far has been in soft power. It has opened discussion on the subject of irregular migration and fostered a sense of cooperation and solidarity on the issue, despite the significant barrier of a diverse geopolitical region.

The Regional Cooperation Framework (RCF)—a non-binding set of common understandings for dealing with irregular movement and asylum seekers established in
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March 201192—was established with the objective of ‘provid[ing] a more effective way for interested parties to cooperate to reduce irregular movement through the region’.93 It focuses on improving asylum seeker access to assessment processes, improving protection arrangements, and encouraging border security arrangements, law enforcement activities and a disincentive scheme to target people smuggling enterprises.94

In addition, as of February 2012, 18 Member States had adopted the Model Law to Combat People Smuggling—a legislative framework modelled on the UN’s Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, targeted towards countries that had no, or rudimentary, laws relating to people smuggling—supplementing the 19 other Member States with existing equivalent laws.95 This achievement partially addresses Schloenhardt’s call for complimentary foreign legislation,96 as uniformity in legislation encourages greater levels of legal assistance between states and bilateral and multilateral law enforcement and judicial cooperation.97

Regional bureaucracy

Practical outcomes beyond the RCF and model laws, however, have been less impressive. A Sydney Morning Herald article reporting the Fifth Regional Ministerial Conference in April 2013 labelled the forum a ‘hot-air fest’ that only involved declarations and rhetoric, without any actual tangible translation into action.98

A 2012 examination of the Bali Process since its inception argued the forum is founded on too narrower a focus; the objectives have focused on legislative frameworks and border security strategies and have neglected issues of human rights, root causes of irregular migration, and the assistance offered to refugees.99 In addition, the agenda has been driven by state interest, primarily Australia’s, which undermines claims of equality amongst Member states.100

Indeed, the fundamental shortcoming lies in its reality as a consultative regional forum, as a diplomatic forum can only have a limited impact on irregular migration, and thus the capabilities of the Bali Process should not be overestimated.101
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An expanded approach

The Australian Government has framed itself as a regional leader in its cooperation efforts on people smuggling. The Attorney General’s 2012–13 annual report acknowledges international cooperation as one of the most effective ways to address people smuggling, and states that “the Australian Government engages with regional partners both bilaterally and as a participant in multilateral forums and a range of conferences, workshops and working groups on irregular migration and border security issues”.\(^{102}\) In fact, in an address to the Putrajaya forum—a gathering of defence and intelligence officials in Kuala Lumpur in April 2014—Morrison argued that the success of Operation Sovereign Borders is evidence that Australia could take a regional leadership role in combating people smuggling.\(^{103}\)

However, in actuality, regional cooperation in the Asia-Pacific region is still in its early stages, and the success of the Bali Process will depend on its ability to produce practical outcomes beyond diplomatic discussion. Regional migration governance and bilateral cooperation is currently driven by a security agenda, and must be expanded to include a focus on refugee protection and human rights. Additionally, Australia has developed strong relationships with key regional partners, but it is paramount that these relations not be compromised by the reshaped role of Australia’s ODA.

Conclusion

Migration is a natural social process, and it must be accepted that international migration is inevitable. Sasika Sassen maintains that, ‘if we can accept that migration is not simply an aggregation of individual decisions, but a process patterned and shaped by existing politico-economic systems, then the question of control and regulation becomes more manageable’\(^{104}\)

Thus, while governments cannot control migration flows, they may manage them with appropriate policies. Individuals resort to irregular migration due to a lack of alternatives, and thus satisfying asylum seekers’ needs—both through domestic policy reforms and capacity building and assistance to source and transit countries regionally—will undermine the demand for people smuggling services. An effectively managed migration system would see a reduction of irregular migration flows to Australia, consequently satisfying its obligations to international human rights and to national security.


People smuggling does not exist in isolation, and similarly the solution to combating it must also exist within a multidimensional system encompassing deterrent and preventative measures, as well as regional harmonisation. Australian policy has acknowledged the importance of a comprehensive approach to combating irregular migration, but this rhetoric has not translated into assertive practice—rather, current efforts are driven by a national security agenda. There must be a shift in policy beyond a hollow commitment towards the recognition that this offers the most beneficial approach, both for the interests of the refugee and for Australia.

People smuggling is not an isolated issue, but exists within a broader insufficient migration system. Thus, it is the system that needs to be reformed and developed, as a security-driven war on people smuggling will not prove to be an effective and sustainable approach.
A Human Rights-Based Approach to Development: From Policy to Practice

Gale Wilkinson*

Since the 1990s there has been a growing consensus on the link between human rights and development and the need to incorporate human rights norms into poverty reduction strategies. In recent years this has culminated in the establishment of a human rights-based approach (HRBA) to development. A HRBA to development programming is one that systematically applies the values, principles and standards contained in international and national human rights law to all aspects, both substantive and procedural, of the development process. In this way, it has the potential to address, and provide resilience to, the structural vulnerabilities and insecurities felt globally by the most poor and marginalised. This paper describes and analyses the HRBA in practical terms and to examine what integrating human rights with development translates to in practice by focussing on the right to education. Concentrating on the realisation of the right to education through the use of a HRBA enables a clearer exploration of the practical implications and added value of this approach, as well as its potential limitations.
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Despite significant recent progress in poverty reduction, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) determined that in 2014 more than 2.2 billion people were still living near to, or in, multi-dimensional poverty—denied the vital human rights to adequate food, water, shelter, education and healthcare.\(^1\) In most cases the poor along with women, immigrants, indigenous groups and older people, are structurally vulnerable. Their insecurity has evolved and persisted over long periods of time to create divisions that are not easily overcome: in gender, ethnicity, race, job type and social status.\(^2\) It is these structural vulnerabilities and insecurities that pose the greatest challenge to implementing development policies successfully. This paper will examine and critically analyse the prevailing human rights-based approach (HRBA) to development that has gained significant popularity over the past two decades for its potential ability to address, as well as provide resilience to, the structural vulnerabilities and insecurities that sustain this multi-dimensional poverty. An HRBA to development is normatively based on internationally agreed human rights standards and endeavours to promote and protect universal human rights. It seeks to identify and address the inequalities that lie at the heart of development problems and redress the discriminatory practices and unjust distributions of power that hinder development progress. Attention to the rights of the most vulnerable and marginalised individuals and communities is a non-negotiable component of the human rights construction. Therefore, adopting an HRBA directs the attention of policy-makers and development planners to the potential ‘losers’ in development processes. An HRBA helps to promote the sustainability of development work; empowering people themselves, especially the most marginalised, to participate in policy formulation; and hold accountable those who have a duty to act.\(^3\)

Through an analysis of the existing literature on HRBAs to development, this paper will argue that the HRBA is currently the most sufficient and holistic policy to tackle the problems of development in today’s world. It will further be argued that an approach with a solid theory is not enough. The approach must be translated into policy and, most importantly, into practice. In this regard, the paper seeks to describe the HRBA in practical terms- to examine what integrating human rights with development translates to in practice, by focusing on the right to education. Concentrating on the realisation of the right to education through the use of an HRBA enables a clearer exploration of the practical implications and added value of this approach, as well as its potential limitations.

The paper will begin by describing and analysing the HRBA and allow for the comparison of an HRBA to previous traditional development approaches in order to highlight that an HRBA is the most sufficient and holistic policy to tackle development issues in today’s world. Having established the strengths of the theory, the next section seeks to use the implementation of the right to education as an illustration of moving an HRBA from policy into practice. Finally, the paper will look towards the future. In light of the current global discussion on the post 2015 development goals, this paper will argue that an HRBA needs to feature highly in future goals that are decided.
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An HRBA Defined

An HRBA underlines the multi-dimensional nature of poverty by targeting the root causes of deprivation and expanding the range of responses. In this way, it redefines the nature of the development problem. Unlike the simple ‘basic needs’ structure of traditional development—one that focuses on securing additional resources for delivery of services to particular group in the form of charity or aid—the HRBA goes further, calling for the equal sharing of existing resources and assisting poor and marginalised people in asserting their rights to those resources. Grounded in the norms of international and national human rights legislation, the approach recognises the inherent dignity of every human being without distinction; it recognises and promotes equality between women and men; promotes equal opportunities and choices for all; and promotes mutual respect between people to encourage peace and justice. According to Hausermann, ‘it creates an approach that utilises human rights principles and legal norms as a coherent framework for concrete action to eliminate poverty and achieve sustainable improvement in the quality of life of the poor and socially isolated’. Furthermore, by lending the practices of development the support of internationally agreed legislation, the label of being ‘human rights-based’ can in itself serve as a means of legitimising a more progressive and powerful approach to development.

HRBA Core Values

At its core, the HRBA has the principles of accountability, empowerment, participation, equality and non-discrimination. It is from these principles that the approach’s value and benefits to development stem.

Accountability

The international human rights framework consists of a spectrum of treaties and conventions that establish rights and obligations for individuals, groups and governments. This in turn has created the concepts of rights-holders and duty bearers that have claims to human rights and obligations to respect, protect, promote and fulfil human rights, respectively. An HRBA identifies these two groups, and works towards strengthening the capacities of rights-holders to make their claims, and duty bearers to meet their obligations. By framing development in the normative framework of human rights, the approach creates obligations that have the legal power to render all actors within the development process (governments, bilateral or multilateral donors, NGOs
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and private contractors) to higher levels of accountability.\textsuperscript{10} It is argued that this greater accountability is the key to improved effectiveness and transparency of development programs by facilitating the monitoring of programs and inducing duty bearers to act.\textsuperscript{11} Establishing ways to operationalise and evaluate institutions and mechanisms for accountability in development programming is a defining challenge for an HRBA.\textsuperscript{12} One of the biggest components of this challenge is the reality that most poor have little access to the institutions that may enforce their rights.\textsuperscript{13} The approach places accountability primarily on the state; however, it is a characteristic of most marginalised communities that they look towards their own communities for support instead of the state.\textsuperscript{14} Therefore, to overcome this challenge in an HRBA, governments will need to find ways to reach and serve communities, potentially by building alliances with organisations that have a long-term presence in these marginalised communities, such as religious organisations or community groups.\textsuperscript{15} Here, NGOs have an important role to play, as they have a greater ability to grow trust and create partnerships within communities.\textsuperscript{16}

\textit{Empowerment}

One of the fundamental benefits of the HRBA is that it empowers people and communities affected by poverty to claim their rightful entitlements.\textsuperscript{17} The principle of empowerment also stems from the fact that the approach is framed in human rights terms and subsequently in legal entitlements. In this way, an HRBA has the ability to change the way people perceive themselves, in regards to the government and other actors. As such, the rationale for development no longer derives merely from the point that people living in poverty have needs but also from the fact that they have rights and entitlements.\textsuperscript{18} In the same regard, what was once understood as under traditional development programs as ‘charity’ becomes ‘justice’ from the corresponding duty-bearer and this shift in emphasis is critical for the self-esteem of the poor.\textsuperscript{19} An HRBA can strengthen the capacity of local civil society groups to understand their human rights, analyse these issues through a human rights framework, develop advocacy and awareness strategies and realise their human rights.\textsuperscript{20} In South Africa, CARE International is aiming to change the power relations within society by encouraging civil society to see themselves as responsible rights-holders with the power to change how they are viewed and treated by others as well as to hold duty bearers responsible.
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Through workshops, including both civil society organisations and government, CARE has been changing the mind-sets of communities and civil society; enabling them to effectively defend and exercise their rights and work to improve the capacity of government to fulfil their obligations.²¹

**Participation**

Unlike traditional approaches to development, an HRBA attaches as much importance on the processes that enable developmental goals to be achieved as the goals themselves.²² In human rights law the principle of participation insists that humans are entitled to have a role, a voice, in decisions that affect them and their communities.²³ Translated into an HRBA this means ensuring the active and informed participation of the poor and marginalised in the formulation, implementation and monitoring of development strategies.²⁴ This is contrasted with the traditional development approach within which participation was considered to mean consulting with the recipients of development programs on already fully planned and designed projects.²⁵

This shift essentially changes the direction of development policy from top-down to bottom up, decentralising programming from the headquarters to the local level.²⁶ Participation along with accountability implies that those affected by a development project must have a measure of control and power; this leads to a sense of ownership in the development process, guaranteeing greater sustainability of projects.²⁷ The principle of participation also provides challenges for the approach in cases where a state has weak democratic structures or no democracy at all. Participation therefore also requires the duty of those responsible to supply the conditions for this participation, namely by strengthening democratic institutions and civil society organisations by, for example, promoting free and fair electoral systems.²⁸ The case of ActionAid’s work in Nepal highlights the use of participatory frameworks that changed the way a program was implemented. When ActionAid Nepal started work in one rural area, staff envisioned a project that would address poverty by helping tenant farmers increase production, suggesting that irrigation would be a good investment. However, after engaging with farmers and considering their opposition to the scheme, staff realised that irrigation could be counterproductive to the tenant farmers who had no enforceable right to the land they farmed. With improved irrigation and productivity land value would increase. As a result, landowners might find it more worthwhile to evict tenants and farm themselves. The irrigation project was discarded and instead work began on organising education and advocacy for the defence of tenant rights. ActionAid also supported efforts to build strong local organisations, influence policy and increase farmers’ critical
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analysis and leadership skills, thereby contributing to the growth of a wider social movement of tenant farmers and peasants.\textsuperscript{29}

\textit{Equality and non-discrimination}

Equality and non-discrimination are two other dimensions of an HRBA that focus on the process of how a development program is achieved. Non-discrimination and equality are two basic principles of human rights and a precondition of peace and development.\textsuperscript{30} For an HRBA, integrating these principles requires identifying those groups that are the most marginalised in a society and ensuring that their rights and well-being are safeguarded in development policies.\textsuperscript{31} The approach then goes on to identify and address why these groups are marginalised, giving extra concern to the political, legal and social framework of the country.\textsuperscript{32} As Filmer-Wilson highlights, in many cases this will require training for development practitioners to ensure that they fully understand these issues and why certain groups are at risk; for example, UNICEF in Sudan runs a consortium that offers training courses on Sudanese culture for all those working in humanitarian aid.\textsuperscript{33} The principles of non-discrimination and equality also add a unique dimension to the HRBA by providing that these principles also permeate the actors and donors of development projects, not just programs themselves.\textsuperscript{34} As Uvin puts it ‘the promotion of human rights begins with oneself’.\textsuperscript{35} Organisations seeking to promote human rights should also ensure that their internal personnel management and decision making procedures are non-discriminatory, non-exclusionary, transparent and accountable.\textsuperscript{36}

The above advocates that an HRBA encompasses the most comprehensive system to approach today's development problems as its potential is grounded in its ability to address the underlying issues that sustain poverty by focusing on the principles of accountability, empowerment, participation, equality and non-discrimination. The following section provides an illustration of applying an HRBA from policy into practice.

\textbf{Realising the right to education through the adoption of a HRBA}

Education has been formally recognised as a human right in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights; it is further protected in the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) Article 13 and again in Article 28 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). The latter two internationally legally binding documents have near universal ratification, the ICESCR with 162 parties and the CRC with 194 (the United States and Somalia being the only two States that have signed but not yet ratified the Convention). Furthermore, the right to education is
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exemplified in many international goals, strategies and targets that have been set over the last 25 years; it is the subject of the second Millennium Development Goal to achieve universal access to free, quality and compulsory primary education by 2015 and the Education for All goals that were established in 1990 and reaffirmed at the 2000 World Education Forum. These various strategies and commitments have had a notable effect. In 1948, when education was recognised as a human right, only a minority of the world’s children had access to any formal education whereas today, a majority of them go to school. Increasing the quantity of education was the major target for right to education goals. Although more children are attending school than ever before, 57 million children of primary school age remain out of school, the majority of whom are girls.

Most international attention has been focused on helping children get into school, however, the current education crisis is not simply the rates at which children attend school. The crisis is multidimensional: not only must children have access to school, they need to be taught a quality curriculum and complete all years of schooling, and most importantly all children must have equal access to education. Unsurprisingly, of the 57 million children not in school, 54 percent of them are girls, with the proportion rising to 60 percent in Arab states: a share that has remained steady since 1999. Of lower-income countries, only 20 percent have achieved gender parity in education. The trend continues into adulthood whereby 493 million women are illiterate, accounting for almost two thirds of the world’s 774 million illiterate adults. Inequality in access is also swayed towards those belonging to economically and socially marginalised and vulnerable groups, such as linguistic and ethnic minorities, immigrants, the handicapped, indigenous peoples, child victims of conflict and street children.

Enrolment is only half the measure of achieving universal primary education and success needs to be judged on completion rates as well. Progress in this regard is even more disappointing. In 2010, around 75 percent of those who started primary school reached the last grade and it is estimated that by 2015 only 13 out of 90 countries will have achieved universal primary school completion. The final indicator that needs to be taken into account is the quality of the education received, as poor quality education inhibits learning, even for those who make it to school. The pupil-to-teacher ratio has been a key measure for assessing progress. Globally these ratios have hardly changed between 1999 and 2011, from 26:1 in 1999 to 24:1 in 2011. Furthermore, less than 75 percent of primary school teachers are trained according to national standards in approximately one third of the countries with data. None of these statistics are
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particularly positive and a lot more needs to be done now and in the future. Access to, completion and quality of education needs to be achieved in a non-discriminative atmosphere for the right to education to be successfully implemented and fully realised. As will be seen in the following section, a HRBA contains the elements to address each of these features as it focuses not only on the quantity of education but also the quality—dealing with obstacles beyond and within education, adding a qualitative dimension to the existing global focus on quantitative targets and moving beyond the simple indicator of access to education.

The value of a HRBA to implementing the right to education

Under the traditional development approach education was implemented and measured by school enrolments, with an increase from 30 percent to 40 percent considered a success. However, from a human rights perspective, this increase signifies the continual denial of the right to education to 60 percent of the population. The status of education as a human right adds weight to achieving education for all. Development actors are provided with a valuable advocacy tool for bringing the world’s attention to this sphere and for holding local or national governments accountable to their commitments. It furthermore builds capacity by focusing on empowerment, harnessing and developing the capacities of governments to fulfil their obligations and of students to claim their rights and entitlements.

A foundation in human rights promotes democracy and social progress and, for education, this equates to the development of a school environment in which children know their views are valued. An environment where there is a focus on respect for families and the values of the society within which they live; and where understanding of cultural diversity is promoted, serving to strengthen social cohesion. An HRBA is founded on principles of peace and non-violent conflict resolution, in this way schools and communities must create learning environments that eliminate all forms of physical, sexual or humiliating punishment by teachers, and challenge all forms of bullying and aggression among students—the lessons children learn from school-based experiences in this regard can have far reaching consequences for wider society. The approach also produces better outcomes for economic development. By promoting universal access to education and overcoming discrimination against girls, children with disabilities, working children, children in rural areas, and minority and indigenous children, the economic base of society can be widened, thus strengthening a country’s economic capability.

One of the biggest contributions an HRBA makes in implementing the right to education is by targeting the underlying root causes of barriers to the right to education, moving beyond access to target rights in and through education. Here, a look at gender equality in education provides the best example of the approach addressing rights to, in and through education.
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Previous development policies that attempted to remedy the unequal enrolments of girls have focused on barriers to access and included increases in the availability of schools and access to them, and inducements to parents to send their daughters to school. These policies involved requiring schools to enrol a certain number of girls, establishing special schools for girls and recruiting and training female teachers. These policies have made a large contribution to providing girls access to school and overcoming some of the exclusion.

However, human rights research has demonstrated that the biggest obstacles to girls’ education lie beyond the education sector in circumstances including early marriage, pregnancy and unpaid household work. Through marriage and pregnancy, girls of primary school age are not only precluded from school, but also lose their rights as a child. Both the CRC and Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) contain rights that urge governments to prohibit and eliminate child marriage. Moreover, the Committee on the Rights of the Child has formulated the view that suspending pregnant school children from school is discriminatory against girls and also a violation of the right to education.

Therefore, applying an HRBA to education in situations where these rights violations takes place would alter the practice and design of education policies and seek to tackle illegal practices of child marriage and discriminatory actions that stop pregnant girls attending school or returning when they are able. In instances where girls are being deprived access to school through a necessity that they are required to work in the household, instead of simply requiring girls to attend school an HRBA would allow for the adaption of the school schedule to the seasonal and daily rhythm of life. Since poor families often depend on the work of each family member for their survival, combining school and work often proves necessary: an HRBA provides the flexibility to understand and support this necessity. The approach also looks towards rights in and through education. These components look toward adaption of the school curriculum to suit girls as well as boys. Improving access to education for increased numbers of girls and women does not necessarily have a positive impact on equality if, when in school, these girls learn from curricula and textbooks that perpetuate the stereotypes that impede gender equality. In a survey of women in primary school, textbooks in Croatia revealed that sons were the subject of 42 percent of the material on family life, and daughters only 17 percent. Whereas a traditional development approach would simply look to get girls into school, a HRBA has the ability to identify this issue and address it.

Human rights provide helpful guidance, requiring examination of the entire legal status of girls and women in society, as well as the sources of law which determine it and a
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HRBA necessitates that the purpose and content of education be designed and practised to the equal rights of girls and women.\textsuperscript{63}

\textbf{The practical implications of an HRBA}

An HRBA to realising education requires a framework that addresses the right of access to education, the right to quality education and respect for human rights in education.\textsuperscript{64} The practice of integrating the legal rights to education into the approach can be most comprehensively examined by using the four-schema approach—developed by the previous UN Special Rapporteur to Education, Katarina Tomasevski—that separates the legal obligations derived from the right to education into the categories of making education available, accessible, acceptable and adaptable.

\textit{Making education available}

International human rights law asserts governments’ responsibility for ensuring free and compulsory primary education.\textsuperscript{65} In an HRBA the first step in accomplishing this right is identifying the financial obstacles to free universal education, the law cannot force parents or governments to ensure education if it is beyond their means, and therefore international cooperation is generally necessary.\textsuperscript{66} For the same cause, an HRBA to education has the potential to direct political choices that might otherwise under-emphasise education and furthermore recognises that as children generally lack a political voice, they need coordinated efforts on their behalf to secure quality education through the political system.\textsuperscript{67}

\textit{Making education accessible}

The principles of non-discrimination and equality are highlighted under the category of making the right to education accessible. There is a legal obligation of all governments to ensure, individually and collectively, education for all children, and especially to eliminate exclusion and discrimination.\textsuperscript{68} Therefore an HRBA must take account of the need of the poor and the most disadvantaged, including working children, remote rural dwellers and nomads, and ethnic and linguistic minorities, children, young people and adults affected by conflict, HIV/AIDS, hunger and poor health; and those with special learning needs.\textsuperscript{69} An HRBA must seek to eliminate barriers within the community and within schools to achieve equality in access to education.

\textit{Making education acceptable}

This criterion revolves around the quality of education. International treaties do not go as far as to define what quality education is, but instead define what functions education
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should fulfil (such as developing a child’s personality, promote respect for human rights and non-discrimination). Here, an HRBA promotes the need for fully-equipped schools that are safe and employ trained teachers that can help children reach their full potential. It also contains a feature that looks at whether graduate unemployment exists, and what measures can be taken towards aligning education with employment-creating measures. The use of minority languages for teaching is also an important component of this approach.

Making education adaptable

In seeking to make education adaptable an HRBA promotes an education system that is able to adapt to children in a variety of ways, rather than forcing children to adapt to the nature of schooling on offer. In this way an HRBA looks at the human rights principles of non-discrimination and equality. It seeks to make the school environment one that it beneficial to all children; whether this be through targeted learning programs for disabled children, or making sure textbooks reflect gender equality.

To summarise, an HRBA to education seeks to comprehensively identify all possible problems and barriers and uses targeted programs to analyse and address them. This differs most significantly from traditional approaches that simply sought to get kids into school. If the coverage and effectiveness of education can be widened, it could provide not only a more just and fair world but also one that is more secure. The right to education is an empowerment right: it helps to lift economically and socially marginalised people, both adults and children, out of poverty and gives them the ability to participate fully in their communities. It is crucial for helping people to achieve their full potential by imparting the knowledge and skills necessary for a better life.

The HRBA and the post-2015 development agenda

The focus on the post-2015 development agenda correlates with the conclusion of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), which served as the framework for global action and cooperation on development since 2000. The eight goals sought to halve global income poverty and hunger; achieve universal primary education and eliminate gender disparity within it; reduce child mortality and improve maternal health; combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases; ensure environmental sustainability and develop a global partnership for development. As the world approached 2015, the overall target date for achieving the MDGs, the debate on how to advance the global development agenda beyond 2015 began.

The nature of poverty and how we understand it has changed considerably in the last 15 years. As such, there is a need to create a framework for the future that focuses on the current nature and understanding of poverty. During the period of the MDGs (particularly the early years) poverty was characterised as poor people living in rural areas in low-income countries, with the answer to this problem being the international
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transfer of resources via aid, leading to economic growth and poverty reduction.75 Today, poverty is defined as a much more multi-dimensional concept. It includes not only a lack of income, but also a range of factors such as poor health, lack of education, inadequate living standard, disempowerment, poor quality of work and threat from violence.76 Therefore, the new framework to be established needs to be flexible in order to adapt to these changing contextual circumstances. It also needs to be flexible at a national level to recognise the differences in conditions of individual countries. It was recognised that the only way for the MDGs to be achieved was for them to be internalised by developing countries and their development partners.77 This proved a challenge for the MDGs as low-income countries struggled to articulate the set global goals into domestic policy.78 It has also been argued that we need to move beyond the material and minimal outcomes of the MDGs, at the least by adding qualitative dimensions to the quantitative targets.79 The future framework must go beyond the MDGs which, by setting broad based targets, didn’t focus enough on the most poorest, vulnerable and excluded in the global community.80 As such, the High-Level Panel of Eminent Persons on the Post-2015 Development Agenda has specified five transformative shifts to give new life to the MDGs into the future: leave no one behind; put sustainable development at the core; transform economies for jobs and inclusive growth; build peace and effective, open accountable institutions for all; and forge a new global partnership.81

From the five transformative shifts mentioned above, it is not hard to see the correlation between them and the language of human rights: inclusive, accountable, equality and non-discrimination. There has been a global appeal from institutions and people around the world calling for human rights to be the focus of the development agenda post-2015.82 Human rights and an HRBA have the potential to be adaptable and flexible to the changing context of the nature of deprivation and vulnerability. The international human rights framework is exhaustive and has the ability to adjust to new problems and
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present new legal securities for the problems that arise. An HRBA also contains the important element of accountability which was considerably lacking in the MDGs. Seymour highlights that it is well known that the world does not lack the resources to end poverty, and as such if those with power were held more accountable for their actions at a national, regional and global level, it would lead to more enlightened decisions that have the potential to adjust the structures of power better to serve those without it. If the future development agenda was grounded in human rights and a HRBA, the principle of ‘leave no one behind’ would be comprehensively protected. Human rights are indivisible. They are applicable to everyone based on the inherent dignity of being human. No one, regardless of ethnicity, gender, geography, disability, race or other status will be forgotten. Moreover, an HRBA with its focus on participation would also make the process of deciding, implementing and monitoring the goals a participatory process. This offers the prospect of a framework with greater legitimacy that is informed by a much greater range of perspectives and is more responsive to country-level realities.

**Conclusion**

The simple premise of an HRBA is that if the human rights of every person were fully implemented without discrimination, the primary goals of human development would be met. Obviously, this has an element of being quite idealistic but nonetheless presents a solid framework and goal to achieve.

This paper has sought to add to the existing literature on an HRBA by critically analysing the theory of the approach and examining its practical values and potential pitfalls through its use in realising the right to education. A lot of the existing literature has focused on the theory of the approach presenting its great potential, but it is only by examining the approach in practice, and in this case through the right to education, that the full potential of the approach can be gauged.

The HRBA signifies a true redefinition of development approaches. It underlines the multi-dimensional nature of poverty and seeks to target the root causes of the poor’s deprivation. It is grounded in the norms of international human rights legislation and therefore has, at its core, the principles of accountability, empowerment, participation, equality and non-discrimination. These principles are what make it different from traditional approaches to development that mainly focused on economic targets and increasing income. These approaches fail to take into account those who were excluded or marginalised, or the equal distribution of progress they made. By focusing on accountability, the approach has the ability to hold to account those who have the duty to act and positively influence the livelihoods of the poor. The principle of empowerment has a driving force in an HRBA by providing those affected by poverty to reach out and claim their rights and entitlements. Participation as a key value of an HRBA means giving everyone, regardless of their age, sex, status, race or religion a voice and role in decisions that affect them. Instead of taking a fully planned development project from headquarters out into the field as in traditional development, an HRBA starts at the grassroots level and seeks to find what the people involved believe are the underlying
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issues, and works cooperatively to find solutions. Finally, non-discrimination and equality are two of the greatest guiding principles of human rights and are translated directly into the entire approach, through identification of the issue, designing the program and policy, implementing and monitoring.

By examining an HRBA to realising the right to education the added values and potential pitfalls of the approach were fully established. It was shown that the lack of a right to education in many situations goes well beyond the simple need to increase access to education that traditional development approaches sought to do. Instead, it was highlighted that there are considerable barriers not only to education, but within it and through it as well. It was then shown how through a HRBA an approach could be taken that would address the underlying vulnerability and root causes of a lack of the right to education.

Upon determining that an HRBA is the most comprehensive approach to helping facilitating progress towards full human development, it is only right that we advocate for human rights and an HRBA to take a primary role in the development goals set for the future in order to address the underlying structural vulnerabilities and inequalities faced by today’s poor in a hope of improving the lives of over thirty percent of the world’s people who are faced with the harsh realities of multidimensional poverty.
Japan’s Retreat from Pacifism: Causes and Consequences

Patrick Hill*

Japan is in retreat from a literalist interpretation of its post-World War II (WWII) constitution. Japan has been incrementally retreating from such a position by reinterpretting Article Nine of its constitution in order to fit the political need of the day and to allow for specific security and defence policy outcomes. The latest interpretation will allow Japan to come to the aid of allies, via collective self-defence, opening up increased opportunities for Japanese military involvement in the region. Reasons for Japan’s retreat from its pacifist tendencies include: an uncertain security environment caused by the rise of China and the USA’s rebalance to Asia, a desire to be considered a normal nation under international law, growing security policy independence and domestic electoral reform. The consequences of Japan’s reinterpretation are significant for the regional balance of power and relations within the region. A preservation of the status quo in the region underwritten by US security will be more resilient with an outward-looking Japanese defence policy. It also represents increased opportunities for smaller countries to take advantage of Japan’s reengagement with the region with increased aid benefits as Japan seeks to counter the increased influence of China. A more powerful Japan has emerged that will, on balance, increase stability and further entrench US leadership in the region.

*Patrick Hill graduated from Griffith University with a Bachelor of Laws and International Relations dual degree in 2013. Post-university, he undertook internships with the AIIA National Office in Canberra and the Australian High Commission in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Currently, he is studying a Masters in International Security Studies through Macquarie University and works full-time as an Industrial Relations Consultant. He maintains a particular interest of how geopolitical power is used in world affairs and how nations adjust to China’s international presence.
Japan’s constitution is unique for its pacifist and, in particular, anti-military nature. Despite being the third largest economy in the world, and for a majority of the post-war period the second largest economy, it has been conspicuously absent from security affairs, only ever playing a background role in global security issues due to its pacifist constitution. The election of Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe represents a break from the past. Abe has campaigned and argued for a greater role for Japan in the region and the world in the security context. As part of his platform, constitutional change was a necessity. On 1 July 2014 the Japanese cabinet passed a decision that effectively reinterpreted its constitution to allow for collective self-defence. Furthermore, in September 2015 the Japanese Government passed legislation formalising its reinterpretation and allowing for Japanese deployment overseas in certain circumstances. Examining the evolution of Japan’s constitutional reinterpretation and the likely consequences it creates are important for the entire region. Japan is a significant power and, in pure realist terms, the only regional country capable of countering China.

Japan’s most recent interpretation of its constitution will permit collective self-defence. This paper will demonstrate that this is a continuation of the Japanese tradition not to directly change the text of the constitution but to interpret it in a way that allows for specific security, foreign policy or defence policy outcomes. It will be illustrated that the latest interpretation, whilst the most far-reaching to date, is a natural progression from previous interpretations and comes about due to a variety of internal and external factors. These internal factors include: Japan’s legislative reform, growing nationalism and a desire to be considered a ‘normal’ nation under international law. External factors include: China’s rise and US pressure for greater alliance contributions. The consequences of the interpretation to allow for collective self-defence will have both positive and negative effects. It will be explained that the consequences of Japan’s retreat from pacifism will be: greater US enmeshment in the region; a heightened anxiety on the part of South Korea and China regarding Japanese militarisation; a larger role for Japan in regional matters; and, above all, a more powerful Japan. This paper asserts that this will be advantageous for the region by increasing stability and providing a counter-weight to Chinese influence.

**Causes**

*Alignment with international law*

Japan has been left out of the community of nations because it has been restricted in contributing towards international peace and security.¹ The disparity between international law and Japan’s constitution is that the former allows for collective self-defence whilst the latter does not. Japan’s constitution was designed to inhibit its ability to procure military forces or ‘other war potential’.² Article 9 (dubbed the ‘peace clause’)
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prohibits Japan from maintaining ‘land, sea and air forces’. When the Japanese constitution was written, a US State Department memo noted the clause may not ‘stand the test of time and the stress of relations between nations’.

The interpretation to allow for collective self-defence is the latest attempt to rectify Japan’s standing as an ordinary nation under international law. This is a natural extension of previous instances where the constitution has been reinterpreted in order to achieve policies that are allowed under international law but not the domestic constitution. There has been political and military thinking in Japan on the need to revise Article 9 of its constitution as far back as the very early 1950s. During that time, the anti-militarist aspect of Japan’s constitution was problematic because Japan was considered an essential bulwark against Soviet expansion into Asia, much as it is today considered a force multiplier of US power against China. In 1954, Japan determined that the right to collective self-defence permitted under the United Nations (UN) charter was unconstitutional because it exceeded ‘the minimum necessary force for the purposes of self-defence’. This made Japan an oddity in international relations as it was one of the region’s most powerful states yet could not exercise that right for the benefit of peace. Over the course of decades, this situation of total non-military involvement slowly began to change. Subsequent agreements and reinterpretations of Article 9 allowed for US bases to be established on Japanese territory and for Japan to start building its own self-defence forces. In 1978 a Japan–US agreement gave Japan the right to ‘de facto acts of collective self-defence’ where Japan had the ability to protect sea lines of communication up to 1000 miles from shore. In addition, Japan allowed US nuclear submarines to cross through its territory and breached its one percent limit on defence spending in 1986. These are concrete examples where Japan, in response to circumstances of the day, adjusted the interpretation of its constitution, passed legislation if needed, and secured the security outcome that it desired. Consequently, the disparity between international law for collective self-defence and Japan’s security policy narrowed over time.

International pressure

A further catalyst for the revision of Japan’s traditional pacifist tendencies was the Gulf War in 1991. Japan failed to pass legislation through parliament and its forces did not take part in the operation, yet it did provide 13 billion dollars to fund the campaign. This was internationally ridiculed as ‘cheque book’ diplomacy, which Japan found offensive. The international pressure, mainly from the USA, for Japan to actually
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contribute forces was immense.\textsuperscript{12} It kick-started a debate about the role of Japan in the world and questioned the applicability of the Yoshida Doctrine (as will be detailed later). At this stage, the limits the constitution placed on its use of force confined Japan; however, it was still present on the international scene, financially contributing to many international organisations but it was always a bystander in security affairs. The ridicule that followed the first Gulf War in 1991, and the inadequacy of the Japanese contribution to world security affairs, was reinforced by an US report in 2000 that found ‘Japan’s prohibition against collective self-defence is a constraint on alliance cooperation’, spurred the cause for reform.\textsuperscript{13} After the 2001 terrorist attacks on the US, Japan could not invoke the right of collective self-defence to support the US as many other countries did. Instead it had to pass a special measure, the ‘Antiterrorism Special Measures Law’, which allowed for patrols into the Indian Ocean (a non-combat role) in support of the US.\textsuperscript{14} Utilising similar methodology the ‘Iraqi Reconstruction Law’ was passed in 2003 to again allow Japan to make a non-combat contribution force to the Iraq war.\textsuperscript{15} Japan, like any democracy, has had to ensure such legislation is constitutionally effective, lest it be declared invalid. To do this, an emphasis has been placed on the preamble of the constitution, which stresses cooperation with the international community.\textsuperscript{16} The international pressure, particularly from the US for contributions to the ‘War on Terror’ and the Iraqi campaign (the former being authorised under a UN mandate) was substantial.\textsuperscript{17}

The international pressure on Japan, an advanced democratic country, to make an active contribution to military affairs in response to international events is substantial. However, what its constitution allowed for and the expectation of the international community could only be bridged if the constitution was reinterpreted. Japan’s contribution to military events, although small, demonstrates that the Japanese Government has been willing to reinterpret its constitution in order to achieve specific military policy outcomes. It exhibits that Japan has a history of reinterpreting its constitution that has continued, and is likely to continue into the future.

\textit{Independence, nationalism and an internal debate}

After WWII, Japan made a decision to outsource its security to the US. Japan’s foreign policy was essentially made up of five principles (called the Yoshida Doctrine named after Shigeru Yoshida, Japan’s post-war Prime Minister): expand overseas markets; only have minimal defence spending; steer clear of international political disputes; avoid the use of force if involved in disputes; and reduce actual or potential international tensions through diplomatic means.\textsuperscript{18} This was on the condition that the US provided for and guaranteed Japanese security.\textsuperscript{19} At the time, it was never in doubt that the US had the ability and willingness to provide such a service, whereas the ability of the US at present—with multiple theatres of war in different global settings and the uncertain
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effectiveness of the rebalance to Asia—is questionable. Furthermore, the applicableness of the Yoshida Doctrine in today’s Japan has been thrown into doubt by growing nationalism. The prominence of US forces stationed on Japanese territory has served as both a physical reminder of US security and an antagonism for greater Japanese nationalism. On the people-to-people level, the fact US troops remain beyond the reach of Japanese law and, at the government-to-government level, the feeling that the US treats Japan as a subservient outstation and not as an equal partner has lead to this growing nationalism. Since the failure of Japan to contribute to the 1991 Gulf War, so called ‘Normal Nation-alists’, as described by Samuels, have gained traction within the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) party, the political party of Japan that has ruled for a vast majority of the post war period.20 Many of the various debates within Japanese security policy centre on whether to keep, modify or reject the US-Japan alliance.21

Growing nationalism has contributed to Japan’s retreat from it post-WWII constitution. As Japan was reliant upon the provision of US security after WWII it gave rise to a feeling of an unequal partnership or inferiority where Japan is subservient to the US.22 Such resentment played a part in the election of the Democratic Party (DPJ) in 2009, which had a plan for a more independent security policy that involved removing US military bases from Japanese soil. However, this was not achieved due to the difficulties involved, including, most notably, political opposition demanding that security would be compromised, which, given the rise of China, was quite damaging for the government.23 Sentiment for a more independent security stance has built-up over time. For instance, when the US shifted its policy position on China during President Nixon’s administration, the USA, in breach of prior agreements, did not discuss the policy with Japan.24 A consequence of such actions was an ‘underlying desire’ from the perspective of Japan for the US to treat it as an ‘equal partner’.25 This reflects the argument advanced by some scholars, that the US alliance deprives Japan of its independence.26 While the Japanese public were supportive of the alliance, this did not necessarily mean they liked foreign troops on their soil.27 It was reflected by outgoing DJP leader, Prime Minister Yukio Hatoyama, who said that it was not beneficial for ‘Japan to depend on the United States for her security over the next 50 or 100 years’.28 North Korea’s military threats and the ‘real possibility of conflict’ with China over the Senkaku Islands are reasons for Japan wanting a more independent security policy from the US but the underlying reason has been ‘neo-nationalism’.29 Such an attitude reflects the complexity of Japanese politics and intellectual debate. Whilst the DJP utilised nationalism in a failed attempt to distance itself from US military bases on Japan, the LDP has utilised that same nationalism and directed it, not against the US, but for the purpose of a greater
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military role in the region.\textsuperscript{30} Since the election of the LDP government the US-Japan alliance has not been under threat, but by having the right of collective self-defence Japan can pursue a more independent foreign policy in accordance with international missions or regional alliances.

On the political front, the emergence of Prime Minister Abe cannot be underestimated. Japan’s Prime Minister Abe is seen as a nationalist leader who is committed to strengthening security in Japan and its alliance network. He has increased the defence budget, pursued a constitutional reinterpretation and is actively pursuing greater cooperation with major powers in the region—Australia, India and the US—to form ‘Asia’s democratic security diamond’.\textsuperscript{31} The purpose of his strategy is (on face value) to guarantee freedom of navigation through the South China Sea to prevent it from becoming ‘Lake China’. It is a continuation of Abe’s first term initiative (2006–2007), the Quadrilateral Security Dialogue, which failed, but its re-invention exposes the determination Abe has in gaining some type of democracy-led security arrangement.\textsuperscript{32} To some degree this idea is progressing. At the G20 summit in Brisbane in 2014, Japan, the US and Australia committed to boost ‘maritime security capacity building’ under the trilateral banner.\textsuperscript{33}

\textit{China’s rise}

Japan and China have traditionally sought to promote ‘economic gains at the expense of their nationalist credentials’.\textsuperscript{34} Since 2010 when China limited the export of rare-earth minerals via an unofficial ban, as well as tolerated anti-Japanese riots in 2012, there has been a willingness (on both sides) to forsake economics for nationalist gain.\textsuperscript{35} Underlying these tensions is the belief that China is a revisionist power as it is seeking to overturn the status quo in its immediate region, settling, by coercive means, maritime disputes.\textsuperscript{36} There is particular concern in Japan about the ability of China to occupy the Senkaku (known as Diaoyu by China) Islands. Japan’s Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, has reflected this sentiment in his justifications for increasing military spending and accusations that China is being aggressive.\textsuperscript{37} This contest for control over the islands is

not new: in 1978, more than 100 Chinese fishing trawlers swamped the island area with 12 entering the 12 nautical mile exclusion zone.\textsuperscript{38}

The strategy China is deploying has been used to acquire other islands in areas of contested maritime space in the South China Sea. The strategy depends on the use of non-military personnel, often fisherman, to first establish contact with a particular area, which is then supported by China’s various paramilitary marine agencies.\textsuperscript{39} A key feature of China’s strategy is the lead role its non-military maritime enforcement agencies take.\textsuperscript{40} The response of countries to this strategy has been either to confront the incursion, or ignore it. The outcome has been the same for China: it gains the contested area. When Vietnam confronted China over the Parcel Islands in 1974, which was precipitated by numerous Chinese fishing vessels entering the area, it was comprehensively defeated and the islets have since been in the possession of China.\textsuperscript{41} The same approach has been taken with the Senkaku Islands as exemplified in 2012 when a Chinese fisherman rammed the Japan Coast Guard vessels.\textsuperscript{42} Into this context China announced its Air Defence Identification Zone providing pretext for China to enforce its law over the contested area. This directly threatens Japan, with the Prime Minister stating ‘the Senkaku Islands are an integral part of Japanese territory, based on both history and international law’.\textsuperscript{43} China’s latest effort to exert control over its various claims in the South China Sea has seen a large sea dredger deployed to create islands capable of supporting buildings and small airstrips, incrementally changing the status quo.\textsuperscript{44} The protagonist approach China has in maritime disputes, in both the South China Sea and the East China Sea, does not bode well for regional stability.

The basic premise is that China cannot rise peacefully.\textsuperscript{45} Japan, by reinterpreting its constitution to allow for collective self-defence, has hedged against whether or not the US is committed to Asia. At its most extreme, it raises the question of whether the US could win a war against China or whether it would be prepared to fight one on behalf of Japan.\textsuperscript{46} This is particularly prevalent for the Senkaku Islands although the US has clarified that its treaty obligations cover the islands. The China threat is one reason why Japan wants to expand its capability and presence in the region. The interpretation to allow for collective defence assists Japan in this regard. However, some authors have proposed that China’s or even North Korea’s threats have had nothing to do with Japan’s shift to focusing on national security.\textsuperscript{47}
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Electoral reform

A 1994 change to the election laws for the House of Representatives dictated that it would be more beneficial for Japanese politicians to campaign on national issues. Prior to this, there were multiple candidates from the same party running in electorates forcing them into a system where one had to ‘outbid’ the other, whereas the post-1994 system mandated one candidate from one party in each electorate, eliminating the bidding (at least between members of the same party). The results show that prior to 1994, candidate’s manifestos had two-thirds ‘pork’—policies that focused on local issues which generally involved large benefits that were not rationally justified—whereas at the 1996 election, and thereafter, this reversed to around two-thirds of manifestos being devoted to national issues. The new electoral system allowed candidates to incorporate national policies into their campaign and, accordingly, national issues received more political support. The political system was geared towards politicians providing monetary benefits to their specific electorate to the exclusion of issues of national importance. It was found that whilst interest in national security was always of concern to the public, politicians started to pay more attention to such issues after 1994. For example, the abduction of Japanese civilians by North Korea was very prevalent before 1994 and a significant security concern, yet it only started to prominently feature in political manifestos after 1994. This was because of the political dividend it could provide. A difference in political leaders also matters.

Exploiting nationalism to achieve reforms is a common practice amongst politicians from various countries. It can be argued that the current Japanese Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, is exploiting nationalism to achieve political aims such as constitutional reform and confronting Chinese aggression whereas some of his predecessors utilised nationalism primarily for economic reform. In many ways, this complements previous arguments that the electoral reforms of the early 1990s gave national leaders the opportunity to channel the pre-existing nationalism within the populace to achieve reforms in their particular areas: economic or, in this case, constitutional reform. Electoral reform, combined with the political aim of Japan’s current Prime Minister, did contribute, in part, to Japan’s retreat from its post-WWII constitution.

The connection between Japanese political reform and Japan’s recent constitutional reinterpretation is not clear-cut. It has not been as important as other factors such as the rise of China, the growing pressure from outside allies or the internal nationalistic pressure for a greater Japanese military presence. However, it has served as a platform that has allowed Japanese politicians to debate and pass the current interpretation of the constitution. Principally, China’s rise has allowed politicians to gain electorally, where
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they may not have had such an opportunity before the electoral reforms. China was not as much of a threat in 1996, but is now at the forefront of many debates. The consequences of Japan’s actions in the geostrategic sphere are numerous but depend on what perspective the changes are viewed from.

**Consequences**

A more powerful Japan

Through the terms of collective self-defence Japan has the capability and intent to (at the very least) affect the regional balance of power towards a continuation of the status quo. As envisaged by its current Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe, Japan will not be as restricted in involving itself in regional military affairs. The culmination of Japan’s retreat from its pacifist constitution has been its interpretation of Article 9 to allow for collective self-defence. Australia and the US have welcomed Japan’s new interpretation. On face value, the reinterpretation of Japan’s constitution brings it into line with international law, specifically Article 51 of the UN Charter. One of the primary consequences of Japan explicitly endorsing collective self-defence is the ability of it to come to the aid of its security partners, principally the US, and to participate in UN security operations. Although Japan has participated in previous UN operations, it has always only been within in the non-security sphere, which has limited its impact and usefulness. Collective self-defence would, for example, allow Japan to assist with operations against the Islamic State. A reason given for Japanese constitutional reinterpretation was so that it could, through the UN, ‘contribute to international peace and security’ – an important part of other areas of its constitution such as its preamble. Whilst the consequences of Japan’s retreat from its pacifist constitution makes its contribution to UN missions possible, it is unlikely to happen because the Japanese public still retain a highly pacifist orientation in its strategic outlook. Prime Minister Abe cited that only 30 percent of people supported the concept of collective self-defence and when presented with a specific example, such as a rocket attack by North Korea on US bases, still only 60 percent of the Japanese public supported collective self-defence. These are very low numbers. This indicates that whilst Japan’s constitution is now consistent with international law, it is unlikely that the Japanese public will be supporting overseas deployments anytime soon.

**Preserving the status-quo**

Bolstering the US rebalance to Asia, and maintaining the balance of power in Asia overall, is another outcome of Japan’s reinterpretation of its post-WWII constitution. Japan will be able to more ably contribute to the US-Japan alliance under the banner of collective self-defence. The US, in particular, could make the allegation that Japan (amongst other nations) has been freeloaders off the alliance and it is about time it
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pulled its weight. This is not quite the case as Japan significantly assists, and incorporates, defence policies such as the defensive missile shield, with the defence bilateral treaty already. Furthermore, financial support by Japan of US troops on Japan’s soil has also been expensive; Japan pays roughly $120,000 per American soldier stationed in Japan, compared with Germany, which contributes approximately $10,000 per US military person stationed there. Whilst Japanese support for the alliance has remained strong, albeit with interruptions, it has never recognised that it would come to the aid of US forces if they were attacked in Asia. The reinterpretation clarifies that Japan would have the legal ability to come to the defence of US interests in Asia if they were attacked.

Whilst in theory a Japan that acts as a major force multiplier in the region would be of beneficial weight to the US in its rebalance to Asia, there are significant questions pertaining to Japan’s capability, in light of its economic performance, to even act as a credible force multiplier. Much like Britain has been to America in Europe, Japan has been a reliable ally in Asia. However, the lost decades that Japan has suffered with stagflation and China overtaking it as the world’s second largest economy means that Japan is not as powerful as it once was. In essence, it will ‘increasingly lack the requisite weight’ that the US needs in order to balance China’s rise. Such an analysis underestimates the need for the US to have local partners in the region in order to fulfil its involvement in the area. Japan anchors the US via the defence treaty; it is one (perhaps the only) regional power that can curb excess Chinese power whilst encouraging regional security as a way to socialise Chinese behaviour. Japan has currently proposed a defence budget of $53 billion US dollars. This is in no way an insignificant amount that will include funding for additional capabilities that may be controversial. For instance, equipment such as a helicopter carrier, which can be turned into an aircraft carrier, ‘has offensive capability’. If the US rebalance to Asia is to be as effective as intended, the US needs Japan as much as Japan needs the US.

**Japan remilitarised?**

From one perspective Japan’s retreat from its pacifist constitution increases stability and a rules-based order in Asia. From another perspective, in particular South Korea’s and China’s, it increases the risk of conflict and heightens fears of ‘encirclement’ or ‘containment’, by a militarised Japan. It is impossible to reconcile these views as they both contradict one another and very much depend on the perspective the issue is approached from.
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South Korea and China have made vocal protests of Japanese Members of Parliament visiting the Yasukuni Shrine with concerns that Japanese politicians are condoning the actions of war criminals, who are remembered at the shrine, during WWII. The Yasukuni Shrine issue neatly symbolises (from South Korea’s and China’s perspective) Japanese historical amnesia, whilst its changing defence posture, via the constitutional reinterpretation, represents the concrete steps it is taking to reassert itself as a military power. Japan does not help its case by revisiting past apologies for the ‘comfort women’ issue of forced prostitution of South Korean women. In addition, Japan has purchased (or nationalised) the Senkaku Islands, changing the status quo in the island dispute with China. This does not mean Japan is automatically an aggressive state, as the purchase of the Senkaku Islands by the central government was an attempt to inhibit extreme nationalists from purchasing the island themselves and putting structures on it. This intention, however, was lost on China. Japan’s retreat from its pacifist constitution means, from the Chinese point of view, that it will contribute to the US strategy of containing China. The Japanese retreat from pacifism and strengthening of the US-Japan alliance could heighten regional tensions, and, in any respect, this is not in the national interest of China. A Japan inhibited by as many legal constraints as possible to the deployment of forces bodes well for China. However, it is contradictory that China argues its own increase in military spending and assertiveness is normal for a rising power when it would logically follow that it is normal for a country, of Japan’s status no less, to be allowed the right of collective self-defence in accordance with international law. Although there is a genuine concern on the part of China regarding overall US hegemony in Asia and the part Japan is playing in maintaining that hegemony, it is hyperbolic of China and South Korea to conclude that Japan is on a path to remilitarisation. Its retreat from the pacifist constitution drawn up by foreign powers has given it the rights of a normal nation, exactly the same as South Korea and China. Despite this, there is an almost certainty that South Korea, China and possibly some other South-East Asian states will be apprehensive of Japan’s growing role in the region.

Part of Japan becoming a ‘normal nation’ is that it has the right to export military equipment abroad. Japan has recently come into the export market, for example, by signing agreements and expressing interest in selling military technology such as its invitation to tender for Australia’s new submarines. It has also given patrol boats to the Philippines who have maritime disputes with China. In addition, Japan has been
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building ties with India and Vietnam. Strategic hedging by Japan is a signal that, whatever the major outcomes of Japan’s retreat from its pacifist constitution, it will be a more powerful force in the geostrategic environment because of it. The underlying factor for this is to balance the push China has made, particularly in Southeast Asia. It is a far more likely consequence that Asia will be better off because Japan is becoming more engaged. This includes being able to contribute to international efforts and, most significantly, support the US in its operations. This acts as a major force multiplier for the US in the region.

Conclusion

Japan has been in retreat from its pacifist constitution for many decades, which has been beneficial for Japan and the region. It has gradually moved towards becoming a normal nation afforded the same rights as other states in accordance with international law, culminating in the recent reinterpretation of Article 9 of its constitution to allow for collective self-defence. This move has a number of causes. A desire for an alignment with international law was initiated in earnest after the Gulf War in 1991 where Japan was ridiculed for its lack of contribution and US pressure for greater quid-pro-quo commitment in its alliance treaty. A greater desire for independence and the utilisation of nationalism by motivated politicians who had a political system designed to capitalise on such forces, along with the threat of China, have contributed to Japan’s retreat from its pacifist constitution. A consequence is that Japan will involve itself more deeply in regional matters in order to counter the influence of China and contribute to the continuation of the balance of power in favour of the USA through increased military cooperation. An unfounded fear will exist, and be utilised by China and South Korea, that Japan is re-militarising in a repeat of its early twentieth century actions. There is no rational reason to oppose Japan’s decision to allow for collective self-defence as it is allowed by the United Nations and is an inherent right of all nations. It is a positive that reflects Japan’s standing as a major economic and diplomatic nation in the world.

Dogs of War: The Regulation of Private Security Companies in the International Sphere

Mary Szumylo*

Private Security Companies (PSCs) have transformed how war is conducted in our modern world. Far from the traditional notion of the ‘soldier for hire’ mercenary, PSCs are sophisticated, complex entities that provide privatised military services to an extensive clientele base, most notably state governments during the coalition involvement in Iraq. However, despite their increased use in the global conflict landscape, their actions have managed to escape any kind of substantial legal or regulatory measures such as those imposed on their military counterparts. PSCs currently operate in an undefined legal grey-area in which abuses and misconduct go unpunished. International and regional legal instruments enacted with the traditional mercenary in mind are inapplicable and the present international scheme, the Montreux Document, has proven to be ineffective in enforcing legal obligations and a code of conduct. After exploring the history and proliferation of PSCs, this paper will discuss the current legal accountability of PSCs and how they have thrived in a low regulation environment with regard to a number of factors including: the mercenary-security distinction, the inadequacies of international law and definition restructuring.
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Private Security Companies (PSCs) have dramatically changed the way war and conflicts are conducted today. A rapid rise since decolonisation and the end of the cold war has seen them become integral to the international security landscape—this is particularly evident by their use in Iraq. Despite their increasing use in global conflicts, they have managed to escape any substantial regulatory measures such as those imposed on their military counterparts. The legal grey-area in which they operate has proven valuable and has made them indispensable to Western interests in modern warfare.

In response to the international community’s unwillingness to address the problem of rampant mercenaries in 1960–70s Africa, the affected states banded together and took regulation action themselves to stay the havoc.¹ PSCs have a far more complex and evolved role in warfare than these past mercenaries ever did and this role appears to be ever increasing. However, a similar international response to PSCs as seen with mercenaries in the 1970s has not occurred.

This paper will establish the current legal accountability of PSCs and explore how and why they have thrived in a low regulation environment and why more stringent regulation has yet to occur. This question is complex and a number of contributing factors will be explored, including the proliferation of PSCs, the mercenary/security company distinction, definition restructuring in international law and the current inadequacies of international law.

To mercenaries…and beyond

Mercenaries and the privatisation of war is almost as old as war itself. Indeed, the ‘private provision of violence was a routine aspect of international relations’ prior to the Treaty of Westphalia, and the idea of war being fought only by state forces is an idealisation.² The etymological roots of the word ‘mercenary’ suggests it derives from the latin mercenarius meaning ‘hireling’, which itself is derived directly from merces—‘reward’.³ Illustrated historically, hired, expertly trained freelance soldiers made up the entirety of Hannibal’s undefeated army⁴ and the ancient Chinese, Romans and Greeks were known for employing large numbers of mercenaries to fill out their respective forces.⁵ The United Kingdom bolstered its armed forces during the American War of Independence by hiring 30,000 Hessian soldiers,⁶ whilst Italian city-states in the Renaissance were known for maintaining their own private military protection detail, known as the condotierri.⁷ Italy was a hub of private military actors; condota (contracts) were used to raise personnel, and this was formalised with the condoterri (contractor) who supplied and commanded the company.⁸ Far from freelance, transient mercenaries,

⁴ Singer, Corporate Warriors, p. 19.
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the condotierri were ‘more permanent and disciplined organisations […] hired out for particular military campaigns over set periods of time’. Evidently, the notion of the ‘soldier for hire’ has been found in some form or another across history, highlighting its important place in the conflict landscape.

This role began to decrease in the nineteenth century with the rise of nationalism and nation building giving prominence and value to the idea of it being honourable to fight ‘for one’s country rather than for commercial interests’. Subsequently, the popularity of mercenaries decreased significantly by the early twentieth century, with the establishment of state legitimate use of violence. The concept of the state and sovereignty spread across the globe, and with it, national armies and fighting for a greater good became the norm in the international system; this was illustrated particularly through the strong patriotism of both World Wars. The private military market was delegitimised, resulting in a shift toward the nation-state holding the monopoly on the legitimate use of force.

The popularised ‘soldier of fortune’ experienced a renaissance in 1960–1970, fuelling a brief, and brutal, mercenary era in post-colonial Africa. Colonial powers and companies who wanted to protect their interests and remain influential in these fragile states hired mercenaries to do so. Their involvement was most notable, and infamous, in the Congo war from 1960–1964. Infamously dubbed ‘Les Affreux’ (‘The Terrible Ones’) by locals, they included the notorious ‘Mad’ Mike Hoare who led both 4 Commando for Katanga, and 5 Commando ANC for Prime Minister Tshombe. The group was known for widespread unsanctioned killing, torture, looting and mass rapes and even Hoare himself described his men as ‘appalling thugs’. Frenchman Bob Dernard gained notoriety in the Congo in the same vein as Hoare, in addition to an infamous series of ‘violent coups’ in the 1970s in the Comoros Islands and the Seychelles. The chaos and destruction wreaked by these mercenaries across newly independent African states fostered and solidified the violent, ‘ruthless and brutish’ image with which they are associated today.

During this time, the international community was unable to reach a consensus on how to deal with the problem, leading to an African solution. The states most affected by the ruthless actions of these men banded together to condemn them, resulting in the Organisation for African Unity (OAU) Convention for the Elimination of Mercenarism
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in 1977. It introduced the idea of collective accountability that mercenaries are a collective problem for Africa and African unity, not just the individual states they operate in. The United Nations Mercenary Convention eventually followed, outlawing recruitment, training, use and financing of mercenarism, although years after it was needed during the African crisis.

Global state security priorities changed considerably after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Without the need to maintain NATO to confront communist Eastern Europe, highly sophisticated armies designed to fight the complex large-scale conflicts Cold War strategists had envisioned were no longer necessary. In a chain reaction, professional armies were dramatically downsized worldwide—by an estimated more than six million personnel in the 1990s—leaving a huge number of individuals with a specialised skill set now unceremoniously unemployed. Essentially, the ‘result [was] a sharp increase in military expertise available to the private sector’. With the shift of focus away from super power conflict, developing regions ceased to be part of the national interests of the great powers, who were no longer willing to intervene in minor conflicts. Subsequently, without superpower rivalry providing a sense of order and stability, smaller-scale levels of conflict experienced a massive increase in these regions. This combination of withdrawal and failure of governance created a security vacuum inevitably filled by out of work soldiers struggling to assimilate into civilian society. These men also had access to the considerable arms stocks that became available on the open market. These conditions fostered an environment where privatised war could once again prosper, leading to the establishment of the first modern PSC: Executive Outcomes (EO).

Founded by Apartheid-era South African Defence Force Personnel and incorporated in Britain in 1993, EO seized the security realm’s attention with a major contract in Angola in May 1993. The government had failed to recapture the northern Soyo oil fields taken by the rebels earlier in March and enlisted EO’s services. Using a group of only 50 men (mostly former officers), EO orchestrated an attack with the Angolan Armed Forces and quickly recaptured the compound. With only three wounded, minimally damaged equipment and the swiftness of the operation, it was deemed a resounding success. This was quickly followed by a contract in September 1993 to
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protect a diamond mine in Cafunfo considered crucial for victory.\textsuperscript{35} For an estimated $40 million a year, the Angolan government hired more than 500 EO personnel to train nearly 5,000 of their own soldiers whilst also protecting the mine.\textsuperscript{36} This is often credited with reversing the tide of the conflict in the government’s favour and was the first demonstration of the power, effectiveness and profitability of this new form of privatised military.\textsuperscript{37} Whilst assisting in Angola, things ‘began to completely fall apart for the government of Sierra Leone’\textsuperscript{38} and it is here that the true value of the firm emerged. The state quickly enlisted EO’s expertise in March 1995 to assist with the rebel Revolutionary United Front (RUF) forces who had besieged the Kono diamond mines: a valuable source of income for the country. EO needed only 11 days to drive the rebels from the capital and recapture the mines.\textsuperscript{39} A second major contract with the Sierra Leonian government was quick to follow in May: 22 months at a cost of $35 million.\textsuperscript{40} Working with local militias, EO restructured their style and strategy of warfare, advocating; ‘constant pursuit and punishment of the rebel force’, rather than roadside ambush and quick withdrawal tactics, and utilised air and artillery to beat the RUF into submission.\textsuperscript{41} EO had again turned the tide of civil war and brought stability to a chronically unstable region. They had also successfully brought the rebels to the negotiating table for a peace agreement, for approximately a third of Sierra Leone’s defence budget.\textsuperscript{42} Comparatively, a UN force deployed for eight months after the peace agreement was signed cost $47 million.\textsuperscript{43}

Whilst instability returned to Sierra Leone once the company left, and EO was abruptly shut down in 1999 due to South African anti-mercenary laws,\textsuperscript{44} its impact had been significant. EO had also operated in Uganda, Kenya, South Africa, Indonesia and the Congo post Sierra Leone.\textsuperscript{45} However, these initial engagements in Angola and Sierra Leone illustrated the effectiveness, innovation and vast lucrative potential of this business, providing the blueprint for the modern PSC.\textsuperscript{46}

**Corporate warriors: the modern private security company**

Post-EO PSCs had little resemblance to the brutal mercenaries of 1960s Africa. From a historical standpoint, PSCs most resemble the Italian *Condotierri* of the Renaissance period. These fourteenth century warrior groups functioned essentially like companies, and much like PSCs today.

The PSC is a complex entity. A general definition states PSCs are ‘private business entities that provide military and/or security services’.\textsuperscript{47} These services include: ‘combat
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operations, strategic planning, intelligence, risk assessment, operational support, training and technical skills,’ 48 guarding and protection. 49 Due to the vast range of military skills potentially offered, within this general definition different types of PSCs have come to the fore. These classifications rest largely on the kind of services the company chooses to offer.

The first type is the military provider firm concerned with the battle space. These firms are the most controversial as they directly engage in conflict, taking part in actual hostilities or being in direct command and control of units. 50 Alternatively, they may also be hired in the capacity of ‘force multipliers’: supplementing their client’s existing forces to ‘multiply’ their attack capabilities. 51 EO is a classic example: a firm engaged in active combat operations hired to confront an ‘immediate, high threat’ situation. 52

The second type is the military consulting firm. These firms provide advisory and training services to clients, offering ‘strategic, operational, and organisational analysis […] integral to the function or restructuring of armed forces’. 53 Providing tactical and strategic advice on combat, they do not take part on the battlefield itself; it is the ‘client who bears the final risks’. 54 Although they do not provide manpower, this does not in any way diminish the value of their contribution. Largely staffed by former military officers, including four star generals and ex-special forces, their knowledge, training and expertise is just as, if not more, valuable than firepower 55 as it can have an ‘immense strategic impact’ on conflict. 56

The last type of PSC is the military support firm. These companies provide ‘rear-echelon and supplementary services’, filling functional needs rather than the planning and execution of combat. 57 Such services are wide in scope, but deemed critical for operations and include ‘logistics, technical support and transportation’. 58 These are closest to traditional multinational corporations and their functions are increasingly the most outsourced as they have little to do with combat. 59 According to a Western diplomat, behind each US or British soldier in conflict are 10 to 12 individuals to support them and because of this, states progressively outsource these duties. 60

Whilst these categories are very distinct from one another it would be difficult to find a firm classified under just one. Even EO, a classic military provider firm, also supplied advisory services to Sierra Leonean soldiers. 61 Modern PSCs provide a huge range of services to present themselves as versatile and thus, more employable. There is much overlap between services, making it difficult to break a firm into separate constituents.
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For instance, US firm Triple Canopy advertises itself as being able to provide “mission support, security, training and advisory services” a possible mix of all three PSC categories.

PSCs are structured and organised like other regular commercial firms. They are registered corporate bodies formally incorporated in stock exchanges and have ‘legal personalities, hierarchical structures, websites and public relations officials’. They can be standalone companies or subsidiaries of larger multi-national conglomerates such as military support firm Kellogg, Brown & Root, formerly a subsidiary of larger oil field services corporation, Halliburton. Due to the nature of work and the necessary flexibility for adapting to client needs, PSCs utilise ‘databases of qualified personnel and specialized sub-contractors’ rather than maintain permanent employees. Personnel are primarily ex-military and security industry, hired on a contract-by-contract basis. The highest-paid and sought-after are ex-special forces; Delta Force, Rangers and SEALs in the US, Special Air Service in the UK and Australia’s Special Air Services Regiment (SASR). Similarly, Triple Canopy was set up by ex-Delta Force soldiers Matt Mann and Tom Katis and subsequently keenly seeks, and often has its pick of, fresh former Delta personnel. As Mann humbly stated, ‘rock stars like to work with rock stars’.

The remaining numbers come from non-special forces regiments in western armies, or from countries such as Chile, Fiji, Ukraine, and veterans of apartheid-era South Africa. PSCs maintain a diverse clientele including: state governments, corporations, international organisations and NGOs. Multinational corporations are one of the principal contractors and are predominantly mineral extraction and natural resources companies. Many of the places where these valuable resources are found are in the throes of deep civil conflict and subsequently the dangers of conducting operations in such zones are significant. Consequently, these companies are reliant on hiring their own security, as they are unable to ‘rely on foreign governments to protect them’. The most profitable contracts, however, come from state employers to supplement their national military forces and range from Western states like the US and the UK, to others such as Sierra Leone. The biggest contractor of PSCs is the US, with highly lucrative contracts worth billions of dollars over a number of years. The US Department of Defence has increasingly turned to PSCs to privatise non-combat military capabilities,
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arguing the resources of the overstretched military need to be channelled into combat operations.  

The PSC industry has become a juggernaut in the business of war. From modest beginnings in the early 1990s, the industry has ballooned into one with estimated annual revenue in excess of $100 billion, and hundreds, if not thousands, of PSCs now operate in more than 110 countries on every continent.

The post 9/11 era

The September 11 2001 attacks were crucial to accelerating the proliferation of the industry into a multi-billion dollar powerhouse: demand increased exponentially virtually overnight, ‘altering the entire dynamic of global security’. The US economy slumped significantly in the months following the attack, however, the economic outlook improved considerably for PSCs: one of few industries where this was the case. In the three months following, September 11 cost New York City 143,000 jobs a month and an estimated $2.8 billion in wages; this was a stark contrast to the prices of PSCs listed on the stock exchange, which surged approximately 50 percent, some even doubling in value. The attacks ‘created a heightened sensitivity to security [and] increased demand for […] military-style protection’, which cultivated an environment that allowed new firms to be established and existing firms to diversify and restructure. Triple Canopy—now one of the biggest global firms—was started in the wake of 9/11, specifically to address the new threat of terrorism, whilst US firm Blackwater expanded from ‘training services’ into a fully-fledged security detail with Blackwater Security Consulting. When US forces under then-President George W. Bush invaded Afghanistan on 7 October 2001 to capture the leader of Al-Qaeda, Osama bin Laden, and later Iraq on 20 March 2003, to disarm Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction; the impact of PSCs could be seen.
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The profitability was palpable: within months of incorporating Blackwater Security Consulting in 2002, the company was pocketing hundreds of thousands of dollars a month in revenue courtesy of a CIA contract in US-occupied Afghanistan.\(^{90}\) When US forces converged upon Baghdad in March 2003, ‘the opportunity of a lifetime’ presented itself to the industry.\(^{91}\) Modern mercenaries began pouring into Iraq from firms such as ‘Control Risks Group, DynCorp, Erinys, Aegis, ArmorGroup, Hart, Kroll [...] Halliburton [and] KBR’.\(^{92}\) It is reported that US agencies issued well over $85 billion in private contracts from 2003–2007.\(^{93}\) British military company revenue also skyrocketed courtesy of the occupation from $320 million beforehand to more than $1.6 billion in early 2004.\(^{94}\) Business thrived; contractors built, operated and guarded coalition complexes, maintained and loaded weapons systems, supplied troops and maintained protection details amongst other tasks.\(^{95}\) For specifics: a $13 billion contract was awarded to KBR to provide troop supplies and maintain equipment;\(^{96}\) Triple Canopy was awarded a series of government contracts to guard Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) quarters valued at $250 million annually;\(^{97}\) and Australian firm Unity Resources Group provided security for the Australian embassy in Baghdad in a $9 million contract.\(^{98}\) Most famously, Blackwater was singularly awarded a no-bid $27.7 million contract in August 2003 to provide the personal security protection detail for Paul Bremer.\(^{99}\) Paul Bremer was ‘Bush’s man’, sent to direct the occupation of Iraq from Baghdad, essentially the single most important—and by extension, at risk—US official in Iraq.\(^{100}\) In successfully keeping him alive, Blackwater was launched to the status of being the preeminent contractor working in Iraq, a stark contrast when juxtaposed with their humble ‘training services’ beginnings.\(^{101}\) Undeniably, ‘Osama bin Laden turned Blackwater into what it is today’.\(^{102}\)

The extent of contractor involvement was largely hidden from the public eye until four Blackwater personnel were killed, burned, dragged through the streets and hung from a bridge in Fallujah.\(^{103}\) The ensuing public outcry and news headlines such as ‘US Civilians Mutilated in Iraq Attack’\(^{104}\) meant that the role contractors were playing in the war became much more scrutinised. Soon, details of just how many contractors were operating in Iraq and in what capacity began to surface. It was estimated that over 25,000 private contractors (excluding a projected unarmed 50,000) were operating in Iraq alongside coalition forces,\(^{105}\) the number potentially rising to well over 100,000.
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toward the end of the occupation. These considerable numbers were striking. During the Gulf War of 1990–1991, the ratio of soldiers to contractors was estimated 50 to 1 in largely military support roles. Comparatively, figures suggest this ratio was at one to one for Iraq and Afghanistan, and it is speculated that by the summer of 2007, the number of contractors had ‘exceeded the number of troops’. Reliance upon private security contractors rendered them indispensable to both the world’s most dominant and sophisticated army and its coalition counterparts. PSCs had been hired to fill gaping deficiencies in the states capacity to conduct warfare left by swift post-Cold War downsizing. The perception that the private sector could mobilise quicker allowed government agencies to off-load projects and PSCs to take on traditional state functions. Further, the number of troops deployed to Iraq proved woefully inadequate for the scale of the mission. A retired US general stated the US force was ‘too small […] the military just hadn’t provided the numbers’ and this subsequently left PSCs to ‘[perform] a military role’. Contractors had proven so invaluable to the Iraq mission that some argue ‘the US military cannot operate at peak efficiency without [their] expertise’.

However, what these masses of contractors did in Iraq, ‘how many people they killed, how many of them died or were wounded’, remains largely unknown. No one oversaw their activities which resulted in scandals being leaked via the media, which reported that ‘Iraq had become […] a “Wild West” with no sheriff’. The most infamous scandal was the 2007 fatal shooting of 17 Iraqi civilians and the wounding of 20 others in Nisour Square by a Blackwater convoy. With existing public backlash against the PSC, this further outrage proved to be the company’s undoing; all its contracts were immediately lost and it was ‘renamed, sold and renamed again’. Another infamous scandal was the alleged torture of detainees at the Abu Ghraib prison by members of DynCorp and Titan, who the CIA hired for interrogation. The serious claims involved Iraqi prisoners being beaten, starved and dehydrated, threatened with dogs and sexually abused. Finally, Australia’s Unity Resources Group obtained grave notoriety in an incident where a convoy unleashed a ‘barrage of gunfire’ into a vehicle.
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killing two Iraqi women. Despite this, perhaps the biggest scandal to arise from Iraq is Paul Bremer and the CPA that sent US contractors into Iraq with immunity from prosecution under Iraqi law. According to the terms of Iraq’s 2004 Transitional Administrative Law, CPA decrees remain in force unless made obsolete by new legislation. CPA Order 17 states: ‘contractors shall be immune from Iraqi legal process with respect to acts performed by them pursuant to the terms and conditions of a Contract’. Not only were contractors committing these atrocities, they were also unable to be prosecuted for them. This served as a point of immense controversy amongst the public and international community, with ‘increasing calls for further clarification […] and mounting pressure to develop a regulative framework’.

The current legal and regulatory framework

PSCs have been able to evade substantial accountability for two main reasons. First, there is a distinct lack of effective legal accountability, leaving considerable room for impunity. Outsourcing traditionally government military functions “creates a class of corporate actors […] [above] military justice, domestic law, or international law,” PSCs typically operate in failed states lacking the ability and mechanisms to prosecute crimes, whilst the hiring states are unwilling. Arguably, the failure in this system in Iraq could be attributed to the immunity decree and the fact contractors are not subject to the Uniform Code of Military Justice. However, cases involving criminal misconduct by contractors in Iraq have been notoriously difficult to prosecute in the US. Several suspected criminal misconduct cases referred to the Department of Justice resulted in only one being filed, while others were dismissed under the ‘state secrets doctrine’ and ‘political question doctrine’. In the Abu Ghraib prison scandal, despite being involved in 36 percent of incidents, not one private contractor was subject to the same prosecution as was the case with the US Army soldiers. The Nisour Square case was dismissed twice before once again being reopened. This third attempt resulted in a guilty verdict in late October 2014, with convictions of murder, manslaughter and weapons charges. This is unique for being the only prosecution of alleged contractor misconduct, seven years after the event, and implies that states are only willing to prosecute when the incident is deemed to be egregious. The verdict was deemed a ‘legal and diplomatic victory for the United States government’ and vital to repair things with deeply frustrated Iraqis, a convenient additional outcome. These events raise the
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question of whether more rigorous prosecution should be expected and demanded of governments.

Secondly, the grey legal area PSCs operate in allows the accountability of contracting states to be diminished—something providing a myriad of benefits. Because of their company structure, PSCs do not have the hierarchy seen in the military; they are accountable only to the contract they sign, as opposed to a chain of command. Further, PSCs are unburdened by public opinion, political constraints and military legality; governments can ‘conduct “foreign policy by proxy”’. States therefore deliberately write ambiguous contracts in terms and oversight mechanisms to allow for the pursuit of foreign policy goals ‘safe in the knowledge that should the situation deteriorate, official participation can be fudged’. This infers that the inherent impunity serves the national interest of the contracting state. When scandals occur, the contractors’ ultimate accountability to their employer, not the state, absolves the state of responsibility and eludes an international public relations disaster. Further, states are able ‘to do “dirty work” without repercussions […] [and] political exposure’. This explains the unwillingness of states to create a comprehensive regulatory scheme. Essentially, it is not within their interests to trap PSCs in legal accountability; they provide the opportunity to carry out strategic actions that ‘would not gain legislative or public approval’ through conventional means. Indeed, trying to impose accountability upon PSCs ‘is like sand going through your fingers […] they are like amoeba, they come and go’.

The current legal and regulatory framework governing PSCs is minimal at best when considered in conjunction with the breadth and gravity of work they perform. There are only three active instruments potentially applying to PSCs: Article 47 of Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions, the UN Mercenary Convention and the OAU Convention for the Elimination of Mercenarism in Africa.

Article 47 does not outlaw mercenaries entirely, but was the first document in international law to properly conceptualise what a mercenary is. It provides a definition of mercenaries by separating the concept into six characteristics, and seeks to punish them by denying them both combatant and prisoner of war status. However, this will not be discussed in detail, as the Geneva Convention is designed to ensure protection of victims of international armed conflict rather than outlaw mercenarism.
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As the title suggests, the UN Convention targets those who use mercenaries, in addition to mercenaries themselves. The definition of mercenary in this convention is derived from Article 47. Article 1 states:

1. A mercenary is any person who;
   (a) is specially recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed conflict;
   (b) is motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private gain and, in fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a party to the conflict, material compensation substantially in excess of that promised or paid to combatants of similar rank and functions in the armed forces of that party;
   (c) is neither a national of a party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controlled by a party to the conflict;
   (d) is not a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict; and
   (e) has not been sent by a State which is not a party to the conflict on official duty as a member of its armed forces.

A person must satisfy all criteria to classify as a mercenary and commit an offence for the purposes of the Convention. The Convention also widens this definition in Article 2, adding:

2. A mercenary is also any person who, in any other situation:
   (a) is specially recruited locally or abroad for the purpose of participating in a concerted act of violence […]
   (b) is motivated to take part therein essentially by the desire for significant private gain and is prompted by the promise or payment of material compensation.

The OAU Convention also adopts a similar definition which, however, is notably more aggressive by including state parties and ‘juridical persons’ for alleged breaches under the Convention. Article 1(2) prohibits individuals, groups, associations, states or representatives of states from using or supporting mercenaries ‘with the aim of […] opposing a process of self-determination stability or the territorial integrity of another state’.

These instruments are comprehensive, yet ultimately ineffective and fail to regulate PSCs. As discussed earlier, the Conventions were created in response to the rampaging mercenaries of post-colonial Africa. From this stems the primary problem; they were written with the kind of mercenary of the time in mind, which are virtually non-existent today. This is particularly evident in the OAU Convention where Article 2 clearly refers to mercenaries working against national liberation movements that had swept across the continent. The definition of ‘mercenary’ in these conventions is restrictive to the point of being unworkable, once poignantly stated: ‘[a] mercenary who cannot
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exclude himself from this definition deserves to be shot—and his lawyer with him’.151
The first issue resides in the requirement of being ‘specially recruited’. Modern
contractors today are employees contracted to a specific company, thus they cannot be
said to be ‘specially recruited’.152 Further, the profit motivation is notoriously difficult to
satisfy, deemed ‘impossible to prove in a court of law’.153 Monetary gain is only one of
many possible factors motivating an individual to take part in conflict, other reasons
potentially being politically or ideologically driven.154 This is the most problematic of
the definition criterion, as it is near impossible to isolate an individual’s ‘central’
motivation, yet it is also ‘the “crux” of mercenarism, without which the definition would
be meaningless’.155 The ineffectiveness of these instruments is further demonstrated in
the utter lack of support. The legitimacy of the OAU Convention is undermined by the
fact some ratifying states are the biggest PSC employers,156 whilst only 30 states have
ratified the UN Convention, none of whom is a major power.157

PSCs have also made conscious efforts over the years to distance themselves from the
‘mercenary’ tag, to eliminate the term from international discourse and render these
international instruments inapplicable. Indeed, an industry representative angrily
asserted: ‘We are private security companies! Private security! [...] the work is
defensive. We protect’.158 This image and linguistic restructuring can be traced through
the UN mercenary discourse. In 1987, the UN appointed Enrique Ballesteros as the UN
Special Rapporteur on the use of mercenaries and tasked him with writing annual reports
detailing the UN mercenary discourse. As late as 1993—the EO era—his reports
indicate that the criminal status of mercenaries, regardless of the role played in conflict,
continued to be affirmed.159 Ballesteros’ 1994 report went so far as to explicitly mention
EO and categorise them as mercenaries within the bounds of the UN Convention, much
to EO’s displeasure.160 However, in the late 1990s, a change in the attitudes of UN
member states toward PSCs had been noted. Ballesteros lamented the ‘gaps and loopholes’ preventing PSC activities from being captured within the UN mercenary
definition, and made note that the alternate perception of PSCs as ‘lawful companies’
was gaining ground in international circles.161 For him, this was particularly problematic
as personnel, despite their military backgrounds and high salaries could not be
considered as ‘coming within the legal scope of mercenary status’.162
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The term ‘Private Security Company’ first appeared in Ballesteros’ 1998 Report and was used to describe firms such as EO and its counterpart Sandline International: an abrupt departure from the mercenary assertion of only four years earlier. It signified the distinction companies had longed for a separation of PSCs from the dreaded mercenary tag within international discourse. It was in the early 2000s when Ballesteros’ own discourse changed sharply—his report deemed PSCs as legal entities to which not only did the UN Convention not apply, but also had significant potential for making a positive contribution to security. Shaista Shameen replaced Ballesteros in 2004 and also significantly furthered the positive framing of PSCs. She stated in 2005 the term ‘mercenary’ was ‘derogatory […] completely unacceptable and too often used to describe fully legal and legitimate companies’, far stronger language than her predecessor. Her replacement, the Working Group on Mercenaries, continued this change by redefining and reframing traditional mercenary activities in a positive light. They established a formal definition deeming PSC activities as ‘services that are traditionally and characteristically […] core functions and competencies of the state’ which rendered the mercenary definition inapplicable. The Working Group also published a Draft Convention in 2010, which excluded PSCs from existing mercenary conventions and eliminated the term ‘mercenary’ altogether. This solidified the discursive, linguistic and perceptive changes occurring over the previous two decades.

PSCs were now a corporate entity providing a service, neutralising the negative connotations of war profiteering.

There is one active international scheme with specific regard to PSCs: the Montreux Document. The document is the product of almost three years of consultation with the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), industry representatives, NGOs and contracting states such as the US, UK, China, France and Afghanistan. The document consists of two parts; the first reiterates existing international legal obligations relating to PSCs and the second outlines 73 ‘good practices’ to be followed. Such a public reaffirmation of the applicability of international humanitarian law (IHL) and human rights to contemporary conflict has been deemed a ‘significant achievement of historic importance’ given the uncertainty of this position between 2003 and 2008. It is hoped the document will ‘lay the foundation for further practical regulation’.
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From the outset, it seems like a success; 17 states endorsed it on 17 September 2008, and this number is now more than 35. However, for all its promise, it is not without issues. The most significant of these is that the Preface explicitly states it is ‘not a legally binding instrument and does not affect existing obligations of States under customary international law or under international agreements’. It is, in essence ‘a bible with no enforcement capacity’—whilst ‘persuasive in law [...] it [falls] to states to make it binding in law’. The fact states may endorse the document without the pressure of implementation makes such support insignificant. The second prominent weakness is the document makes little effort to regulate the PSC industry itself, the responsibility in both parts instead falling almost entirely on states. Essentially, the document expresses the state has the responsibility to ensure the respect of IHL and human rights, not outsource inherent state functions, take measures to investigate and rectify violations by the PSC and scrutinise the PSC they are contracting.

The obligations placed on PSCs are largely to comply with and respect domestic and international law, but it is arguably the corporation, not the state, that needs more stringent regulation. Thus, whilst a ‘welcome first step’ the Montreux Document lacks the ‘implementation [and] enforcement arrangements to give it teeth’.

A comprehensive report reviewing the Montreux Document five years on revealed that implementation in the US and UK leaves much to be desired. The US, whilst undertaking some efforts, has done little to revise its current licensing system and monitoring procedures to better reflect Montreux requirements and ensure compliance with IHL and Human rights laws. Comparatively, the UK needs significantly more clarification in licensing and monitoring to meet its Montreux commitments. Notably, the law and regulations to hold PSCs and personnel criminally liable for violations are limited to the point of inapplicability, and in the UK’s case, criminal jurisdiction does not extend to misconduct committed abroad. Evidently, Montreux has provided PSCs with a polite and effective umbrella to legitimise their existence without managing their behaviour, allowing for the myriad of abuses and scandals that have occurred. Given the diversity of the industry, it could be said the best way to regulate PSCs is to put pressure on contracting states to enter into more responsible contracts. This is a valid point. However, years of debate and pressure from the UN special rapporteur and within the international community ultimately had no impact. No state has pushed for the kind of regulation the debate envisioned, except for the Montreux Document, which notably allows states to continue as they are now. While the biggest contractors like the US ignore the document requirements and continue to enter into minimally regulated contracts, it is highly unlikely others would take the first step. Evidently, putting such pressure on states has proven to be ineffective.
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Conclusion

For all the victims of injustice perpetrated by PSCs across the world since the incorporation of EO, regulation of PSCs has proven to be woefully inadequate and borderline non-existent. PSCs have proven too valuable to states to be subject to outright prohibition or a strict scheme; despite Blackwater’s abysmal behaviour resulting in being sold and renamed twice, the US Government is still willing to offer it and other PSCs contracts because it serves the national purpose and desire for discrete deniability. Whilst Montreux is a valuable step forward, more stringent regulation is certainly needed to ensure that PSC personnel no longer thrive above the law, but are held accountable for their actions.
Balkan Enlightenment: 
The Role of Religion in the Break-Up of the Former Yugoslavia

Thomas Wooden*

There is a distinct lack of literature concerning the role of religion in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia. Academics have predominantly framed their inquiries into the former federation’s disintegration in terms of catalysts for war without considering indicia that influence them. This restrictive focus has left out one of the most influential actors in the former federation—the religious institution. In order to address the lack of consideration, this paper will analyse and consolidate prominent works concerning religion’s role in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia in the English language. The religions of concern in this paper consist of the Croatian Catholic Church, Serbian Orthodox Church and the Bosnian Islamic Community. This paper will address, inter alia, the relationship between nationalism and religious institutions, attempts at ecumenical dialogue and symbolism on the battlefield, which will demonstrate religion’s widespread influence. This paper will reveal that religion’s influence is extensive and inflamed tensions in the lead up to, and during, the conflict. By addressing the break-up of the former Yugoslavia through a lens focused solely on religion’s influence, this paper serves as a significant consolidation and analysis of existing literature.

*Thomas Wooden has been conferred with a Bachelor of International Studies and is currently a final year law student at the University of Adelaide. Following his internship with the Australian Institute of International Affairs, Thomas spent six months as a legal intern with the Office of the Prosecutor at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. Thomas will also spend three months as a legal intern with the United Nations Assistance to the Khmer Rouge Trials in Cambodia, beginning in December 2015, where he will assist the Office of the Co-Prosecutors. Thomas has a strong interest in criminal law and various aspects of international law and looks forward to pursuing opportunities in these disciplines.
The break-up of the former Yugoslavia in the 1990s constituted the final genocide in Europe for the twentieth Century. It has been claimed that the conflict was the ‘most catastrophic event in Europe since the Holocaust’. This conflict has produced a profusion of scholarly attention from varying disciplines. The cause of conflict in the Balkans is highly contentious. Most authors, in their analysis of the conflict through both religious and secular lenses identify that the discord was not brought about solely, or significantly, because of religion. While some authors dismiss religion as a significant cause for war, most recognise the importance religion played in the lead up to the crises and during the conflict. It is evident that the catalysts for war in the Balkans were numerous, including, inter alia, cultural, political, economic and ideological factors, with a specific focus on ethnic nationalist movements aimed at establishing ethnically homogenous states. It is unlikely that religion can be cited as a cause for war in the Balkans and neither is it the author’s purpose to prove this. It is evident, however, that although not a classical religious war based on theology, it was a conflict within which religion was ‘deeply involved and consciously engaged’.

The former Yugoslavia was a federation predominantly comprised of six ethnicities: Serbs, Croats, Slovenes, Macedonians, Montenegrins and Muslims. Uniquely, Muslims within Bosnia were officially designated the title of Muslim for both nationality and religious identification. Under the communist regime that ruled the former Yugoslavia until its disintegration, each republic was considered equal, regardless of population size. Accordingly, no one in the former Yugoslavia was considered a minority. The country also had a diverse range of religions. In determining the role of religion, this paper will examine the three prominent religious institutions that existed within the former Yugoslavia: the Croatian Catholic Church, the Serbian Orthodox Church and the Bosnian Islamic Community. These religious institutions have been implicated in the crises to varying degrees.

Whilst acknowledging religion was not the vehicle for war in the Yugoslav conflict, Vrcan noted that the inquiry into the role of religion ‘involves the earlier and wider question of the role of religion in deepening social divisions and cleavages until they reach the point of fracture and in exacerbating social conflicts until they reach maximum incandescence’. Vrcan has captured the importance of the role of religion in this conflict without ignoring other indicia for war in the former Yugoslavia. What is interesting about the role of the main religions under inquiry is the understanding that
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they were not ‘extremist fanatical sects, but well-established and respectable world religions’.

In Perica’s 2002 seminal book, *Balkan Idols*, it was recorded that scholarship on the former Yugoslavia did not extensively address the role of religious institutions, despite their ‘active history-making forces’. In other works, it is apparent that theologians and sociologists have adopted the inquiry into religion’s role, whereas political scientists’ focus is directed towards other indicia for war. Despite the lack of extensive cross-disciplinary scholarship, this paper intends to present a consolidation of the information available in the English language and serve as a significant analysis of the role of religion in the former Yugoslavia. Religion’s role will be identified as an important factor in the inflammation of tensions before and during the crises that resulted in the disintegration of what is now known as the former Yugoslavia.

**A contextual understanding of the former Yugoslavia**

Before analysing the role religion played in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia, it is vital to understand the disagreement amongst authors of the former nation’s multiculturalism and the strength of national identity. Understanding former Yugoslavian society is fundamental to understanding the ability for religion to inflame tensions and play an influential role in the respective republics. There existed a stark juxtaposition between how the former Yugoslavia was perceived by the world and by its inhabitants. Whilst acknowledging a lack of universal satisfaction and acceptance by Yugoslavs of their nation, Paul Mojzes, in his book *Balkan Genocides: Holocaust and Ethnic Cleansing in the Twentieth Century*, detailed that the former Yugoslavia’s inhabitants maintained cordial relations amongst its various nationalities; Yugoslavia became the communist country to which individuals from developing or other communist countries fled. This description of former Yugoslavian society is complemented by Doder’s description of Yugoslavia as a ‘vague country’ with a confusing ‘landscape of Gothic spires, Islamic mosques and Byzantine domes’. Furthermore, upon the outbreak of war, Oberschall cited a Muslim woman recalling the cordiality amongst its citizens: ‘In Prijedor there were no conflicts between nationalities. We didn’t make distinctions. My colleague at work was an Orthodox Serb, we worked together [...] I don’t understand’. Moreover, it has been claimed that the Yugoslav identity was important and its failure as a multicultural, multiethic and multi-religious society became a substantial source of conflict. This understanding of identity in the former Yugoslavia has, however, been met with divergent views. For example, Michael Ignatieff, in his book *Blood and Belonging* recalls his tennis coach always calling himself Slovenian rather than Yugoslavian. Additionally, Meg Coulson cited the 1984 ‘magnificence of Sarajevo’s appearance in the year it hosted the Winter Olympics’ as...
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misleading. These authors demonstrate differences in both personal and academic opinion of the existence of multiculturalism and importance of national identity. Although not speaking directly to the role of religion, they have emphasised the importance of identity.

The ‘ancient hatreds’ thesis

There exists a thesis that the outbreak of war in the Balkans can be attributed to ‘ancient hatreds’. This hypothesis contends that the ‘Yugoslav conflict is merely the most recent in a long history of conflicts between three major cultures, which are distinguished primarily by religion’. Henry Kissinger went as far as to conclude that ‘the conflict is about religion, not ethnicity, since all the groups are of the same ethnic stock’. Similarly, Samuel Huntington posited that the crisis in the former Yugoslavia was representative of the eastern boundary of Western Christianity of the 1500s, which divided Catholicism from Orthodoxy and Islam and subsequently labelled it as the ‘Velvet Curtain of culture’ which ‘replaced the Iron Curtain of ideology’. Although likely to contain some truth, the analysis is questionable; such contentions cannot be measured nor recognised due to the innumerable forces that contributed to the outbreak of war. These authors have, however, highlighted the possibility that the influence of historical religious differences led to the outbreak of war. Regardless of the extent to which the ‘ancient hatreds’ thesis has significance, the historical relations and conflicts between religious institutions are clearly a factor to consider when addressing the success or failure of ecumenical dialogue, which will now be considered.

Nationalism and religion

The role of nationalism and its attribution as a cause for war in the former Yugoslavia has received widespread academic attention. What has been significantly absent from this body of scholarship is whether religion served to inflame nationalist sentiment and tensions amongst the republics of the former Yugoslavia. The following discussion will highlight that the Croatian Catholic Church and Serbian Orthodox Church were entwined with nationalistic sentiment in their respective states, whereas the Bosnian Islamic Community engaged in a comparably moderate approach to nationalism.

Defining nationalism

There exists manifold interpretations of ‘nationalism’. Ignatieff defined nationalism as ‘a political doctrine’, where ‘nationalism is the belief that the world’s peoples are divided into nations, and that each of these nations has the right to self-determination, either as self-governing units within existing nation-states or as nation-states of their own’. Morgan expands upon this definition by stating that ethnic nationalism involves ‘the desire for one’s race to be pure and to exclude others from one’s claimed territory’. It is Morgan’s conclusion that, by distinguishing oneself from others and
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creating an ‘antagonistic view of identity’, extreme cases of nationalism can lead to ethnic cleansing, as became evident in the former Yugoslavia.\footnote{25}

The role of religion in forming national identity can be questioned. There exists a contemporary assumption that as modernity progresses, religious influence wanes; this hypothesis is compounded by a claim that ‘modern nationalism is replacing traditional religious identity’.\footnote{26} The crises in the former Yugoslavia challenged this proposition, as the three prominent religions and xenophobia became imbued in a unique form of nationalism.\footnote{27}

\textit{Religion and nationalism amalgamated: ethno-religious nationalism}

To explain the amalgamation of religion and nationalism, Vrcan contrasted the former Yugoslavia with Northern Ireland by citing Bradford, where he stated:

\begin{quote}
“Scratch a partisan of the Home Rule and in nine cases in ten, you will find a Catholic: scratch his adversary and you will find a Protestant,” which means that if one scratches a Croatian nationalist, in nine out of ten cases one will find a Catholic and if one does the same with a Serbian nationalist, one will find an Orthodox, or something similar with a Muslim.\footnote{28}
\end{quote}

Furthermore, Mojzes, in his discussion of the break-up of the former Yugoslavia, coined a term that specifically referred to the aforementioned phenomenon, namely that of ‘ethnoreligiosity’.\footnote{29} Mojzes stated that this term provided for a ‘specific symbiotic merger of one’s ethnic and religious heritage as a means of providing a sense of personal and collective identity’.\footnote{30} These statements reveal that religion was imbued within nationalist rhetoric, and therefore identity, amongst the republics of the former Yugoslavia.

\textit{Ethno-religious nationalism and ultranationalists}

Gerard Powers ruminated heavily upon the practical effects of ethno-religious nationalism that potentially inflamed tensions in the former Yugoslavia. Powers claimed that ultranationalists of the respective nationalities in the former Yugoslavia engaged in and promoted activities that would disrupt the process of self-determination in the republics and non-violent negotiations.\footnote{31} It was the actions of the clergy of the respective churches that unconsciously encouraged ethno-religious nationalism; by encouraging the defence of their community’s rights when faced with persecution, the clergy undermined their ability to counter the ultranationalist’s ‘project of religious and national chauvinism’.\footnote{32} Through the sanctification of the wars for self-determination,
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religion served to exacerbate the tensions and conflict between the nationalities in the republics of the former Yugoslavia. It is difficult to conclude that the churches, in this respect, acted specifically to fortify the tensions and conflict in the former Yugoslavia. Powers concludes, however, that public declarations made in favour of defending the rights of the community exposed the churches to the manipulation of ultranationalists. It is clear that religion played a leading role in identity construction within the respective republics of the former Yugoslavia, creating what has been termed ‘ethnoreligiosity’. Religion was, therefore, tied to the respective objectives of nationalist independence and/or expansion.

The Christian churches utilising ethno-religious nationalism

The removal of nationalist sentiment in the former Yugoslavia was never completely successful, despite the promise of the Partisan movement after the conclusion of the Second World War. This failure was particularly evident within Serbia and the Serbian Orthodox Church. The combination of nationalism and religion, whilst evident in Croatia and on a smaller scale in Bosnia, was most prominent in Serbia due to its promulgation by the Serbian Orthodox Church. Citing others, Vrcan illustrates this relationship by stating that the ‘Serbian nation has grown out of Orthodoxy, and that the Serbian nationality cannot exist without Orthodoxy’. This is echoed by Shenk, Steele and Ferris where it is stated that there is an understanding that to be Serb, one must be Orthodox, and that all Orthodox Serbs should live in the same state. It has been claimed that since the 1800s, the Serbian Orthodox Church used ethnic nationalism as part of religion and fused pravoslavlje (the Orthodox faith) and ideology of the ‘restored nationhood’. An example of this is evident in Perica’s citation of Serbian Orthodox’s Saint Nikolaj Velimirovic’s work, where he stated ‘the healthy nationalism of the Gospel is the only right path’.

Did the Serbian Orthodox Church derive significant authority from this identity construction, or was it merely tokenistic? Evidence would suggest the former. It has been claimed the Serbian Orthodox Church not only played the role of ‘rearguard’ of Serbian nationalism during its vanguard in the early 1980s, but also played a key symbolic role where it carried the earthly remnants of ‘emperor’ Lazar who was ‘killed by the Turks at the battle of Kosovo’ in 1389 across presumed Serb lands in accordance with the call for a Greater Serbia. This represents not only support given by the Serbian Orthodox Church for nationalist sentiment but also practical efforts to outwork the geographical expansion of Serbia at the cost of its neighbouring republics. The militancy of the Serbian Orthodox Church in relation to nationalist sentiment has been further exemplified through the use of the term ‘clerical nationalism’ whereby the religious identity of Serbs was politicised to combat the challenge of the claim of
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independence of the other republics and to pursue the goal of a Greater Serbia. Unapologetic statements have been made of the connection between the Serbian Orthodox Church and Serbian identity, described as ‘obsessed [...] by the tragic fate of the Serbian people in history’, and which understood itself as ‘the ultimate protector of Serbian national identity’. The institution of the Serbian Orthodox Church within its nation’s identity may explain its actions as a legitimising force for the actions against Croatia, where it feared its population was threatened with ethnic unrest.

While not as extreme, ethno-religious nationalism was also present in Croatia. During the war in Croatia, a foreign observer commented that Croatia was:

‘gripped by something approaching hysteria, numerous demonstrations were held, during which rosaries were held along flags, and prayers and nationalist slogans, hymns and nationalist songs were mingled together. To the observer the connection between Catholic Church and nationalism in Croatia was open on display’.

Despite this connection between the Catholic Church in Croatia and national identity, the church attempted to reject itself as a tool of politics.

From this evidence, it is possible to conclude that the Serbian Orthodox Church not only formed part of national identity for Serbs, but the church itself utilised ethno-religious nationalism to encourage the expansion of a Greater Serbia. Contrastingly, Croatia also displayed similar, though less extreme, forms of ethno-religious nationalism. It is, therefore, evident that the religious institutions played a role in nationalist identity construction and utilised its power to influence their respective societies.

Ecumenical dialogue

The importance of ecumenical dialogue cannot be underestimated nor sufficiently emphasised. The success of ecumenical dialogue had the potential to markedly change how the three religious institutions engaged within their republics and whether they encouraged or tempered the tensions that led to the outbreak of war. Vjekoslav Perica and his influential 2001 article and 2002 book concerning the role of religion before, and during, the break-up of the former Yugoslavia, serves as the foundation for this discussion of ecumenical dialogue. Perica’s works are based upon interviews with religious and political leaders, in addition to religious proclamations, speeches and works of other intellectuals, among other significant sources. Where some authors briefly describe the existence of ‘ancient hatreds’ as a cause for tension between
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ethnicities and religions, Perica engages in a comprehensive analysis and narrative of ecumenical dialogue between the Serbian Orthodox Church and the Croatian Catholic Church, revealing varying levels of success and cooperation. An examination of the attempts for sustained ecumenical dialogue will reveal substantial obstruction by the Serbian Orthodox Church in contrast to the Catholic Church’s initial enthusiasm. This barrier will be linked to the retreat of each religion into their respective republics in which each subsequently encouraged varying levels of nationalism.

The failure or success of ecumenical dialogue is most important when juxtaposed with the actions (or omissions) each religious community took in regards to the expansion of nationalism. Ecumenical dialogue, as a precursor to war, had the potential to strengthen multiculturalism; instead, it led to further division between the churches and subsequently the nationalities with which they were connected. The binding together of the two churches for pacifism and against nationalism could have altered the course of history for the former Yugoslavia.

Recognising that religion did play a role in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia, it is imperative to recognise the attempts made to build respect and understanding between the two faiths and consequently the two nationalities. It was in Rome that the Catholic Vatican Council decided that ecumenical dialogue must be extended by the Catholic Church in Croatia to the Serbian Orthodox Church to ‘work together towards reunification through renewal of spiritual culture, theological dialogue, common prayer and other forms of cooperation’. This resulted in the establishment of annual inter-faith prayers and vigils known as the ‘Octave of Prayer for Christian Units’ in January 1966. Additionally, the Council encouraged dialogue with Muslims and non-Christians in the document *Nostra aetate*. The main focus, however, was to establish positive dialogue with the Serbian Orthodox Church. It was, therefore, the Vatican that first recognised the need for cooperation and acted to implement cooperative initiatives through the Croatian Catholic Church.

Subsequent to these attempts, in 1960 the Catholic Theological Faculty in Zagreb hosted symposiums which invited theologians of all denominations, with ecumenical expert Kolarić stating that the events were ‘[f]ree of hierarchical rigidity, [where] theologians could effectively advance ecumenical ideas’. Further, the first expression of Catholic-Orthodox inter-faith prayer was a local and informal event between Croatian Catholic bishop Frane Franić of Split-Makarska and Serbian Orthodox Archpriest Marko Plavša; this event is worthy of mention, for it is claimed to be the first to occur between the two in a thousand years. The landmark event was received with widespread sympathy and was a stimulus for future interfaith activities. Subsequent to this momentous event, grass-roots ecumenism expanded into academia and was accepted by the lower clergy, demonstrating the potential for the church to become an actor focused upon cooperation and diplomacy. The initial cooperation represented an apprehensive yet hopeful reversal of historical animosities and ‘ancient hatreds’. The weakened communist system that choked religious freedoms in Yugoslav society presented an opportunity for the two
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churches to ally themselves against a common enemy. Their actions in reality, however, were analogous to those of states, where the two churches ‘behave[d] like states in a balance of power system rather than two religious institutions sharing common traditions, beliefs, values and practices, and the same God’. These actions reflect the difficulty of shedding historical animosities.

The collapse of ecumenical dialogue

Sustained ecumenical dialogue was unsuccessful due to frustrations of the Serbian Orthodox Church. A then-confidential report by the Yugoslav Federal Executive Council concerning religious affairs concluded in as early as 1969 that ‘mistrust and intolerance between churches is so deeply rooted that ecumenical cooperation and religious leaders’ effort aimed at building an ideological alliance against organized socialist political forces, are not likely to succeed’. The Council’s conclusion was correct. The attempted cooperation by the Catholic Church through ecumenical initiatives was identified by the Serbian Orthodox Church as an effort to undermine and threaten the church and the identity of its people. Consequently, anti-ecumenical sentiments expanded within the Serbian Orthodox Church and in 1978 it boycotted a conference designed to promote theological discourse between the Catholic and Orthodox churches.

Although it is not within the scope of this paper to record all ecumenical activities, it must be recognised that Serbian Orthodox prelate Ljubodrag Petrovic, in addition to Belgrade Jesuits, Muslim clerics and leaders of various Jewish communities, published a document in 1989 that called for ‘greater religious liberty, advancement of religious culture and the formation of inter-faith advocacy groups’. The Serbian Orthodox Church, although not entirely to blame for the failure of ecumenical dialogue as evidenced by this inter-faith alliance, appeared to have actively obstructed dialogue for national interest. The two Christian churches, therefore, failed to sustain ecumenical dialogue and a peaceful coexistence, thus perpetuating its role as supporter of tensions within the former Yugoslavia.

The Christian churches and legitimacy

The discussion of religion, identity and nationalism revealed the importance of religious conviction to the Croatian and Serbian people. Whether the two Christian churches, through act or omission, utilised their role in identity-construction to legitimise the actions of their respective leaders and military pursuits in their objectives for independence and/or expansion will be analysed. It has been claimed that, while the churches cannot be blamed for the onset of war, they may be responsible, to a degree, for the legitimisation or failure to resist nationalist political developments within their states.
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The Croatian Catholic Church’s involvement in legitimisation was varied. Catholic Cardinal Kuharić’s admonition, published in the Catholic Press Agency during the conflict in 1996, stated that: 'If the opponent burns my house, I will guard his. If he demolishes my church, I will protect his. And if he kills my father, I will safeguard the life of his father'. Despite this public declaration, it has been argued that the Catholic Church was slow to condemn Croatian crimes due to preoccupation with their people’s suffering. The failure by the Catholic Church to condemn crimes and militancy was revealed by Mojzes in an earlier 1992/1993 interview with Cardinal Kuharić, in which he failed to denounce a friar who engaged in battle and label it impermissible. This illustrates a lack of uniformity by the Catholic Church’s religious leaders in combating ethno-religious nationalism and the politicisation of religion.

In contrast, the Serbian Orthodox Church engaged in public legitimisation in alignment with the nationalist cause. The Serbian Orthodox Church’s role in legitimisation was put most aptly by Powers: ‘the church has contributed to the war, therefore, not in creating aggressive and chauvinistic Serb nationalism but in validating its claims of national rights and myths of victimization, and giving it theological and religious legitimacy’. This statement acknowledges that the Orthodox Church did not construct aggressive, Serb nationalism, but served to enhance and legitimise it theologically, complementing the previous finding of the church’s influence through ethno-religiosity. Analogously to the Catholic Church, however, the Orthodox Church called for the Serbs to defend their nation whilst remaining silent on the crimes being committed in Serbia’s name. The Serbian Orthodox Assembly announced:

‘With full responsibility before God and before our People and human history, we call the entire Serbian Nation to stand up in defense of their centuries long rights and liberties, of their vital interests, necessary for physical and spiritual survival and right to remain in the land of their father and grandfathers.’

This declaration was compounded by the public blessing by Serbian Orthodox priests of known Serbian war criminals and justification for the destruction of mosques and Catholic churches. Moreover, the perpetuation of the victim mentality in Serbia was affirmed by Serbian Bishop Lukijan in his ‘eye for an eye’ statement in which he called for the Serbs to retaliate for the historical crimes of the Ustaša. There are a plethora of examples of the Serbian Orthodox Church’s public endorsement of expansionism, retaliation and the conflict that may be required to fulfil these goals. These examples demonstrate the Serbian Orthodox Church’s widespread public legitimisation of nationalist forces.
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So great was the influence and role of the Serbian Orthodox Church in Serbian society that secular political leaders utilised it for legitimisation. Radovan Karadžić, nationalist leader of the Bosnian Serbs, was reported in a 1990 interview to have said that the church was ‘not merely a religious organisation [...] but a cultural institution and part of national leadership; the Church is highly important for all Serbs, and it is irrelevant whether one believes in God or not’. This creates a paradigm where irreligious people fought a war imbued with religion. In recognising the importance of religious identification for survival purposes surrounding ethnic cleansing of whether one was an Orthodox or Orthodox atheist, Powers states that religion lost its meaning and was reduced to ‘an artefact, another way of describing cultural, ethnic or national differences’. Mojzes even claimed the Yugoslav conflict was largely fought by irreligious people that wore religion as a distinguishing symbol but did not understand what the symbols represented. Regardless of the true beliefs of individual Serbs, it is evident that the church played a significant legitimising role both through conduits such as the church and political leaders.

### Religious symbols and symbolism

Subsequent to the question of religious legitimacy is the inquiry into whether religion and religious symbols were instrumentalised by nationalistic political leaders or religious leaders. Velikonja argues that both the political and religious leaders exploited nationalist euphoria to achieve their goals. To demonstrate this exploitation, it has been claimed that the three prominent religions of concern engaged in varying displays of religious identification on the battlefield, including religious insignia, prayers before battle, religious salutes and clergy in uniform. So apparent were the displays of religious iconography during war that combatants in conflict could identify their enemy by their religious symbols. Religion, therefore, was used not only to provoke ethno-religious tensions, but was publicly portrayed in battle, signifying a noteworthy role in the conflict. Additionally, demonisation of the enemy was utilised by each of the three religions. It has been claimed that in order to destroy the enemy, they were to become symbolically dehumanised, satanised and sufficiently cursed by God. For example, religion was employed by Serbian extremists to label the Bosnians as jihad fighters, janissaries and mujahidins whose objective it was to construct a fundamentalist Islamic state. Concurrently, some in the Islamic Bosnian circles labelled the Christian states’ attacks as a contemporary version of the crusades. These examples exhibit the use of religious symbolism to both satanise the enemy and legitimise military conflict and to strengthen religious identity with the respective cause.
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The destruction of religious sites

In the lead-up to and during the Yugoslav crises, the intentional destruction of churches and mosques can be identified as a cause of ethno-religious tensions. Arguably, those who are truly religious and of Orthodox, Catholic or Islamic faith, would understand that the destruction of foreign religions’ places of worship was not in accordance with their religious beliefs. Consequently, it is contended that those who committed such acts, although done on behalf of their religion, knew little about their religion’s teachings. This argument echoes prior statements concerning the assertion that the Yugoslav conflict involved irreligious people fighting a war imbued with religion. Whether the destruction of religious sites stemmed from true religious conviction or not, religion was employed as a symbol and excuse for the destruction of places of worship. It is clear, therefore, that through the use of religious symbols in combat and the specific destruction of places of worship, religion played a significant role in the crises of the former Yugoslavia.

The Bosnian Islamic community and ethno-religious nationalism

Unlike the ethno-religiosity driven in Croatia and Serbia, religion played a markedly different role in Bosnia both before and during the break-up of the former Yugoslavia. Although Bosnia encouraged a multicultural society and therefore myriad religions, Islam was the dominant faith. Where the Orthodox and Catholic churches exposed themselves to manipulation by ultranationalists, the Islamic Community in Bosnia committed itself to Yugoslav patriotism, due chiefly to State oversight. The Islamic leaders maintained loyalty to the Communist Yugoslav regime and its project to replace nationalism with a unique form of patriotism entitled ‘brotherhood and unity’. Consequently, Muslims in Bosnia earned the trust of the regime and were granted more religious liberty than was experienced in other republics. A theme evident in an analysis of Bosnian Muslims throughout the conflict in the former Yugoslavia was a stricter patriotism to the Yugoslav State and its Communist regime. The commitment to the Yugoslav State by Bosnian Muslims exhibits a stark contrast to the role Christian churches took whilst linked with their respective ethnic communities. Whilst ethno-religious nationalist movements were encouraged in the last decade of the six-republic federation, the Islamic reis-ul-ulama, Naim Jadziabic spoke in Sarajevo, Bosnia at the Supreme Assembly of the Islamic Community, evidencing its commitment to the Communist regime:

‘We have gathered today to discuss questions and problems of the Islamic Community. But let me first remind all of you, that we mark this year two great jubilees. The first is the 40th anniversary of the victory over fascism and liberation of our country. Along with Victory Day, we are commemorating the fifth anniversary of the death of our dear president Tito, who is not physically with us; nonetheless we remain loyal to him, and we shall proceed to march down the Tito’s path of brotherhood and unity for the benefit of all of us, for our own happiness. […] Only united as brothers will we be able to march forward and defend our
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This statement affirmed the Islamic Community’s commitment to the Yugoslav State. Although nationalism was encouraged by various parts of the Islamic Community in Bosnia, due to the overall commitment by the Islamic Community to Yugoslav patriotism, ethno-religious nationalism failed to create an early stronghold in Bosnia. The Bosnian Islamic Community, in this regard, therefore played an initially peaceful role in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia.

Izetbegović, Islam and Bosnian Serbs

Islam in Bosnia and its Muslim President, Alija Izetbegović, though less controversial than the Christian churches, played a significant role in shaping Bosnia’s path for the beginning of the Balkan conflict. Then-President Izetbegović is of specific interest due to his immersion in the Islamic Community as a devout Muslim and his literature concerning Islam. This section will contrast those before it, illustrating that the fear of Islam and Izetbegović’s identification as a Muslim was utilised as a cause for fear by the minority Serb population living in Bosnia and as a justification for Serbian invasion. This discussion will distinguish itself from previous arguments as Islam did not initially encourage ethno-religious nationalism, but rather Serbia utilised Islam as a cause for war.

It is claimed that one of the chief causes for discontent amongst Bosnian Serbs was Izetbegović’s Declaration that circulated in 1970—a programmatic statement concerning the regeneration of Islam due to his perceived failure of Islamic education and stagnation throughout the greater Islamic world. Izetbegović, although a publicly devout Muslim, was reportedly a modernist who believed in protection of minorities, higher education standards and was critical of authoritarian regimes. As established, Bosnia’s Islamic Community was not originally a fount of ethno-religious nationalism. This is reflected in Izetbegović’s leadership, where, although he sought a contemporary change in Islam, he did not believe in nationalism and praised cooperative institutions such as the European Economic Community (EEC). Izetbegović labelled the EEC ‘the most constructive event in the twentieth century European history. And the establishment of this supranational structure was the first real victory of the European peoples over nationalism’. Bosnian Serbs perpetuated the argument of Izetbegović’s religious fundamentalism by comparing his Declaration with Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf. Not only were Izetbegović’s actions in direct contrast with creating an Islamic State, he publicly stated ‘to be quite clear, I don’t want an Islamic Republic, but I want Islam to survive in this part of the world [...] Just maybe it is our mission to show Islam in a new an genuine light. [...] No one will be persecuted for their religion, nationality or political conviction. That will be our fundamental law’. Although not a
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religious leader of the Islamic faith in Bosnia, as Head of State and devout Muslim who had widespread influence in Bosnian society, Izetbegović’s statements, complemented by the lack of ethno-religious nationalism, are a helpful reflection upon the role religion played in Bosnia. This analysis reveals the Islamic Community in Bosnia played a comparatively passive role when contrasted with the Serbian Orthodox and Croatian Catholic churches.

Conclusion

This paper’s consolidation and analysis concerning the role of religion has uncovered various conclusions regarding religion’s role in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia. These conclusions are of special interest, as they concern three religions that are universally accepted and respected. Moreover, this paper is distinct from existing academic work that typically analyses nationalist and religious influences independently.

This paper’s discussion of nationalism and religion exposed the unique term ‘ethno-religious nationalism’, wherein ethnic nationalism and religion were intertwined, revealing a distinct contrast to the contemporary theory that as modernity progresses, religious influence wanes. The Croatian Catholic and Serbian Orthodox churches, through various means, perpetuated ethno-religious nationalism and effectively rendered themselves obsolete against ultranationalists. By supporting Serbian nationalist exploits, the Serbian Orthodox Church exacerbated ethno-religious sentiment. Contrastingly, ethno-religious nationalism was perpetuated to a moderate extent, despite the Croatian Catholic Church’s attempts to reject itself as a tool of political exploits. Both institutions, to varying extents, exacerbated ethno-religious sentiment.

The ‘ancient hatreds’ thesis provides understanding of the underlying historical tensions existed between the three prominent religions. One of the obstacles to the success of ecumenical dialogue was the historical tension between the Croatian Catholic and Serbian Orthodox churches. Despite frustrations by the opposing religious institution, it was the Croatian Catholic Church that sought to pursue ecumenical dialogue with the Serbian Orthodox Church. Ecumenical dialogue, although foreseeable destined for failure, could have markedly altered the mode in which the two churches engaged with ethno-nationalism.

So pervasive was religion’s role in the conflict that religious iconography could be perceived on the battlefield. Moreover, regardless of individual religious conviction, the destruction of religious sites occurred. Through ethno-religious nationalism, individuals utilised religion as a cause for destruction.

It is evident that the Bosnian Islamic Community played a significantly more passive role in contrast to the Christian churches. With adherence to the communist patriotism of ‘brotherhood and unity’, the Bosnian Islamic Community avoided initial conflict with other religions within Bosnia. Furthermore, Izetbegović as head of state, devout Muslim and member of the Bosnian Islamic Community did not encourage the expansion of an Islamic Republic nor consequently ethno-religious nationalism. Religion in Bosnia, therefore, played a comparatively peaceful role in the initial crises of the former Yugoslavia.
Religion was not the cause for war in the former Yugoslavia. This paper consolidated and analysed some of the most respected English works concerning the role of religion in the break-up of the former Yugoslavia. It can be concluded that religion played a significant, though not cataclysmic, role in the disintegration of the former Yugoslavia.

Callum Cross*

This report examines Australia’s recent diplomatic campaign for a non-permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council. It discusses Australia’s campaign strategies and tactics alongside the theory of soft power, before discussing the local and international opposition encountered during Australia’s bid. This report will also examine the events after Australia’s successful election to the UNSC as a non-permanent member for a two-year term, particularly international issues such as the MH17 disaster. By drawing on key lessons from Australia’s most recent bid, this report offers several recommendations on the strategies that can be used for Australia’s next UNSC non-permanent member election campaign, as well as Australia’s bid for a UN Human Rights Council seat. Overall, this report aims holistically to examine a recent and important era of Australian foreign policy and diplomacy at work.
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Vowing to restore Australia’s place as a ‘creative middle power’, in March of 2008, then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd announced Australia’s decision to seek a non-permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) for a two-year term.

Spearheaded by Rudd and the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) Australia’s four-year campaign culminated on 18 October 2013 when Australia was successfully elected. Campaigning for a seat is regarded as the diplomatic equivalent of bidding to host the Olympic Games, and has further been referred to as a ‘diplomatic beauty pageant’, as the UNSC is the international community’s most eminent committee. The UNSC has the political, legal and military authority to impose sanctions, authorise the use of force, suspend economic and diplomatic relations between countries and implement the policies it deems necessary to maintain international peace and security.

The central purpose of this article is to analyse how the Australian Government secured a seat on the UNSC. The article is centred on the events leading up to and following Australia’s successful campaign. From the launch of the campaign in 2008 to the recent confirmation of another bid by incumbent Minister for Foreign Affairs Julie Bishop, this report will establish and examine the key strategies and tactics of Australia’s successful campaign and Australia’s work on the council. It will also provide recommendations regarding how Australia can once again become a non-permanent member of the UNSC and the United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC).

This article is divided into three parts. First, it will examine the campaign strategies and key points over the four-year period. It will utilise the international relations theory of soft power developed by Joseph Nye to analyse the campaign. Second, this article will briefly discuss the opposition to Australia’s bid, the immediate aftermath of the election and what Australia accomplished during its tenure. Finally, key tactics and strategies that were successfully used by Australia for the 2013-2014 term will be examined in order to show how they can be harnessed for Australia’s next potential bid, as well as in Australia’s current campaign for a seat on the UNHRC. Overall, this paper attempts to highlight a recent and vitally important section of recent Australian foreign policy and what lessons can be learnt for any other successive bids.

‘The diplomatic beauty pageant’: Australia’s campaign

This article will first examine and analyse Australia’s campaign for a non-permanent seat on the UNSC. It will detail the key strategies Australia utilised to safely win a seat in the first-round of voting.

The motivation behind the UNSC campaign is linked to former Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s more expansionistic, proactive and ambitious foreign policy goals. Rudd regarded the UN and other international institutions as an important element of
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Australia’s foreign policy, and something that Australia can utilise to make a difference globally. Rudd argued that the UNSC is ‘now more relevant, active and interventionist on global and regional security challenges than at any previous time’. This was the central rationale for Australia. Rudd clearly believed in liberal institutionalism, as demonstrated in his attempt to build the Asia-Pacific Community. In this case however, the gap between Rudd’s ambition and delivery was considerable. Rudd was criticised for being too optimistic and sometimes arrogant, yet this article would argue that this criticism fell away as soon as Australia was successful in gaining a seat on the UNSC. Australia failed to secure a seat in 1997, with a campaign that began under the Keating Labor Government, and ended in failure during the Howard Government’s first term. According to Thakur, ‘Australia has a large and direct stake in the rules-based global order’, yet it has been more than 25 years since Australia last previously served on the UNSC during the 1985–86 terms.

With Rudd overseeing the campaign as something personal, the government placed high priority on winning the bid. According to reports, a ‘small but dedicated team was convened in the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade’ tasked to win the seat. Fullilove acknowledges that Australia used election strategies such as, but not limited to: ‘cultivating bilateral relationships, lobbying governments, attending meetings, carrying out our various UN reporting obligations, and so on’. Australia started late in the race, but proved to be a well-received candidate overall. As this article will demonstrate later, Australia had formidable competition from its two rivals in the race: Luxembourg and Finland.

The central proposition used in Australia’s campaign was that Australia can make ‘a difference for the small and medium countries of the world’, linked to Rudd’s foreign policy ambitions. Moreover, Australia emphasised ‘we do what we say’ as a slogan for the campaign. This slogan was used extensively throughout the campaign with many of the strategies outlined herein reflecting this statement. Malone argues that
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‘convincing themes can help a campaign’. These statements were developed quickly, and subsequently ‘hammered’ away throughout the campaign. Australia’s slogan was a key to emphasising past missions and work it conducted with the UN, and is a vital strand of soft power.

This report considers the context of Australia’s campaign as a ‘charm offensive’, coupled with the use of hard and soft power resources. One of the key strategies that Australia pursued was placing significant emphasis on Australia’s historical role within the UN and its wider agencies since the UN’s establishment. It was hoped that this ‘charm offensive’ would bring votes for Australia and, thereby, elect Australia to the UNSC. As a founding member of the UN and having chaired the first-ever session of the Security Council, Australia was keen to display its important contribution to the UN.

Thakur contends that Australia has a solid and established record of involvement in the UN. One of the most important campaign offensives was the emphasis that Australia has widely contributed more than 65,000 peacekeepers in 50 different operations. In addition, Australia has supported missions into East Timor, Afghanistan, Cambodia and to the Regional Assistance Mission to the Solomon Islands (RAMSI). This was viewed as a key foundation of the bid and why Australia should be elected.

An emphasis on past events is seen as a soft power resource. Nye asserts that: ‘Soft power rests heavily on three basic resources: its culture in places where it is attractive to others; its political values when it lives up to them at home and abroad; and its foreign policies (legitimate and moral authority)’. Throughout the campaign Australia successfully displayed its national culture, political values and foreign policy. Although some authors argue that ‘national reputation is a poor guide to the likely success of Security Council candidates,’ Australia’s political values as a democratic nation, its support for indigenous peoples around the world, religious and inter-faith dialogue and Australia’s leading role in international conflicts were seen as a substantial share of the campaign strategies’ power.

In an attempt to promote Australia as a ‘middle-power’ and increase Australia’s overall chances with states in Africa, the Australian Government, under DFAT, opened several new embassies and consulates around the world. Australia’s diplomatic engagement and development assistance with Africa was not historically widespread, especially in contrast to the Asia-Pacific region. This however, changed when Australia sought membership of the UNSC. Australia opened new diplomatic missions in Addis Ababa and Senegal. Increased Australian engagement with Africa ‘was driven, in large part, by its goal of achieving a seat on the UNSC’.

Australia increased dialogue and representation with many states in Latin America such as Brazil, Mexico, Colombia and Argentina, amongst others. Australia also re-opened
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a mission to Peru to increase its chances. Malone attests that ‘diplomatic reach is important’ for the international status of a campaign, in general.22 Malone further suggests that Australia has in the past ‘traditionally pursued a more targeted approach to diplomatic representation, concentrating on countries meaningful to its national interests’.23 This was significant during the 1996 bid for a UNSC seat launched under the Keating Labor Government. Increased diplomatic representation by Australia played a significant part in Australia’s campaign strategy. This is a prime example of soft power and diplomatic manoeuvring in order for Australia to assert its dominance globally over its competitors.

Embassies and consulates globally are key actors in soft power projection. Nye attests that soft power is ‘the ability to get what you want through attraction rather than coercion or payments’.24 Whilst Australia did encourage voting in its favour via increased foreign aid to Africa and other states, the increased diplomatic representation in Africa and Latin America is seen as a core soft power platform that Australia used to source votes.

‘Soft power rests on the ability to shape the preferences of others’ and Australia was successful at this.25 The ultimate goal of Australia’s UNSC campaign was to seek votes in its favour over its competitors Luxembourg and Finland. In order to accomplish this, Australia went on a ‘charm offensive’. Australia attempted to court votes from other countries that may not have otherwise voted in its favour. ‘A country may obtain the outcome it wants in world politics because other countries—admir ing its values, emulating its example, aspiring to its level of prosperity and openness—want to follow it’.26 This is a trademark form of soft power. Throughout the campaign, Australia attempted to display and emphasise its good international citizenship.

Through its efforts to showcase Australia as leader in maintaining and supporting international peace and security—the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), a ‘strong record of global action on climate change’ and Australia’s commitment to UN reform—Australia represented values and history that many may find attractive, and thus, would award Australia with a position on the UNSC’.27 This is a key example of Nye’s soft power theory.

Australia also used soft power tactics to secure votes through the influence of Australian dignitary visits to overseas countries. In this regard, Australia’s then Permanent Representative to the UN, Gary Quinlan, helped secure Australia a seat on the UNSC. Langmore observes that Ambassador Quinlan was immensely involved through numerous UN forums, meetings and high-level engagements.28 Personal relationships are a key measure of soft power, and Quinlan invited other UN Ambassadors to numerous concerts and events featuring Australian artists. Ambassador Quinlan ‘built excellent working relationships with many of his peers’ and a ‘popular, energetic
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permanent representative’ makes significant difference to a campaign given that voting is essentially conducted by other permanent representatives. The work conducted by diplomats and officials is important to the success of a campaign. On Election day within the UN General Assembly, as a last minute campaign boost Australia gave delegates Cadbury Caramello Koalas. These miniature chocolate koala bears are seen as a testament to Australia’s culture, and culture is an important soft power resource. Moreover, diplomats spent most of their time confirming potential votes and working to ensure a bid is successful.

Kevin Rudd, as Minister for Foreign Affairs, visited countries around the world to promote Australia’s case and secure votes, and is widely seen as having significant role in the success of Australia’s campaign. Person-to-person contacts were crucial to ensuring Australia would be heard and voted for. In addition, his successor Bob Carr and former Prime Minister Julia Gillard also played major roles in ensuring support for Australia. Both Carr and Gillard attended the UN General Assembly meeting in October 2012 and met with numerous world leaders in an attempt to lobby them. Carr reportedly met with 30 of his peers over four days in the lead-up to the vote. Byrne acknowledges that ‘political leaders can play a central and direct advocacy role in either cultivating or undermining a state’s reputation and image’. In addition, high-level official and ministerial visits to states in Africa by Kevin Rudd, the Governor-General Quentin Bryce, Stephen Smith, Simon Crean and Joel Fitzgibbon were designed to ensure support for Australia from Africa. Julia Gillard also announced the appointment of Special Envoys to Africa. Overall, Australia received favourable support from African nations. This is a testament to soft power resources used by Australia. This was necessary as Australia does not represent nor lie within a geographic ‘bloc’ of nations, unlike Finland and Luxembourg. Hence, Australia had to look elsewhere.

Australia’s and Finland’s campaign was ‘propelled by the visible and aspirational campaign leadership’. Like Rudd, Finnish Prime Minister Tarja Halonen’s activist foreign policy spurred Finland’s campaign. In relation to soft power, Nye asserts that politicians and leaders within democracies must rely more on the important combination
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of both inducements and attraction, in order to achieve a desired outcome.\textsuperscript{41} The campaign was successful for a number of reasons, but the role played by individuals is regarded as a soft power resource, and this ultimately played favourably towards Australia. Byrne stresses that ‘successful election turns upon notions of international reputation and image, the very currencies of soft power, and as such is connected to the influences, interests and expectations of a wider international public’.\textsuperscript{42}

Financial inducements and incentives were also heavily and strategically utilised throughout the campaign. Australia provided approximately two percent of the total contribution to the core UN budget between 2013 and 2015, in addition to other funds given directly to multiple UN agencies.\textsuperscript{43} This claim here is to display Australia’s financial goodwill and status as a creative middle-power. The use of foreign aid was a highly successful strategy in Australia’s bid to become a non-permanent member. This report observes numerous instances where this was overtly apparent. Although the use of financial incentives does not meet Nye’s criteria of soft power, it is more of a raw power resource and it is important to consider how the use of foreign aid to increase Australia’s chances for a seat on the UNSC was used. Soft power does not unequivocally rule out foreign aid, and it can be asserted that Australia was attempting to attract states through hard power resources, which may not have been considered important to Australia’s national interest but nonetheless important for victory. In the lead up to October 2012, Australia dramatically increased aid to countries that could often not be deemed in Australia’s direct national interest.

Kuziemeko and Werker, in a central analysis of money and UNSC campaigns, have found that political and strategic goals predominantly explain the flow of aid to other countries.\textsuperscript{44} This was a simple act of vote buying.\textsuperscript{45} Latin America and the Caribbean region benefited greatly from the rise in foreign aid expenditure during the campaign. During 2006–2007, under the Howard Government, aid to the Caribbean was around $170,000. Following Hurricane Ivan in Grenada, this sum spiked to around $2 million.\textsuperscript{46} In 2009–2010, foreign aid to the Caribbean rose dramatically to $24.7 million, through the now defunct Australian Agency for International Development (AusAID). This article determines that irrespective of a traditional foreign aid concentration towards the Asia-Pacific, increased aid to the Caribbean was a direct result of the campaign for a UNSC seat. Smaller states such as Belize, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent, Guyana and Jamaica were also the recipients of an increased flow of aid.\textsuperscript{47} Cave argues that the rise in foreign aid directed to gaining votes ‘side-tracked’ traditional foreign aid objectives.\textsuperscript{48} Lyons reported that $7.7 Million in ‘technical assistance’ was donated to Kenya,
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Namibia, Botswana and Tanzania for flood-relief.\textsuperscript{49} Foreign aid administered by AusAID was ‘driven by the self-interested objective of achieving a UNSC seat’, and was a successful method used to secure votes.\textsuperscript{50}

‘Distorting foreign policy’: obstacles and opposition

Competing for a seat on the international community’s most prestigious body was an arduous task and Australia’s campaign faced numerous obstacles and opposition, both at home and abroad. In the first instance, Australia was competing directly against Luxembourg and Finland for one of two seats available in the Western European and Others Group (WEOG).

Luxembourg was Australia’s most formidable competitor having launched its campaign much earlier in 2001.\textsuperscript{51} Bob Carr, at the time, stated that our ‘European rivals have a clear advantage’.\textsuperscript{52} Luxembourg has never held a seat on the UNSC and was widely known for its commitment to many wider UN organisations.\textsuperscript{53} Luxembourg is a significant actor in the field of security, human rights and international development. We can observe comparison between Australia and Luxembourg, as both states have deployed tens of thousands of peacekeepers to various conflict zones around the world.\textsuperscript{54} However, Luxembourg’s position as a tax-haven hindered its campaign.\textsuperscript{55} Finland invested approximately $2.5 million on its campaign, compared to Australia’s $23.6 million.\textsuperscript{56} Finland also believed that it had ‘locked up’ votes even before Australia had declared its intention to run.\textsuperscript{57} Moreover, Finland had twice been a member of the UNSC and thereby has a considerable advantage over Australia and Luxembourg, as incumbency is always looked favourably upon.\textsuperscript{58} Finland had contributed around 50,000 peacekeepers in its time as a member of the UN since 1955. Langmore asserts that Finland’s campaign exhibited its commitment to sustainable and peaceful resolutions of conflict throughout the campaign; this is the primary task of the UNSC. However, public comments by the Finnish ambassador before the ballot suggested that he was overconfident. ‘Finland assumed it had earned its seat and that major campaigning was unnecessary’.\textsuperscript{59} Despite the well-run and longer campaigns of Luxembourg and Finland, Australia and Luxembourg were ultimately elected as non-permanent members for the
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2013–2014 terms in the WEOG.60 Opinion commentary after the win stated that Australia’s victory was ‘an absolute stunner’ despite it being ‘far shorter, cheaper and more values-based campaign’ than Australia’s two competitors.61

Unsurprisingly, criticism at home was abundant throughout the entire campaign, much of which stemmed from the conservative side of Australian politics. Fullilove has noted that ‘the bid has also attracted many exaggerated and inconsistent criticisms’.62 One of the most central complaints of Australia’s campaign was that the campaign was distorting Australia’s other foreign policy interests and objectives.

Cave asserts that the Pacific Islands must be at the ‘core of Australian foreign policy’ and cited the UNSC campaign as having ‘distracted, confused and increasingly distorted’ Australia’s relationship with the Pacific Island states.63 This is incorrect. Australia’s central election platform was for the representation of small and medium countries, as well as developing states.64 The election of Australia to the UNSC would support the interests of Pacific Island states. The leaders of the Marshall Islands, Tonga and Samoa, amongst others publically supported Australia’s candidacy.65 In addition, the support and backing of 12 Pacific Island states was a crucial component of Australia’s campaign for success.66 The Prime Minister of Singapore, in late 2012, overtly backed Australia’s campaign asserting that the election of Australia to the UNSC to be in the interest and benefit of the Asia-Pacific region.67 Brazil also pledged its support to Australia, demonstrating that Australia’s increased diplomatic representation in Latin America had worked.68 Claims to the contrary by conservative critics were therefore immediately rendered inaccurate.

Media reports suggested that then Opposition Leader Tony Abbott labelled any failure in the bid as ‘absolutely disastrous’.69 Much of the criticism of the campaign stemmed from Mr Abbott, who pledged to discontinue the campaign and redirect the attention of DFAT to other priorities and areas concerning Australian foreign policy should he be elected. Mr Abbott also expressed grave concerns about the financial cost of the campaign.70 In contrast, Langmore asserted strongly that ‘any country that failed to stand for election to the Council would be announcing to the world that it was opting out of the global community’.71
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Former Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander Downer attests that a ‘well-handled presidency can enhance a country’s reputation’, yet was critical of the campaign.72 During this time, the Coalition Spokesperson on Foreign Affairs, Julie Bishop, noted that the Coalition ‘in principle’ supported Australia. However, Ms Bishop disagreed with the way that the campaign was being pursued.73 In addition, notable Coalition Ministers such as Christopher Pyne and Malcolm Turnbull were also believed to have supported the bid, contrary to Mr Abbott’s position.74

Other criticism cited by Cave asserts that ‘misguided’ foreign aid towards countries in Africa and Latin America has ‘side-tracked’ foreign policy.75 This does not fit the national interest of Australia and the actual financial support Australia provides does not have ‘the same competitive advantage or expertise’.76 Foreign aid was an important method for securing votes and hence proved effective for Australia; as a result, Australia received strong positive support from ‘14 Caribbean nations, the Seychelles and the Solomon Islands’.77 Moreover, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon reportedly indicated his support for Australia.78 Fullilove also acknowledges that those opposed to Australia’s bid views the UNSC as ‘unimportant or even demeaning’ as a result of the veto power afforded to permanent five (P-5) members of the UNSC.79 Resolutions before the UNSC must be approved by nine members to be successful, therefore, it is not only the P-5 group that can extinguish proposed resolutions.80 The opposition towards the campaign was unique and unprecedented.

Most countries tend to support their governments bid and are happy or proud to see their country elected to the UNSC as a non-permanent member.81 ‘No other country has ever been subject to the level of domestic debate and ridicule’.82 Criticism swiftly ended once Australia was successful in its bid. The problems associated with Australia’s campaign ultimately did not affect Australia’s chances overall.

‘A big, juicy, decisive win’: after the election

Australia was elected to the council with 140 votes, well above the required 129.83 Luxembourg was also elected as the second member in the WEOG and Argentina,
Rwanda and South Korea were elected in their respective groups. Australia would be serving its tenure alongside other small and regional powers such as Pakistan, Morocco, Togo, Guatemala and Azerbaijan. Foreign Minister Bob Carr labelled the victory as ‘a big, juicy, decisive win’ and further noted that the near $25 million invested in the campaign would not have been wasted if Australia lost. Carr further remarked the success of the campaign stemmed from support from African, Pacific as well as Caribbean nations. Australia would have needed to understand the ‘dynamics, personalities and priorities of this diverse and eclectic group’ and hence, this would ‘be essential to Australia maximising the utility of its time on the Security Council’.

In September 2013, Australia held the Presidency of the UNSC and the powerful role to shape issues and push agendas and matters vital to Australia’s national interest. A concern raised within media and opinion circles was that the 2013 federal election could have interfered with Australia’s tenure as president, especially coinciding with the United Nations Leaders’ Week. According to reports, the federal election ‘could throw Australia’s diplomatic plans into disarray’, because scheduling the federal election at the same as Australia’s campaign would complicate efforts. Australia’s diplomatic mission to the UN in New York could have been seen as non-credible or illegitimate, given that the government in Australia was in ‘pre-election caretaker mode’ and thereby could have ‘fewer opportunities to deliver key diplomatic objectives’. The federal election would ‘leave Australia’s diplomatic mission in New York without necessary government back-up to drive its message’. This was particularly concerning Australia’s ‘pen-holder’ status on chairing committees on the Taliban, matters vis-à-vis Afghanistan, Al Qaeda and Iran. However, the concerns did not become true, as election did not affect any of these urgent matters and issues. We can observe that in September 2013, everything ran smoothly in New York.

Another significant noteworthy issue occurring in the months preceding Australia’s election to the UNSC was the reduction of foreign aid to Africa and the Caribbean. As aforementioned, this report found that foreign aid was used as a highly successful and important campaign strategy. After the election, large amounts of foreign aid that flowed to parts of the developing world were significantly reduced. Higgins reported in The Australian that AusAID funding to the Caribbean increased to $25 million in 2009–2010 and 2010–2011 financial years in order to secure votes from the Caribbean voting bloc. However, just two months after Australia’s campaign was successful, the aid budget to
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the Caribbean dramatically dropped to $13.3 million in the 2011–2012 financial years, with the bulk of Australian aid flows being sent back to the Asia-Pacific region. Funding to aid projects in Zimbabwe, South Sudan and Somalia have also been cut. Australia touted its reputation as a nation that gives generously through foreign aid. However, Australia reduced its foreign aid budget by 70 percent in order to help fund ‘essential infrastructure’ in Australia. A further $3.7 billion was cut from the 2015 Budget, which will impact those who are beneficiaries of Australia’s aid program and will reflect negatively on Australia’s reputation globally.

**Post-treasure: where to from here?**

Australia ended a two-year term on the UNSC with several key issues and events dominating Australia’s work on the council. The leadership Australia showed during the MH17 disaster was exceptional and considered to be a defining, albeit challenging, moment. Much praise was heaped upon Australia’s efforts regarding the UNSC Resolution 2166. Following the downing of Malaysian Airlines flight MH17 in separatist-held Ukraine, Australia co-sponsored a bill to grant access to the site immediately to conduct investigations and to retrieve the bodies of the 298 victims. Australia worked alongside the Netherlands on the resolution, which was unanimously passed. Both Minister for Foreign Affairs Bishop and Australian diplomatic efforts at the UN in the aftermath was praised, as Australia had secured some reprieve for the victims’ families. Again, reports observe that soft power and Australia’s reputation within the UN system played a crucial role in Australia’s diplomatic efforts.

Further, the stalemate in Syria also became a major priority for Australia. There is also correlation between Australia wanting to take part in the resolution of international conflicts, such as those in the Solomon Islands, East Timor and Cambodia and now again in Syria. Although with a non-interventionist platform, the Australian Government reaffirmed its support to see a resolution to the conflict in Syria through the implementation of UNSC Resolution 2118.

On 27 September 2013, Australia was a part of a unanimous decision to pass UNSC Resolution 2118, which called for the removal of chemical weapons in Syria, following the confirmation of an attack on 21 August. Resolution 2118 prohibited ‘Syria from
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using, developing, producing, otherwise acquiring, stockpiling or retaining chemical weapons’. 102 The work on Syria, MH17 and other causes heightened Australia’s credibility internationally and added to Australia’s soft power war chest. With these two successes in mind, how can Australia use its position and reputation gained from its seat into the future? Already, we have seen a bid for Australia to gain a seat on the UNHCR, and most recently, Julie Bishop announced that canvassing for another term on the UNSC had begun. This article will briefly consider each in turn and the lessons that can be learnt.

Australia is currently seeking a three-year term on the UNHRC beginning in 2018, with voting in 2017. Australia is competing for one of two seats amongst 47 others. This would be the first time Australia would hold a position on the Council. 103 The cost of the campaign is unknown and will be absorbed by current funds 104. Australia’s bid for a seat on the UNHRC is problematic. In order to win a seat Australia ‘must demonstrate the highest standards in the promotion and protection of human rights and receive the support of the majority vote of the General Assembly’. 105 However, throughout recent Australian political history, especially with the advent of the Coalition government’s harsh border protection policies, Australia has been widely criticised for its human rights breaches, particularly in regards to its treatment of asylum seekers 106. This represents a deep contradiction by Australia and impacts the use of soft power resources.

However, countries with abhorrent and questionable human rights records have previously been successfully elected to the council, such as China, Saudi Arabia and Cuba. 107 Despite this serious criticism, Australia is still campaigning for a seat. However, how can Australia appeal to other nations to secure a seat? Simply campaigning on Australia’s record as being a good international citizen who upholds human rights will not be enough. Australia has been widely ‘lectured’ by the UN and many international human rights groups regarding its treatment of asylum seekers, the handling of issues concerning Indigenous Australians, those with a disability, and recent attempts to restrict media reporting. 108

These issues cast Australia in a negative light, and diminish its ability to use soft power resources to project power overseas. However, given its lacklustre military and defence spending compared to other nations, soft power is an important resource that needs to be utilised by Australia. Culture and past experiences however are not the only criteria of soft power. Technology, innovation and science, as well as education and trade are kinds of soft power assets lying at the centre of Australia’s role as a global power.

Australia can again rely on foreign aid in order to secure votes, despite Australia’s foreign aid budget being dramatically decreased. Further, increasing monetary obligations to various UN agencies would highlight Australia’s commitment to the multilateral institution overall. Drawing on Australia’s recent work during the MH17 crash, in regards to Syria, as well as other work concerning the successful attempt to place North Korea’s abhorrent and heinous human rights record and situation ‘on the record’. As a result of Australia’s efforts on North Korea, such a matter will become a permanent feature in the official work of the UNSC. If Australia were to follow its strategy outlined above regarding its UNSC campaign, Australia may be able to gain a seat on the UNHRC. The lingering criticism over Australia’s human rights abuses will become a factor of contention, as the leadership of the UNHRC has repeatedly criticised Australia. If Australia won a seat on the UNHRC, this would significantly increase its chances for another seat on the UNSC.

In a recent media conference in New York, Minister for Foreign Affairs Julie Bishop announced that Australia is bidding for another seat on the UNSC for the 2029–2030 term. This is despite the Coalition offering limited support for the pervious bid under Labor. It has been argued that this will allow the greatest amount of time effectively to lobby for a seat and reduce costs in the long run. Little detail aside from the timing of the bid has been released, and it remains to be seen if this bid will continue. The timing of the bid has been labelled ‘unambitious’. Some armchair analysts have concluded that a bid every 15 years or so is a reasonable objective. However, this report would assert that if Australia was a serious candidate for the UNSC and was confident of its chances, it ought to then bid for a seat during an earlier term. Whilst this would put it in direct competition with other states such as Germany, Israel and Belgium (2019–2020) or Denmark and Greece (2025–2026), if Australia truly believed in itself it should bid earlier and not throw out a challenge towards the end of the next decade.
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The only other declared candidate at this time is Finland once again. Given Australia’s success in the previous tenure, it ought to run as a candidate a lot earlier than 2029 and use the recent tenure to demonstrate what it can accomplish.

If Australia can win a seat on the UNHRC this would translate into a comfortable victory in the UNSC. Australia can demonstrate a commitment to a variety of issues and causes, as well as a commitment to the UN overall. It is interesting to note that Australia’s success in its last tenure should translate into a main foundation for the next campaign. Australia’s use of soft and hard power resources is important here. Soft power resources are crucial again. Playing on Australia’s success regarding Resolution 2166 as a remarkable achievement and the readiness of Australia to respond quickly to major global events would stand as a point of difference. As Australia worked alongside the Netherlands to secure the resolution, this article would argue that a potential joint bid between the Netherlands and Australia would be a strategic move, as both states are in the WEOG. With shared values and a similar level of international political engagement, a joint bid should be canvassed.

However, if the two nations both declare their intention to run for the normally two seats up for contention, both countries would be elected easily without serious competition from elsewhere. Australia should rectify its diminishing human rights record and restore its aid budget; this would add weight to any new campaign. The use of financial inducements, should be a foremost strategy, without it Australia risks losing. Australia must take a proactive approach. It should seek to play a greater role outside the Asia-Pacific region, by expanding its foreign policy network to states Australia has not traditionally had business with. Finally, the UN is full of numerous sub-organisations. Australia could work in a niche area of foreign policy with smaller issues that could ultimately yield fast results. This is not to advocate a smaller strategy of foreign policy, as Australia should continue to work on major global issues. Australia’s lacklustre response to the Ebola epidemic highlights where Australia can and ought to do more. This will reflect positively upon Australia and for Australia’s next bid.

This article has examined Australia’s quest to secure a seat on the UNSC. With Australia’s tenure over, it is essential to observe the importance of diplomacy through international institutions and the changes it can make. It demonstrates how success in the international arena can be derived from soft power resources, rather than conventional military forces. This article concludes by asserting that the diplomatic beauty pageant ultimately proved indispensable and advantageous to Australia’s national interest and reputation globally. Australia should seek another term as soon as possible, and several more into the future.
From the rise of neoliberalism and the global money market, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has been regarded as an effective tool for economic growth and development, as well as a facilitator for market integration for developing nations. In relation to Sub-Saharan Africa, orthodox economic studies emphasize the need to build up market-friendly and transparent institutions—and consequently become attractive to FDI—in order to reach a desired level of development. However, among many studies exploring this FDI-growth-development nexus, a recent line of literature introduces the ‘African variable’ of Resource Curse Theory (RCT) in an attempt to explain existing negative correlations that arise in circumstances where foreign capital inflow has negligible or negative effects on economic growth or development levels of the host country. In addressing this negative relation, RCT focuses on Africa’s inherent incapacity to efficiently manage its own resources in failing to uphold a business-conducive institutional foundation and transparent political institutions. This tendency is also applied to the phenomenon of the coltan trade that has long been associated with conflicts in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), where extractive FDI to this region has continued, or even increased, despite ongoing violence, insecurity, weak state institutions, ambiguous property rights and endemic corruption. However, in analysing the dynamics of FDI-growth-development nexus, both mainstream FDI and RCT literature lack a comprehensive explanation for the existing trends in the region outside of limited sector-specific exploration and structural-institutionalist perspectives that reverberate market fundamentalism. What is needed, in this respect, is a more critical political economic approach that positions the nature and role of international capital under critical scrutiny, incorporating it into political economic dynamics of the global market.
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It is abundantly clear [...] that foreign investors are cold-hearted capitalists motivated by profit and the desire to maximize the value of their firms. They have developed a global mindset that views the world as a single economic space. To them, economic geography is borderless, stateless, and with few, if any, insurmountable cultural limitations.¹

From the rise of neoliberalism and the global money markets, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has been regarded as an effective tool for economic growth and development, as well as a facilitator of market integration for developing nations. Especially in the post-Washington Consensus neoliberal world order and extensive financial deregulation, mainstream economic theory reviewing the benefits and advantages of FDI takes for granted its growth-inducing and welfare-promoting prospects.

In recent years, largely as a result of the rising amount of FDI flowing predominantly to the primary sector in the region as a whole, the link between FDI and development has been repeatedly analysed in an African context.² Given the resource-abundant nature of Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), the African-centred literature has primarily focused on the extractive industries, which consists of the extraction of raw materials, and resource-seeking FDI in relation to economic growth theories. This orientation underpins the Resource Curse Theory (RCT).³

With regards to both FDI theory and RCT, respectively, there are two general assumptions, which this study questions:

1. FDI to the sub-continent as a whole is a necessary step in integrating SSA into the global financial system and it is a leading propagator of growth and development in the continent. By its nature, FDI flows into areas with strong governance mechanisms, transparent institutions and stable political environments and is deterred by the presence of conflict, instability and violence.

2. The numerous cases where FDI to the extractive sector in SSA has had a negative impact on economic growth and development in the region may be, for the most part, attributed to the preeminent ‘resource curse’ that is experienced in the region. As such, any such negative impact of capital flow into the region is due to the lack of capacity in SSA countries in managing their natural resources efficiently and effectively.

However, in analysing the dynamics of FDI-growth-development nexus in SSA, both mainstream FDI and RCT literature lack a comprehensive explanation for the existing trends in the region outside of limited sector-specific exploration and structural-institutionalist perspectives that reverberate market fundamentalism. Doing so, both lines of literature tend to exonerate capital away from negativities that arise from natural resource abundance and seek to explain this negative correlation between FDI and economic growth with a more systemic factor lying in the epitome of indoctrinations of

SSA: referring to an ‘African-ness’ of inherent weakness and backwardness. Thus, existing literature remains insufficient in accounting for the effects that arise from the nature of foreign capital inflows.

In order to provide an alternative approach to the assumptions above, this study will look into the coltan trade in Central Africa, with specific focus on the DRC, in order to analyse the inflow and direction of foreign capital in the region. By documenting the nature of FDI flow to the coltan industry in the DRC—a recognised failed state with weak institutions and rule of law experiencing ongoing conflict and violence—and putting foreign capital under a critical lens, this paper aims to shed an alternative, political light on the theoretical components of FDI and RCT. From a political economy perspective, a critical scrutiny of the behaviour and impact of FDI firms and investment to the coltan industry in the DRC, where capital is incorporated into the analysis as an actor that contributes to the generation or continuation of conflict and underdevelopment in the region, will introduce a refined focus on capital flow and corporate behaviour against the backdrop of international markets. With greater critical implications for the theoretic boundaries of both FDI and RCT, this paper seeks to open up a broader and alternative debate on the political economy of natural resource management and the role of international capital and global market cycles in development.

By doing so, this study holds the assumption that money flows where there is profit and withdraws where there is loss, without an inherent tendency to facilitate economic growth or development in the path through which it travels.

**FDI behaviour and impact in the primary sector: the case of SSA**

First of all, in an attempt to differentiate FDI from other capital flows, it is important to offer an accepted definition. UNCTAD defines FDI as an ‘investment involving a long-term relationship and reflecting a lasting interest of a resident entity in one economy (direct investor) in an entity in an economy other than that of the investor’. For the sake of analysis, this paper will focus on resource-seeking FDI, which is directed to the pursuit of natural resources or human capital.

Positioned in a global context, in the face of financial deregulation and the diffusion of the global commodity market, there has so far been a general increase of FDI levels and inflows in the world. Seen as a positive development by organisations representative of the stance of international community (such as World Bank, IMF, UN and NEPAD), FDI flows to Africa have increased on absolute terms. In studying the existing theoretical and economic literature on FDI flows and its effects, related works in this area have been divided into two contexts: mainstream FDI theory and critical approaches to FDI. This differentiation rests in contrasting approaches to both the drivers of FDI such as political stability, large market size, strong institutional environment or strong legal and regulatory frameworks as prerequisites, as well as its
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effects on the growth and development prospects of SSA countries; where mainstream literature draws a positive correlation that its critical counterpart questions and disputes. Given this distinction, general theoretical and practical tendency in the field has predominantly assumed the path of mainstream FDI theory while, to a large extent, neglecting significant contributions of alternative approaches to the field.

African-centred literature on the impact of FDI and economic growth exploring this nexus, such as that of Asiedu, Buthe & Milner, Basu & Srinivasan and Akinlo, have drawn a positive correlation between foreign capital, growth and development. Some works in this field, such as that of Asiedu and Basu & Srinivasan, also point to the need to attract more FDI and suggest policy frameworks. However, in its totality, the literature remains largely categorical and weak in terms of providing an in-depth analysis. As such, mainstream literature, retaining more of a quantitative methodology of research, fails to explain FDI inflows into a war-torn, weakly governed SSA country in the first place. With regards to stable or increasing levels of FDI to countries such as DRC, Angola, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Nigeria etc, mainstream literature fails to provide an in-depth analysis of FDI trends and behaviour in what are regarded as weak or failed states and conflict-affected countries. Similarly, mainstream research also fails to account for numerous cases where FDI inflows continued despite wide-scale political instability, violence or civil war as well as for cases where conflict erupted simultaneously with relatively undisrupted channels of FDI. These existing cases not only refute the assumption of the institutionalising, disciplining impact and character of FDI, but also contest the mainstream conceptualisations of investment and international firm behaviour when positioned within a conflict-affected context.

In this sense, critical FDI literature—more specifically RCT—contributes to the debate by demonstrating that, contrary to the conventional wisdom behind the factors that attract FDI in natural resource-rich SSA countries, FDI has continued to flow regardless of their destitute post-conflict economic situation, burdened by market failure, small market size, severe economic constraints and weak institutional base. This theme is outlined especially in the works of Yelpaala, Kuwimb, Auty and Ross. However, RCT lacks the theoretical rigour necessary to provide an in-depth critical account of this negative correlation through its narrow market-biased focus that points the proverbial finger at institutional, systemic and actor-specific factors. As such, the literature represents little more than a repeated emphasis on the lack of FDI-friendly legal and
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12 Yelpaala, op. cit. (2010).
13 Ibid.
regulatory frameworks, the Dutch disease and structural economic consequences, and ‘African Big Man’ analyses of corrupt leaders and the actions of warlords and rebels. Doing so, RCT fails to provide a critical political economy analysis exploring the nature and behaviour of international capital flow as an independent variable within the extractive FDI-growth-development nexus, and one that integrates FDI into the political dynamics of the conflict-ridden region.

In this sense, a significant contributor to this research are the results of studies examining the link between FDI and conflict that bear important implications for the nature of political economy oriented research; namely those of Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA)\textsuperscript{17}, Honke\textsuperscript{18}, Li\textsuperscript{19} and Kim\textsuperscript{20}. By analysing the nature of extractive FDI behaviour where business opportunities tend to outweigh risks and potential losses are limited, this research reveals irregularities in the conventional assumptions behind factors for investment and the role of FDI in countries that have weak state mechanisms and rule of law, lacking or weak market institutions and ongoing violence and conflict. Furthermore, the extractive FDI-conflict nexus initiates a critical investigation on the nature of international capital in which an analysis of MNE behaviour in CAF countries positions this type of FDI in the genesis or prolongation of conflicts. As such, in cases where the amount of FDI becomes positively related to the occurrence of conflict, these findings suggest an alternative picture of international markets, capital flow and development. In this sense, it is through these studies that a more critical approach to foreign capital and FDI behaviour may be constructed.

The next section will build upon the theoretical contributions of these analyses in order to conduct an in-depth exploration of the coltan trade in the DRC within the framework of political economy, questioning the role of international capital in development.

**Case study: the coltan chain in central Africa and what the DRC can reveal about the global market on commodities**

**Coltan: a resource profile**

Coltan is the common name for the mixture of columbite and tantalite\textsuperscript{21} (two mineral ores); and tantalum is the specific metal extracted from ore comprising of tantalite, of which coltan is one. The significance of this mineral stems from its unique metallurgical properties—such as its high melting point, high conduction of electricity, and strong resilience to corrosion—that make it vital to high-tech industries like mobile communications devices.\textsuperscript{22} As such, tantalum is also fundamental for use in the


\textsuperscript{21} The term ‘coltan’ is generally used in SSA to refer to the metal ore Columbite-Tantalite as it is more commonly known outside of the continent. This study adopts this colloquialism.

\textsuperscript{22} Ernst & Young, *Conflict Minerals: What you need to know about the new disclosure and reporting requirements and ho Ernst & Young can help* (Ernst & Young, EYGM Limited: 2012).
production of consumer electronics ranging from hearing aids and GPS systems to laptops, mobile phones, camera parts and video game consoles. Moreover, it is a vital material in a range of other industries from aerospace to automotive, energy and medical devices. Given its wide scale application, the continued growth of the mobile phone sector in Africa and Asia, topped with growing demand in developments in ICT, machinery, aircrafts, energy production turbines and energy storage are likely to sustain high global demand for tantalum, in par with its trajectory in the last decade.23

Its place in the global commodity market: price volatility

As Nest24 suggests, regardless of whether a country possesses tantalite deposits, the decision to extract it on a commercial basis is an economic one to be made by the entities that have the mining rights (generally MNCs), which follows an analysis of supply and demand and other relevant costs associated with mine development and operations. The most important economic factor that provides the greatest incentive for mining operations is the global price of ore in the market, which is the price that the mining company can obtain from the ore depending on global demand for tantalum-based products.

In this light, two notable price spikes of tantalum have been documented: one occurring in 1980, and the other in 2000. While the spike in 1980 came about during a mineral boom, where it initiated further exploration to discover new deposits and incentivised new avenues for recycling, the 2000 price spike is the most critical one, which shifts the debate to a more African context.

While it is generally believed that the immediate price increase of tantalum in 2000 was a result of supply shortage, the spike was actually due to speculation about growing future demand of tantalum for use in capacitors in new innovative mobile phones, gaming platforms and light laptops.25 In this period, the two major tantalum producers, Cabot and H.C. Starck placed large orders with producers via the use of long-term contracts, which locked in a considerable amount of the mineral’s production. This caused a sudden scarcity of tantalite due to the supplies becoming locked in to certain processors long term in advance. As the market for tantalite became constrained, prices continued to soar and traders and investors began to seek new channels of tantalite supply outside the constraints of long-term contracts. Conveniently facilitated by the economic networks that penetrated in the DRC during the first years of the Congo War, traders, processors and investors rushed to funnel the mineral out of the country and onto the global market, causing the price of tantalite to plummet shortly after. This new interest in coltan in the DRC also led to a rapid outburst of deposit exploration, extraction and commercialising activities across the eastern part of the DRC.

After this period, coltan was predominantly mined in conditions of armed conflict and human rights violations where armed groups who seized control of mining operations garnered inordinate revenues from the resource, exploiting its high prices on the international market. In 2009, estimates suggest that rebel groups in the DRC, the main

25 Ibid.
hub of illicit trade in coltan, made an excess of approximately one billion US dollars (USD) through conflict mineral trade.\footnote{Bleischwitz, Dittrich, and Pierdicca, op. cit. (2012).}

To a large extent due to its unregulated mining and extraction environment and its primary importance of global use in consumer electronics, coltan has become a major resource of conflict and tension in the world; coined as a ‘conflict mineral’ along with gold, tin and tungsten. Per se, given the intermediary status of coltan as a component of an end-product, the upstream and downstream supply and production chains of coltan are much more complex and are entirely globalised, facilitating the perpetuation of illegitimate trade and production during all the stages of its supply chain. Also, stemming from this factor is the fact that many companies and consumers are still unaware of its existence as a component in their daily electronic products, making it increasingly difficult to control rising global demand. In addition to this, the security situation in coltan’s supply chain is highly sensitive and fragile, making issues such as transparency and traceability even more complex and difficult.

\textit{Coltan in Central Africa: the DRC and beyond}

Carbonite-sourced deposits of coltan reside mainly in Central Africa—currently the largest supplier of coltan on the world market—in the Kibaran Belt running through Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda and DRC where it is extracted and processed conventionally by labour-intensive and largely unregulated Artisanal and Small-Scale Mining (ASM).\footnote{Ibid.}

Existing limited data on tantalum’s primary production in 2008 shows that the African continent produced around 37 percent of the world’s tantalum and held around sixteen percent of its world reserves, most of them originating out of the DRC.\footnote{E. Sutherland, \textit{Coltan, the Congo and your Cell Phone: The connection between your mobile phone and human rights abuses in Africa} (11 April 2011), available online: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1752822 (accessed 23 August 2013).} More specifically, statistical data pertaining to 2007 shows that the majority of tantalite in Africa—around 52 percent—was produced by the DRC, around 22 percent by Ethiopia, fifteen percent by Rwanda, seven percent by Mozambique, and around three percent by Nigeria\footnote{Tantalite production in the region also demonstrates notable periodic peaks in coltan production in DRC in 2000 and 2002 onwards, Mozambique in 2003 and Ethiopia throughout the mid-2000s.}. Further data suggests that in 2009, the DRC exports totalled up to a minimum of 275 tonnes with an estimated value of around 4 million USD, potentially exceeding combined production levels of both Brazil and Australia.\footnote{Bleischwitz, Dittrich, and Pierdicca, op. cit. (2012).}

These estimates are important in the sense that, as opposed to official numbers, critical data analysis attributes more of the share of global tantalite production—estimated at around 60 percent—to DRC production in 2007. Given that this is a high possibility, these findings position the DRC as the second largest source of global tantalum in the 2000s. This not only indicates the significance of Congolese production in the global market but also points to its potentially destabilising impact on the global economic chain of coltan due to its price volatility and nature of mining operations.
**Coltan mining in the DRC**

Most coltan extraction occurs mainly in the Kivu provinces of Eastern DRC in a manner that is peculiar and unrepresentative of the system in which tantalite is produced and traded in other parts of the world.

In terms of the organisation of mining operations, the general rhetoric echoing in the literature tends to refer back to the volatility of coltan mining in the DRC. As compared to other SSA nations that engage in artisanal and small-scale tantalite mining, such as Nigeria, Ethiopia and Rwanda, coltan mining in the DRC is characterised by weak rule of law leading to an ambiguous practice of mining rights, violence and arbitrary relations of exchange. The nature of mining and its relation to ground-level dynamics, such as state strength, property rights, etc. create an environment of regulatory vacuum; thus making it more conducive to illicit mining practices and conflict scenarios.

**Tracing the path of coltan**

The most distinguishing feature of the coltan production and supply chain in the DRC is its artisanal method of extraction and frequent exchange before its exposure to the global markets in Europe, Asia and North America. As such, due to the sheer size of the deposits and the frequent risk of extortion and looting, a network of small traders—referred to as *négociants* by the Congolese—along with multiple porters are involved in the trade of large consignments of ore.\(^{31}\) Nest reports that the use of multiple ports and actors serves a dual function that both reduces the risk of losing entire consignments to incidents of theft or looting and creates new risks arising out of the large number of gatekeepers and handlers in relation to uncertainties around the quality and quantity of the ore and its origins.\(^{32}\) This repeated exchange also creates a number of opportunities for smuggling, illicit commerce and taxation by armed groups. Indeed, numerous cases of erupting violence, loss of equipment and investment capital during the movement of coltan have become serious setbacks for firms doing business in the DRC.

Generally, the nature of mining activity in the DRC takes place using low-skilled local workers, basic machinery, small-scale land transport and occasional air transport. There are several levels to the production and supply chain of coltan in the country, starting from its extraction to its commercial sale.

After being dug out by *creuseurs*—or miners—coltan is placed into small plastic bags weighing around 15 to 50 kg and is carried out of the mines via porters who carry the ore through treacherous terrains to the villages or residences where *négociants*, or traders, conduct business. At this point, some coltan occasionally gets smuggled from the hands of miners and porters by armed groups, terrorists or militias. Once the supply is handed over to a négociant, similar to miners, the porters are usually paid in coltan by the négociants themselves. It is here in the chain that the mineral starts its frequent exchanges, changing hands between négoçiant until its purchase by a locally based
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31 This specific system of handling consignments in the DRC via intermediary traders known as *négociants* and comptoirs, is mainly due to the reluctance of MNCs and trading companies that are involved in the trade of coltan to engage in direct business links in the DRC.

*comptoir* (trading firm). Nest states that these firms operate from physical spaces usually set up in eastern DRC in Goma, Bukavu and Bunia and are relatively powerful in controlling export volumes as they hold the decision-making power as to how much ore to export and other commercial decisions related to the consignments.

The second step in the supply chain is the exchange between comptoirs and international minerals trading firms from which coltan makes its official entrance into the global market. It is generally the case that, in the exchange between comptoirs and tantalite processing firms, major companies manipulate international tantalite prices via negotiations with producers.33 This is also another point in which coltan trade in and from the DRC differs significantly from its trade conducted elsewhere. In mines in Ethiopia, Australia and Egypt, tantalite, along with other minerals and natural resources such as oil, coal and iron ore, are sold via forward contracts that take place between a producer (supplier) and a buyer firm agreeing on a certain quantity of the commodity at an agreed price for a set period of time into the future. The use of forward contracts, in this regard, makes prices and supplies more predictable in terms of making future projections, planning and cost management; thus stabilising commodity prices. However, all coltan from the DRC is sold on the ‘spot market’ with no contractual agreements between producers, traders or commercial users where the commodity is traded in cash and delivered immediately.34 Moreover, due to the absence of a central marketplace where all coltan is traded, some sales go unreported and some facts and figures may typically be lost, creating a lack of information on price and supplies. Also, due to the lack of infrastructure and physical distance between mines and the commercial trading environments of comptoirs and international firms based in big towns, creuseurs and negociants are generally unaware of the current spot market prices of coltan.

The third stage of the supply chain is international processing where the coltan sold at the international spot market is transported to processing plants in Asia, Europe and North America to be combined with tantalite originating from other countries and transformed into tantalum metal for commercial use. This is the stage where coltan and tantalum supply chains converge to produce intermediary products such as foils, plates, wires and powders that will eventually become final-end products such as laptops or mobile phones. This is also the stage where information as to the origins of the ores are either passed on or lost. In this sense, the tantalite processing firms may choose not to include coltan from the DRC in their consignments to be shipped to manufacturers, or they may choose not to disclose information about a mixed consignment to a downstream manufacturer.

The fourth stage in the supply chain comprises the manufacturing of components and final products containing tantalum. In this sense, in order to manufacture an electronic device, tantalum products are first sent to companies that make capacitors, then sent to those that manufacture circuit boards, and finally to companies that produce the end product such as mobile phones or laptops. In the final end stage of the chain, the tantalum is sent to some of the world’s biggest brand name corporations such as Apple

33 Nest also mentions three major companies that process tantalite into tantalum in the global market and that consume around 70 to 80 percent of the world’s supply of tantalite: H. C. Starck in Germany, Cabot in the United States and Ningxia Orient Tantalum Industry in China.

34 Most of the coltan trade on the spot market occurs virtually via the interchange between sellers and buyers using telephones or the Internet.
Inc., Acer, Dell, Ericsson, Motorola, Toshiba, etc. By this stage, it is generally debated whether the origins of the minerals, especially that of tantalum, is known by these international companies.

This type of trading, in the form of decentralised and non-contractual spot trading has two implications: high price fluctuations due to changing demand and manipulations from major firms, therefore contributing to high price volatility in the extractive sector of the DRC; large information asymmetry between producers and middleman traders as the victimised, vulnerable group; and comptoirs and international buyers with access to international price information set by the global market. In both cases, the absence of long-term or forward contracts is both indicative of and a contributor to the unpredictability of the mineral industry in the DRC. This instability in the production and supply of coltan becomes a major impediment in the development of a strong and sustainable extractive sector in a country already riddled by violence, instability, weak state and infrastructure, and unregulated extraction methods.

The FDI dimension

Critical to this study and to its greater implications to conventional FDI theory and the RCT in the context of Africa, is the presence of MNCs actively investing in coltan as active players in the coltan trade in the DRC despite its evident non-conduciveness to trade and investment. Especially with the onset of the financial crises engulfing the twenty-first century, big corporations have faced falling profit margins and losses on stock markets, thus giving them further incentive to engage in profit-making activities such as investing in the lucrative coltan industry in the DRC. Further fuelling investment in DRC’s coltan industry is the growing international demand for cell phones and computer chips, along with other electronics that assume a vital role in the lives of a large number of people.

In this sense, the UN identifies numerous cases of international firm engagement in the trade of coltan in the height of the Congo War that actively imported coltan from the DRC using Rwanda as a middle ground from which consignments were shipped to countries like Malaysia, Germany, Switzerland, India and Pakistan to be processed or further exported. In this regard, the UN also recommended the financial sanctioning of 29 international firms originating from Uganda, Rwanda, Britain, US, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Malaysia, St. Kitts & Nevis and Hong Kong, that were documented to be involved in the illicit coltan trade. Notably, the UN identified several major Western corporations such as Anglo American, Barclays Bank, Bayer AG, Cabot, De Beers, H.C. Starck and Standard Chartered Bank as being directly involved with coltan in the DRC.

35 To further illustrate the supply chain, the African Research Bulletin (cited in Sutherland, 2011, p. 8) describes the process in which the middlemen transport and exchange the coltan from the mines to sell at depots and warehouses where casual labourers are paid less than 1 USD per day to remove iron impurities from the ore using magnets. The remaining ore consignment is then taken to Kigali to be shipped to metal refineries and processing plants. The Bulletin also notes that these middlemen were being paid around 1.59 USD per one pound (lb.) of ore in 2007, when the price set in the international spot market was around 8 to 18 USD and the processed capacitor grade tantalum powder was being sold at around 350 to 400 USD per lb.
36 Ibid., p. 87.
37 Ibid., p. 119.
Similarly, a 2002 report by the International Peace Information Service (IPIS)\textsuperscript{38} lists numerous European trading companies that have invested in the DRC during the Congo War. In this sense, IPIS reveals that the Belgian companies of Cogecom Sprl and Sogem—a subsidiary for Umicore, in cooperation with its local partner Muderekera-Defays-Minérais (MDM)—along with the German corporation Masingiro GmbH, enjoyed direct relationships with the Rwandan-backed RCD located in Goma, where these companies became key business partners investing into the supply chain of coltan in the South Kivu region of the DRC.\textsuperscript{39} In this context, the UN Panel of Experts\textsuperscript{40} has accused Masingiro of rushing for profit and being ‘ready to do business regardless of elements of unlawfulness and irregularities’. It is further noted that these companies operate mainly from Rwanda and Rwandan controlled territories in eastern DRC, as well as through local subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{41} The IPIS report also reveals some joint initiatives of European businesses with Rwandan military and political actors, most notably the Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA), in a type of ‘military commercialism’, mentioning some Swiss offshore companies such as Finmining, Finconcord and Raremet, and a Dutch-US joint venture called Eagle Wings Resources.\textsuperscript{42} This is described in the 2002 IPIS report as a system where ‘military officers create corporate-military businesses in order to generate income for themselves and their politico-military (state) apparatus’\textsuperscript{43}

In response to the data, the UN Panel of Experts has stated that ‘the role of the private sector in the exploitation of natural resources and the continuation of the war has been vital’.\textsuperscript{44} Indeed, the involvement of foreign companies in the coltan trade, deemed largely illegal by the UN due to the illegal occupation and control of mining lands and activities by armed groups, has recently captured the interest of many NGOs and human rights organisations calling for the regulation of the coltan trade and questioning the role of foreign companies and FDI. It is partly due to this global grassroots-level backlash, that the FDI dimension of the fragile mineral sector in the DRC has been exposed to critical overview. According to a UN report,\textsuperscript{45} ‘Corporations from around the world have sought to profit from exploiting the DRC’s natural resources on the cheap – particularly coltan, a mineral used to produce cell phones, laptops and video game consoles’. The same report also exposes the involvement of longstanding major international companies in the region that have joined the ‘coltan rush’ in order to profit from the revenues of the coltan trade in the DRC.

More interesting is the research conducted between 1999 and 2000; period corresponding to coltan’s price spike as well as the heights of the Congo War. As such, research reveals that this was also the period in which international company involvement in the DRC, specifically in the trade of coltan, was also at its peak. Data indicates that 80 percent of all coltan in this period was processed in H.C. Starck in
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Germany.\(^\text{46}\) In this sense, this firm had enjoyed direct links with armed groups in the supply chain during the early 2000s, suggesting that neither ongoing violence nor weak property laws, rule of law, infrastructure or state capacity were sufficient reasons to halt or reject investment in DRC’s extractive sector. The report also notes that Rwanda Metals—a company involved in coltan trading in partnership with the Rwandan Patriotic Army (RPA)—was using its ties with the Rwandan army in order to export at least 100 tons per month, pointing to an existing vicious cycle in the conflict-mineral-investment nexus of the DRC coltan industry. In this sense, it is noted that coltan enabled the Rwandan army to continue its activities in the DRC by providing protection and security to the companies involved in its extraction where, in turn, those companies enabled the continuous exploitation of the mineral.\(^\text{47}\) Along similar lines, figures released from the 2011 UNCTAD report suggest that FDI to the DRC in 2007 was recorded as being the highest in the history of UN’s records on trade and investment in regards to the country.\(^\text{48}\) Indeed, it is noted here that international companies and MNCs continue to engage in the coltan trade in the DRC, despite its documented links in funding armed groups such as the RCD, FDLR and PARECO; thus contributing to the perpetuation of violence and conflict on the ground.

Finally, it is a case in point to relate to an ongoing regional shift in the coltan trade patterns in the region. In this sense, while Western countries were the lead investors in the coltan sector in the DRC during the 1990s and early 2000s as the dominant importers of coltan, recent years have seen a shift towards China which has been increasing its investment volume in the region, as well as other developing countries and African countries increasingly engaging in regional trade and investment in other resource-rich African nations. Global Witness\(^\text{49}\) notes that the coltan imported by China averaged to around 60 percent of the total production of North and South Kivu in 2010, most of which was imported by the three main Chinese companies: Fogng Jiata Metals, Star 2000 Services and Unilink Trading Hong Kong. The amount of investment into coltan, consequently the DRC’s extractive sector, is projected to increase further in the near future. Changing figures indicate that future FDI into the coltan sector of the DRC may be shifting under the control of the developing nations of the twenty-first century.

**Conclusions**

From an in-depth exploration of the DRC and its coltan industry, it is possible to relate to several features that define both the national and domestic dynamics of the country as well as identifying the peculiar aspects and elements intrinsic to its coltan industry. For the sake of comparative analysis, these elements provide a frame of reference in which it becomes possible to compare the elements of conventional wisdom of FDI and the realities and the nature of FDI taking place in the DRC. The generally held assumption is that, money flows where there is profit, without an intrinsic propensity for enabling economic growth and development.


\(^{47}\) UN, op. cit. (2001).


In short, coltan production and supply chain in the DRC is ridden by unregulated, small-scale extraction, weak property rights, unwritten or ambiguous contracts and trade agreements, multiple traders and middlemen, ethnically divided mining operations governed by tension and conflict, extortion and smuggling caused by the easy infiltration of different armed groups to the supply chain and ongoing violence. These factors constitute the general features of the mineral sector in the DRC and hold important implications for the nature of extractive FDI in this region.

As such, this study has attempted to underline several features of the DRC—in the centre of the international coltan trade—as a country that, despite receiving relatively high levels of FDI as compared to the rest of SSA, remains a hostile environment for investment; decrepit by a war-torn unstable economy, informal economic networks based around armed groups and ethnic divisions, and weakened state structure lacking regulatory oversight in enforcing strong property laws and rule of law. In effect, this case study traces the behaviour of international capital and positions it within a web of informal actors and conflict that bears important implications for the theoretical assumptions of mainstream FDI theory and RCT, with broader contributions to the FDI-growth-development nexus.

**Implications for FDI theory**

According to the findings of this study, the coltan trade network in Central Africa that comprises of the nature of the mineral, its supply chain and the DRC, possesses little of what neo-classical, orthodox economic theory deems as necessary prerequisites for receiving FDI. By relating to the volatility of coltan and its highly unstable and volatile pricing on the international market—its unregulated and ambiguous network of extraction administered by informal agreements, corruption and conflict; and a country run down by armed groups, ethnic conflict, rampant instability, weak infrastructure, and low levels of human capital as the hub of international coltan trade—this research reveals the discrepancies between the main assumptions of mainstream FDI theory on the determinants and function of FDI in growth and development, and the realities of international mineral trade and global commodity market. In this sense, it is emphasised here that FDI theory has generally failed to explain the large amounts of FDI flowing into the region and the vast network of informal groups, international firms and ongoing conflict that has riddled the conventional paradigm of FDI-growth-development nexus.

**Implications for resource curse theory**

This research also attempted to expose the theoretical dearth of RCT in providing a wholesome and effective explanation for the negative correlation between FDI and growth and development in the context of the coltan and Central Africa. Indeed, it is shown here that, in order to understand the dynamics and realities that lie within the case of the coltan trade in the DRC, it is necessary to go beyond a narrow market-fundamentalist, structuralist approach that solely focuses on the institutional weakness of the DRC state in failing to institute market-friendly and liberal macroeconomic reforms and the corrupt tendencies of rent-seeking armed groups and other African actors. In this way, RCT—similar to FDI theory—takes granted the determinants and function of capital and isolates it from critical political analyses. While such a focus is not necessarily irrelevant, it merely scratches the surface for understanding the role and nature of international capital in the DRC.
As such, without an in-depth analysis of international capital, reviewing its behaviour and impact through a lens of critical political economy, an RCT-based analysis of this case study remains superficial with inaccurate or insufficient remedies and policies for facilitating growth and development in the SSA.
Strategic Considerations of the North West Shelf Venture and its Impact on Australia–China Relations

Flavia Bellieni Zimmermann*

The Australian North West Shelf venture is the largest resource sector development in the country’s history. The strategic implications of this project for Australia’s gas production industry are immense. Gas, particularly liquid natural gas as a cleaner source of energy, has crucial strategic importance in international politics and energy security across the region. Being a key exporter of gas in the Asia-Pacific would be in Australia’s national interest. It would give the country greater bargaining power in the region, especially in Australia–China relations and for the issue of balance of power in Asia. China’s need for reliable and cleaner sources of energy should be a driving force behind a closer Australia–China relationship in years to come. Nevertheless, by having a closer relationship with China, Australia may face new challenges to its historic defence partnership with the United States. Furthermore, there is an increased need to protect a critical infrastructure site such as the North West Shelf against a terrorist launch. This article endeavours to explain the strategic impact that the North West Shelf venture project has for the Australian economy and its strategic implications for Australia’s relations in the Asia-Pacific region, particularly with China.
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To begin with, it is important to contextualise the origins of the extraction and commercialisation of natural gas in Australia. It is claimed that the Western Australian North West Shelf (NWS) gas project is one of the most significant resource developments in the country’s history.¹ This project was initiated in the 1960s, with substantial mineral reserves being discovered by the 1970s.² It is believed that both natural and condensed gas reserves in the North Rankin and Goodwyn region would reach around 300,000 million to 56.1 million cubic metres respectively.³ Due to its strategic importance for energy markets, both domestically and internationally, in 1979 state and federal governments provided environmental approval for gas commercialisation across the region.⁴ In 1980, the Japanese built North Rankin platform initiated the extraction of natural and condensed gas in the nation.⁵ In 1984 natural gas started to be manufactured to the State Energy Commission of Western Australia (SECWA).⁶ Furthermore, in 1985 a twenty-year contract for the sale of liquefied natural gas (LNG) was sealed with Japan.⁷ It is crucial to mention that LNG is a reliable and cleaner source of energy that can be used for household and industrial consumption in nations across the world.⁸ With this agreement, Japan was given the right to build two LNG processing trains, storage tanks, a loading jetty and seven gas carriers.⁹ In 1989, the construction of the Goodwyn platform was announced, with the first shipment reaching Japanese shores in August of the same year.¹⁰ Since 2003 LNG has increased in its economic significance as a major source of revenue for the Australian Commonwealth.¹¹ Western Australia is currently the greatest exporter and producer of LNG in the country, exporting 80 percent of national gas production during the 2013–2014 period alone.¹² Japan has been the major destination of Australian gas exports over the last decade, however other major LNG consumers in Asia notably include China, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan.¹³

In a world where there is a growing need for energy, the strategic implications of this project for Australia both domestically and regionally are immense.¹⁴ A growing Asian population, and increasing challenges regarding climate change, increases the demand for cleaner energy in the Asia-Pacific. The natural gas industry may hold the key to the balance of power in the region. Neighbouring nations have the challenge of providing alternative energy sources to meet the demands of their growing population, whilst
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diminishing their carbon footprint in the near future. By assuming a position as a major regional provider of natural and condensed gas to neighbouring countries might elevate Australia’s regional status from a medium to a significant political player in the Asia-Pacific. It is in Australia’s economic interest to produce more gas and to export some of its production to the Asia-Pacific region, particularly to Chinese markets. Nevertheless, the NWS and the Australian gas industry have increased significantly the Australia–China economic interdependence, which may produce an impact in the historic Australia–US defence alliance. Another growing problem associated with energy security and reliable sources of energy in the Asia-Pacific are the disputed areas of the East and South China Sea, which are rich in natural resources, particularly in natural gas. Also, the increasing threat of international terrorism across East and South Asia may increase risks of a future terrorist launch against a strategic flashpoint such as the NWS, compromising energy security not only for Australia but also for countries across the region. This article endeavours to explain the importance of the NWS venture project for the Australian economy, the strategic importance of this venture to the gas industry in the Asia-Pacific, particularly to Chinese markets, and its impact to Australia–China relations.

The importance of the NWS venture for the Australian economy

Western Australia has become a major player in the resources industry across the globe, particularly in the Asia-Pacific. The Australian northwest can be regarded as one of the most economically promising areas in the country. Some experts in the development sector claim that the Pilbara region in Western Australia is ‘the engine room of the Australian economy’. The NWS venture produced a major impact in the economic and social development of this region. The vast expansion and production of iron ore in Western Australia currently accounts for one-fifth of the total value of national exports.

At the present moment, it holds 21 percent of the international share in iron ore, 15 percent in alumina, 12 percent in nickel, 9 percent in natural gas, 8 percent in diamonds, 7 percent in gold as well as 15 percent of minerals such as tantalum, 12 percent zircon, 10 percent limonite and 8 percent rutile. It is believed that the Pilbara region alone fomented a 0.2 growth of the national population. Resource sector projects that are carried out on an onshore and offshore capacity, such as Gorgon, Wheatstone and Pluto, continue to drive capital investment and an influx of people to the region. Since 2001 exports on the resources sector have increased from 55.6 billion US dollars to over 185
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billion US dollars. Western Australia currently exports approximately 60 percent of these figures to Chinese markets. Moreover, another important strategic aspect of the Northwest for energy security across the region would be its proximity to Asian markets.

The most ambitious project in the Australian northwest is the North West Shelf (NWS) venture. The venture includes a massive amount of hydrocarbon reserves within the Carnarvon Basin, and most of its liquid gas reserves remain unused. Approximately 29.5 billion US dollars have been invested in the project since the 1980s. The Australian NWS venture, managed by the Woodside-operated North West Shelf, currently embodies more than one-third of Australia’s gas production. This major project commenced back in the 1980’s and is a pivotal project for Australia’s gas production to the Asia-Pacific region.

Furthermore, the NWS project consists of a venture between six significant resource sector multinational companies, BHP Billiton, BP, Chevron, Japan Australia LNG (MIMI), Shell and the Australian Woodside Energy. It is important to mention that this venture is the world’s largest liquefied natural gas (LNG) supplier. Australia has abundant LNG reserves that are located throughout on shore and off shores sites in northern and northwest Australia. Over the last 29 years, the NWS venture has become the major domestic producer of gas, and it is of vital importance to gas supply and production in Australia. The NWS is of crucial strategic importance not only to Australian domestic consumption, but also as one of the greater exporters of gas to its neighbouring countries in Asia. The NWS venture has positioned Australia as a major liquefied gas exporter to the Asia-Pacific, particularly to China.

**The importance of the NWS venture LNG production for Asia-Pacific markets**

International Energy Agency statistical data indicates that at present Australia is the third largest LNG producer in the world, behind Qatar and Malaysia. The agency reports that the country is operating at a production base of 24.4 million LNG tonnes per year. On the other hand, no other nation in the world has more plants under construction than Australia. By the time such projects come to completion, the country’s northwest will be producing approximately 85.8 million tonnes per year. If this prediction is accurate, Australia would then replace both Qatar and Malaysia as the leading LNG exporter in the world. This being so, Australia has the potential to become the leading
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gas producer and exporter in the Asia-Pacific region, and particularly to Chinese markets. Due to steady population growth and the need for reliable, cleaner sources of energy, Australia should become an important political player across the region. Thus, energy security concerns could raise Australian regional significance from a medium to a major regional player while dealing with its Asian counterparts.

There are concerns, however, that the strategic importance of the NWS venture in the Asia-Pacific could be compromised due to a slowing Chinese economy. According to recent reports on gas investments and exploration, the Western Australian resources sector, previously a booming industry, has already ‘past its peak and is firmly on the wane’.29 Investments peaked in the later quarter of 2013, with most LNG projects now coming closer to completion. Spending and exploration are still at historic highs, however new project investment is on a downward trend.30 Nevertheless, the introduction of the latest technology and infrastructure in the Northwest of Australia is still driving the expansion of national gas production. According to latest reports, LNG production should, in the short term, become the most significant source of Commonwealth revenue.31 Also, easy access deposits will trigger high production levels for several decades to come. The Carnarvon and Browse basin reserves will meet an increase in global demand for natural gas.32 It is believed that the gas boom is set to take place throughout 2015 and 2016, with LNG exports shooting up to 70 percent and then stabilising at 48 percent a year.33 According to these predictions, gas exports will be placed in the limelight of Australian’s economy.34

Furthermore, the NWS Chevron project has recently sealed a commercial agreement with the South Korean industrial conglomerate SK Group. This binding agreement states that, from 2017, Chevron will supply South Korea with no less than 4.5 million tonnes of LNG for a five years period.35 A slowing Chinese economy has produced an impact on the resources industry and iron ore prices, but gas exports to both China and the Asia-Pacific region are still growing strong.36 This being so, LNG exports will continue to be on high demand and a liability in the region. This will secure Australian influence and relevance in the international gas industry for many years to come.
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The strategic importance of Australian LNG as a source of cleaner energy for Chinese markets

The Chinese economic miracle has created a political environment where there is a pressing need for reliable sources of energy to sustain steady national economic growth. However, since the country’s commercial opening to international markets, the levels of pollution have increased considerably. It is a pressing issue for Chinese domestic politics to secure reliable, and yet, cleaner sources of energy. It has been claimed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) that the effects of such carbon emissions in China, if left unchecked, will considerably increase the likelihood of irreversible damage to their ecosystem. According to this report, the temperature in China would have a significant impact on its seawaters. The rise in seawaters would affect the fishing industry and make the entire South and East Asian region more prone to natural disasters. A high carbon footprint would produce a significant impact on the Chinese quality of life, affecting generations to come. As a result, the Chinese government has recently stated that it will be promoting lower carbon emissions and energy efficiency policies in the country.

The Australian LNG market became particularly attractive to China as a cleaner source of energy for their booming economy. It is believed that by 2020 China may be importing approximately 50 million tonnes of LNG, a seventh of the world demand. Accordingly, Chinese demand for LNG would surpass Korean consumption by no later than 2017. China’s rapidly growing demand for reliable and cleaner energy inflates its dependency on Australian resources thus elevating Australian strategic importance for energy security across the region.

The geostrategic impact of NWS in Australia–China relations

By becoming one the greatest exporters of gas with its neighbouring countries, Australia has significantly increased its geopolitical and strategic power across Asia. With the
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growing demand for reliable, cleaner sources of energy, the NWS venture has the potential to change Australia from having a ‘middle power’ status to that of a major political and geostategic regional player. This could have a major impact on the way in which diplomatic relations take place between Australia, countries in the Asia-Pacific, and particularly with China. The NWS venture has placed China in ‘heavy reliance on Australia’s mineral, and increasingly, energy resources’, enhancing Australia’s bargaining power with China, by giving it a level of influence well beyond its size in terms of population or geostategic importance.

The NWS venture and natural resources agreements substantially increase Australian bargaining power with China. However, it is important to state that trade relations between the two countries are becoming more interdependent. Since 2000 the total trade between China and Australia intensified and it continues to increase significantly. In 2002 alone bilateral trade reached 10 billion US dollars, reaching 29 billion US dollars in 2004. The recent free trade agreement sealed with China will unlock significant benefits to Australia and increase the interdependence between the two nations. The new trade agreement will produce major implications for the economies of both countries, having broad repercussions on national agriculture, the resources sector, general trade, financial services and investment.

It is important to note that the Chinese dream of a ‘new silk road’ could be yet another example of the growing interdependence between the Australian and the Chinese economies. Australian iron ore resources are of crucial importance to build such roads, thus helping China to pursue its economic ambitions with other neighbouring countries. On the other hand, Australia also needs Chinese investment and the capital coming from the iron ore industry. A decrease in Chinese demand for iron has already caused a significant impact on the Australian economy and its national revenue. If the current trend continues, softer iron ore prices will compromise future prosperity and economic growth in the country. Be that as it may, the advent of the free trade agreement and intensified Australia-China relations will impact the regional balance of power, particularly the historical Australian defence alliance with the United States.
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Australia–China interdependence and its impact on the Australian–US defence alliance

The growing interdependence of Australia in its trade relations with China could have major implications on the historic defence alliance with the United States (US). 57 Australia–China relations are on the rise, however, they are not symmetrical and may at times be conflicting. On the one hand the Australia–China relationship seems to be growing stronger in trade and particularly with the gas industry, on the other however there are security and geopolitical concerns. 58 Australia is currently in a situation where it must honour its duties as a US ally, but it also must place itself in the international arena in such a way that will not provoke China’s sensivities.

Some strategic thinkers claim that, due to previous political patterns of behaviour and the history behind both the US and China, a conflict between these two nations may take place in the near future. 59 China’s rise as a world power and particularly US advocacy of International Human Rights may be seen by China as a threat to its domestic structure. The US, on its turn, has major concerns that China may replace its role as a leading economic and military power in the world. 60 This could also pose a threat to US security and strategic alliances and cooperation partnerships across the globe. In this regard, there are claims that China could be determined, as was the Soviet Union during the Cold War years, to expand its sphere of influence throughout the surrounding regions with the aim of achieving political hegemony in the international arena. 61

With the end of the so called ‘Pax Americana’ and US decline as the world’s leading economic and military power, a new world order is developing and with it a new balance of power between the nations is unfolding. This new world order will produce major implications for the future of defence cooperation alliances across the globe. US economic decline, and the nation’s dethronement as the world’s political and military hegemon, is already producing considerable change in the international political landscape. 62 There are claims that the current domestic political situation in the US is ‘dysfunctional’, which may lead it to an inexorable road towards further political weakening and decay. 63 Arguably, these could be regarded as exaggerated doomsday claims. However, the fact is that the international economic and military order is going through a new era and the US hegemony and indisputable supremacy of the past seem to be no more. A new balance of power is emerging in the world where US unilateralism will no longer be dominant, but rather several new emerging powers. The new world order has morphed from American hegemony and unilateralism into
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multilateralism, where various new power blocs are developing in the international scenario.\textsuperscript{64}

The rise of China, energy security and the South China Sea dispute

As US power seems to be weakening, China’s rising economic might and its growing geostrategic importance in the international arena, particularly in the Asia-Pacific, raises concerns about future Imperialistic ambitions.\textsuperscript{65} With a booming Chinese economy and its quest for reliable sources of energy, the disputed areas in the East and South China Sea are raised once again to political prominence.\textsuperscript{66} Since the 1990s China has been concerned with reliable sources of energy to ensure its steady growth and prosperity. During the late 1980s Chinese scientists found that parts of the South China Sea, such as in the region of Zengmu (James) Shoal, off the coast of Borneo, was particularly rich in oil and natural gas.\textsuperscript{67} It is claimed that this region has approximately 91 billion barrels of oil. Additionally, it is believed that in the Spratly Islands alone there are approximately 25 billion cubic metres of natural gas and 105 billion barrels of oil.\textsuperscript{68}

China’s modernised military capabilities and its push towards a stronger military presence in the region has been a matter of growing concerns to the international community. In 2013 China declared an Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) over parts of the East China Sea.\textsuperscript{69} Japan, Korea and Taiwan have declared their respective ADIZs in the past, and the current Chinese military posture and assertiveness is increasing tensions across the region.\textsuperscript{70} It is claimed that new Chinese ADIZ includes the disputed Senkaku Islands.\textsuperscript{71} These islands are strategically crucial for Chinese naval strategy since they provide a gateway between Japan and Taiwan, thus allowing free access to Pacific waters.\textsuperscript{72}

On a final note, another problem associated with a greater Chinese military presence in the region may be due to the disputed area of Taiwan.\textsuperscript{73} In a political scenario where an invasion of Taiwan would be imminent, the likelihood of the US stepping into the conflict is rather significant.\textsuperscript{74} It is claimed that the dispute between China and Japan for
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Taiwan, and disputed borders in areas near the East and South China Sea, could trigger a multilateral conflict in the region. At the present moment, China is still reluctant to disclose any of its medium to long-term military strategic plans. A strong strategic focus on coastal defence is a well-known Chinese tradition, yet its new maritime strategic posture is raising concerns among regional nations, Australia included. The China–US relationship is crucial to strategic stability in the Asia-Pacific. Nevertheless, it cannot be ruled out that China’s quest for reliable sources of energy, and ideological and regional strategic divergences with the US, could bring both super powers to clash in the near future. It is therefore fundamental to promote a defence partnership between these two countries so that both the Chinese and US vision for the Asia-Pacific is taken into consideration. Thus, Australia as a regional power will also need to rethink its defence alliance with the US in the light of China’s rising power. A greater Australia–China defence dialogue could potentially water down suspicion towards any military strategic manoeuvres across the region.

The importance of China–US–Australia security cooperation for the future stability of the Asia-Pacific

It is crucial that security cooperation between Australia, China and the US be promoted in the Asia-Pacific. The best pathway for Australian diplomatic relations with China, it seems, would be to positively encourage a ‘steady and constructive China–US–Australia triangular relationship’. Indeed, China’s booming and rising economy has been seen by many analysts as the greatest challenge to the Australian, New Zealand and US defence alliance. As paradoxically as it seems, in order to successfully achieve a balance of power in Asia it is paramount to develop a China–US defence partnership. The promotion of international policies that will bring about a combination of balance of military strategy with partnership diplomacy between these two nations is vital for political stability in the Asia-Pacific. A purely military balance of power could bring about hostility between China and the US, and an approach based solely on mutual cooperation will prove to be insufficient. This carefully-crafted diplomatic balance may not alleviate all divergences between both China and US, but it will most likely mitigate their antagonisms. Thus, by encouraging a partnership between these two nations, not only a strategic clash between China and the US could be avoided, but also political instability and the spreading of Islamic terrorism in South East Asia. It is important to encourage a China–US–Australia defence partnership to promote Australian national interests, security and stability in the region. Australia’s increasing role as a major energy producer and exporter to booming economies in the
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Asia-Pacific increases its bargaining power in the region. Therefore, Australia could operate as a moderating power between US and China in the Asia-Pacific, thus promoting stability and defence cooperation across the region.

It is important to mention that there are already some positive efforts towards China–US–Australia defence cooperation in the Asia-Pacific. There are recent reports stating that these nations have recently carried out joint training operations in the region. This might be an indicator of a brighter future where defence cooperation between two world powers and Australia will bring about stability and security to the Asia-Pacific. Another important aspect of China–US–Australia defence cooperation would be border protection issues and the fight against Islamic extremism and terrorist organisations in Asia. Thus, this development may promote a ‘third way’ to geopolitics and strategy in Asia, where China–US–Australia defence cooperation would steadily increase. However, the complexity of the Asia-Pacific also urges Australia to develop its own defence imprint in the region. A closer trade partnership with China and Australia’s growing strategic gas industry might increase the likelihood of a greater defence dialogue with China and other Asia-Pacific nations.

Another important issue regarding Australia–China relations would be the NWS venture permanent agreement with the state-owned China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC). Under this agreement, CNOOC acquired a 5.3 percent interest in the venture for $348 million, and the venture agreed to supply China with more than 3.3 million tons of LNG for 25 years. Australia signed a definitive agreement with CNOOC on 21 October 2013, which potentially weakens the country’s bargaining power with China. Furthermore, this permanent agreement with Chinese investment on natural resources in Australia could create a scenario in which China is able to secure natural resources supplies.

This agreement could be a political indicator that China aims at expanding its sphere of influence in the region and that its growing military might could result in imperialistic advances in the near future. The political dynamics in the Asia-Pacific are very complex. It cannot be disregarded that China’s permanent agreement with the NWS venture could be a political move to neutralise Australia’s strategic importance in the region. In a multipolar world order where new power blocks are emerging and a new balance of power is developing, both China and Australia could become major political players in the region. It is crucial for the promotion of peace and stability in the Asia-Pacific to encourage greater China–US–Australia cooperation. Furthermore, Australia’s role as a key gas provider significantly increases the country’s bargaining power with its Asian counterparts. Australia must take advantage of the existing political momentum to
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move from being a ‘middle power’ and become a major political player in the Asia-Pacific.

The Australian northwest, the NWS and international terrorism

Energy security, defence and economic policies are matters that are deeply intertwined and tend to be carefully analysed by policy makers. Currently it is a matter of concern to prevent any future terrorist threats or launches against the NWS, a site of growing strategic significance and magnitude. The level of defence is still considered insufficient if compared to the economic relevance of the region.\(^90\) It would be in Australia’s national interest to have a stronger naval facility closer to the site to respond to uncertainties in the Indian Ocean rim and Southeast Asia.\(^91\) A larger military footprint in the Australian northwest would assist with sea-lanes protection, secure the industry supply lines and increase consumer confidence in the region.\(^92\)

It is crucial for Australia to establish the relationship between securing energy resources and sites such as the NWS and economic and national security. As mentioned, the NWS is of major importance to the national economy, both for domestic consumption and also as a vital source of budget revenue. Furthermore, Australian LNG is a cleaner source of energy for the country and for the Asia-Pacific, which may assist with carbon emissions reduction targets across the region.\(^93\) The NWS is a critical infrastructure location that must be kept secure from possible terrorist activity.\(^94\) In a federal state, it is the Commonwealth States and Territories’ main responsibility to prevent the advent of a terrorist launch against critical infrastructure sites.\(^95\) Nevertheless, it is important to acknowledge that the NWS gas pipelines and facilities consist of on shore and off shore critical infrastructure. Consequently, off shore gas ducts and critical infrastructure would lie beyond Australia’s domestic jurisdiction.\(^96\) Thus, it is crucial for national energy security that the Australian Defence Force starts playing a more decisive role in the Northwest of the country.\(^97\)

Nonetheless, it is valid to mention that there is a coordinated approach to critical infrastructure protection in the country. It involves the sharing of information and logistics between the National Counter-Terrorism Committee and the National
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Intelligence Coordination Committee, and guidelines established by the National Guidelines for the Protection of Critical Infrastructure.\textsuperscript{98} By adopting this multifaceted approach to the sharing of information, the Australian Government aims at ‘taking all necessary and practical action to protect Australia and Australians from terrorism home and abroad’.\textsuperscript{99}

Since the recent terror incidents in Western nations such the attack against the independent satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo in France, and incidents such as the Martin Place siege in Sydney, Australia’s National Terrorism Public Alert System has been raised to ‘high’.\textsuperscript{100} The growing strategic and economic relevance of the NWS deserves greater attention from Australian defence experts. With home-grown terrorism and international terrorism on the rise, there are pressing security challenges to Australia.\textsuperscript{101} The time is ripe for the Australian Defence Force and national security strategists to think of ways and means to increase military presence in the northwest of the country.

Conclusion

In conclusion, the NWS venture is the most significant resources project in Australian history. It has become the major domestic producer of gas and one of the most important LNG producers in the Asia-Pacific. This venture strengthens the Australian economy and increases the country’s geostrategic significance in the region, particularly with China due to its ‘heavy reliance’ on Australian minerals and energy resources. The project has the potential to change Australia’s ‘middle power’ status to that of a key political player in Asia, because it enhances its bargaining power with China and other countries in the region. However, it is important to state that there is a rising interdependence between Australian and Chinese markets, particularly with the free trade agreement recently ratified by these two nations. In this regard, the growing interdependence between the Australian and Chinese economies may produce an impact in the historic military and defence alliance between Australia and the US.

The Australia–China relationship seems to be intensifying, due to the NWS venture’s importance in the resources industry, particularly with the production of LNG, a reliable and cleaner source of energy. Nonetheless, there are growing concerns for future strategic and defence alliances in the Asia-Pacific. With the US economy on decline, unilateralism comes to an end as multilateralism in the international arena rises. In this new world order, several new power blocks are emerging and a new balance of power is unfolding. This will produce major geopolitical implications in Asia. The role that China aims to play in the Asia-Pacific and its strategic planning is still not clear for most analysts. Many international experts fear that the motivation behind China’s expansion of its naval and military capabilities will have future implications for disputed areas such as Taiwan and the South China Sea. Also, the sealing of a
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permanent agreement with the NWS venture could be regarded as a Chinese political move to ‘buy out’ Australian resources. This could compromise Australia’s strength when negotiating with its Chinese counterparts. Another matter of increasing concern for the future of the resources industry would be a Chinese economy that is growing at a much slower pace.

It is predicted that Australia’s gas boom will ‘take off’ during the 2015–2016 period, due to the introduction of new infrastructure and latest technology. Moreover, booming economies in the Asia-Pacific, notably China, have a growing need for reliable and cleaner sources of energy. Australian LNG plays a fundamental role in cutting back carbon emission across the region, therefore mitigating problems associated with climate change. Consequently, gas and LNG production will, as a matter of fact, expand over the next years. Additionally, Australia’s recent trade agreement with Korea and the growing importance of LNG exports in Asia place the country in the limelight of strategic planning and energy security in the region. The fact that NWS increases Australia’s status as a significant political player seems to be indisputable. Nevertheless, in order to mitigate possible geopolitical confrontations in the Asia-Pacific, particularly between China and the US, a constructive triangular China–US–Australia defence relationship should be promoted. This triangular relationship could also assist with border protection policies and the fight against radical Islamic groups in the region.

Finally, Australia faces many challenges to national security and to control the spreading of home-grown and international terrorism within its borders and in surrounding Asian nations. With the current terror alert on ‘high’, it is crucial to develop policies that will keep a critical infrastructure site such as the NWS secure. An attack to the NWS site would produce significant damage to the Australian economy and compromise energy security not only in Australia, but also across the Asia-Pacific. It is beyond doubt that an area of the strategic magnitude of the Australian northwest demands greater attention from public authorities and policy makers.

Rachelle Saad*

In the 1990s the United Nations embarked on a mission far-beyond its experiences developed over the previous forty years of peacekeeping—a mission that ultimately prompted the world’s temporary disengagement with peace operations. Since their beginning, UN peacekeeping missions have drastically evolved in their complexity and purpose. This has presented numerous challenges that have significantly impacted the organisation’s institutional capacity and ability to fulfil its mandate. The UN experience in Somalia witnessed a unique shift from a humanitarian ‘traditional’ peacekeeping operation—a mission that sought to maintain a pre-existing ceasefire—to a volatile experiment in peace enforcement designed to establish peace in a drastically difficult security environment. Underprepared and overwhelmed, the UN (and the United States) faced a situation that provoked a modification of the rules of peacekeeping, amplified confusion of objectives and methods of intervention and inevitably resulted in a failure to fulfil the mission’s mandate.
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The nature of United Nations (UN) peacekeeping operations has evolved rapidly over the years. Although the established principles and practices of peacekeeping have responded flexibly to new demands, the basic conditions for success remain unchanged: a clear and practicable mandate; the cooperation of the parties in implementing that mandate; effective and unified command in the field; the adequate provision of financial and logistic support; and the readiness of member states to contribute the required military, police and civilian personnel and specialists are all necessary for the successful implementation of a peacekeeping operation.

Despite the turmoil that ensued following the overthrow of President Siad Barre in 1991, the United Nations continued its peacekeeping and humanitarian efforts in Somalia. ‘Thrust into a situation of virtual anarchy’, however, the lightly-armed UN force swiftly became ‘hostages not peacekeepers’. Prior to the end of operations in 1995, the UN’s role in Somalia was already perceived by many as a tragic one—a tragedy ‘of opportunities missed and strategic and operational blunders not justified by situational realities’.

The challenges and tensions of UN operations in Somalia manifested themselves in the various phases of the mission. The ‘UN Operation in Somalia I’ (UNOSOM I), deployed in April of 1992, sought to reconcile tensions between warring parties and secure passage for relief operations. Underprepared and ill-equipped, UNOSOM I failed to restore the basic security required for external relief operations. In December 1992, UNOSOM I was replaced by the ‘Unified Task Force’ (UNITAF). Led by the United States (US), UNITAF found successes in providing secure passage for humanitarian activities and enabling the peace process in Somalia. In May 1993, the ‘UN Operation in Somalia II’ (UNISOM II) took charge, the first peacekeeping mission to be given the mandate to use force in its operations, as it moved into an overarching nation-building phase. Strategic confusion, the steady collapse of political will and recurrent conflict resulted in a collective failure to fulfil mission objectives and the ultimate termination of the UN peacekeeping operation in Somalia. The Somalia ‘failure’ however was arguably less a failure of UN peacekeeping than a failure to apply and implement it effectively.

Uncovering the complexities of UN peacekeeping missions is no easy task and it is often easier to focus on ‘what’ happened or what ‘should’ have happened than to address questions of ‘how’ or ‘why’. The purpose of this article is to examine UN activity in Somalia between 1992 and 1995. It will cover UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations following the Somali civil war ceasefire in 1992 until the official discontinuation of UN intervention in 1995. In doing so this article seeks to explore some of the key challenges faced by the UN in Somalia; specifically looking at the gaps and relationships between mandates, political will, resources, capacity and realities in the field. Questions on the neutrality and impartiality of the UN in this context will also be addressed. Furthermore, this article will attempt to delve into the relationship between the UN and other actors in the maintenance of international peace and security.
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namely the role of the United States and its implications on UN credibility and effectiveness in Somalia. This article will conclude by reflecting on (in reference to the case of Somalia) how UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations could be, or could have been, improved in order for the UN to continue to actively pursue its ultimate goal of attaining peace and justice.

Understanding the context

Before a peacekeeping operation is undertaken, it is important to obtain extensive information on political, social and economic circumstances.\textsuperscript{105} To this end, it is important to note that before the UN ‘intervened’ in 1992, civil war and famine had devastated Somalia and the enduring local power struggles essentially rendered UN peacekeeping activities impossible.

A cursory look at the history of Somalia reveals the fractured nature of a country long moulded by political decentralisation\textsuperscript{106}—a country long embedded in the politics of a complex and rigid clan system. In an effort to maintain control and power, Somali warlords and elites systematically exploited the clan system of political patronage and provoked traditional clan rivalries. Favouritism, the exclusivity of resource provision, alienation and the arming of loyal factions perpetually encouraged clan violence and protracted an already dire humanitarian crisis. It is important to note that exploitation of the clan system was done both internally and externally. Proxy wars fought by states such as Egypt, Libya, Ethiopia and Eritrea (in order to serve their own national interest) further fuelled Somalia’s turmoil through the pervasive arming of various factions formed along clan lines.

Despite the defeat of President General Siad Barre and his dictatorship in 1991, Somalia’s conflict raged on as two clan leaders, General Mohamed Farah Aidid and Ali Mahdi Mohamed, fought for power. ‘Divide and rule’ tactics prevailed and violence ensued. A ceasefire was eventually agreed between the two warring factions in 1992. Somalia, however, was deemed a ‘failed state’—with no functioning government, the country was in a state of ‘anarchy’. Clan-divided, warlord-ruled and without a central authority able to enforce law (and essentially govern its people), the Somali people instinctively attempted to ensure their own survival by taking up arms. This is particularly significant with regards to UN operations in Somalia given that the UN eventually deemed disarmament as necessary to enable mission ‘success’. Security dilemmas are inevitable in a failed state; demobilisation is a risk few would take without certainty that a central authority could provide security. This cyclical and deteriorating security situation, coupled with political chaos and widespread banditry, impeded humanitarian efforts and peace initiatives in Somalia. A lasting solution to the crisis had to go ‘beyond the provision of emergency relief and address the daunting tasks of national reconciliation and the resuscitation of governance in Somalia’.\textsuperscript{107}
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Between November 1991 and March 1992, the war claimed approximately 30,000 lives
and by June 1992, 5,000 Somalis were dying each day, one and a half million were on
the brink of death and four and a half million were nearing starvation.\textsuperscript{108} Famine
engulfed vast regions of Somalia including the capital Mogadishu as starvation
continued to claim in excess of 1,000 victims a day. By November 1992, approximately
80 percent of relief commodities were being seized.\textsuperscript{109} This intensive looting was taking
place by in large due to the fact that ‘food was serving as the currency of the land’—
‘food equalled money and power’.\textsuperscript{110} Confronted by a society dominated by nomadic
politics and warring clans, the UN went into Somalia only to encounter challenges far
beyond the scope of the organisation’s experiences and capacity.

**UNOSOM I: ‘traditional’ peacekeeping**

In January 1992, Resolution 733 was adopted in response to the Somalian UN
representative’s formal request for assistance. The UN Security Council Resolution,
in addition to calling for a ceasefire between the warring factions, imposed an arms
embargo, called for the Secretary-General to deploy ‘a fact-finding mission’ on the
ground and requested increased levels of humanitarian assistance.\textsuperscript{111} Humanitarian
efforts, however, remained virtually impossible to implement due to the ongoing
violence and criminality. The persistent raiding and looting of aid trucks impeded UN
and allied supply efforts. On 24 April 1992 the ‘UN Operation in Somalia I’ (UNOSOM
I) was established as a peacekeeping force under Resolution 751 with the primary
objective being the protection of humanitarian operations.\textsuperscript{112}

UNOSOM I was a ‘traditional’ peacekeeping mission operating within the context of a
ceasefire agreement\textsuperscript{113} and it was initially deployed with the consent of Somalia’s de-
facto political leaders. ‘Traditional’ peacekeeping is strictly bound by the principle of
consent. The consent of the main parties involved in a conflict provides a UN
peacekeeping operation with the ‘necessary freedom of action, both political and
physical, to carry out its mandated tasks’.\textsuperscript{114} In the absence of such consent, a
peacekeeping operation ‘risks becoming a party to the conflict; and being drawn towards
enforcement action, and away from its intrinsic role of keeping the peace’.\textsuperscript{115}

The situation in Somalia quickly proved to be far beyond the experience of any UN
peacekeeping mission that had been previously deployed.\textsuperscript{116} UNOSOM I proved unable
to meet the challenge it faced. The continuing violence and persistent attempts by
various militias to steal humanitarian relief supplies simply rendered the small force
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unable to operate effectively. General Aidid did not approve the deployment of extra UNOSOM troops, further complicating fulfilment of the mandate. Practicality demanded that a decision be made: appease those with the power on the ground, or oppose them by force. The Security Council and Secretary-General agreed that the situation had become ‘intolerable’ and that resorting to force, as allowed under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, to deliver humanitarian assistance should be considered.

UNITAF: the US takes the lead

By November 1992, the two principal problems, as identified by the UN, were famine and weapons. In December 1992, the Security Council authorised a large US-led military-humanitarian intervention to secure ports and airfields, protect workers and shipments and assist in humanitarian efforts. The Unified Task Force (UNITAF), known to the American public as Operation Restore Hope, operated under Resolution 794 (passed December 1992) which authorised the use of ‘all necessary means to establish as soon as possible a secure environment for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia’.

The US was regarded as the ‘only’ nation in a position to maintain neutrality and the only nation with the ability to launch the necessary large-scale aid operation. The US-led charge was, for the most part, accepted by Aidid and Ali Mahdi (who had grown wary of UN peace efforts). Despite initial successes in protecting aid deliveries, success did not endure.

The UN Secretary-General wanted UNITAF to impose a ceasefire and disarm military factions but US leaders were reluctant to add to the mission objectives and complicate the relations among participants. UNITAF’s problems began in earnest when its commanders and the UN Secretary-General differed over the definition of what constituted ‘a secure environment’ for the delivery of humanitarian assistance. Moreover, Somali sentiments towards the American presence changed as the US administration changed. The Bush administration—fearing a ‘mission creep’ and the burdens of intervention—limited involvement whereas the Clinton administration was more receptive to the UN. Aidid lost confidence when he perceived that the US was cooperating with the UN and eventually turned against the US. With this, ‘the opportunity for disarmament by agreement was lost’.
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UNOSOM II: mandating the use of force

Resolution 814 was passed on 26 March 1993. The Resolution arguably made Somalia ‘a testing ground for new peacekeeping ideas’.¹²⁷ ‘UNOSOM II was the first peacekeeping operation in UN history to be given a mandate to use force, not merely in self-defence but in pursuit of its mission’.¹²⁸ Authorised to act with or without the consent of the de facto parties, the use of force was mandated to protect humanitarian aid and to disarm Somali militias. Contingents were ordered to operate in a ‘traditional’ peacekeeping fashion when the use of force was not required, but were also authorised to act as peace enforcement units when force was required to carry out the mission.¹²⁹ This ‘incoherent mixture’ of peacekeeping and peace enforcement significantly undermined UN efforts in Somalia.

UNOSOM II assumed responsibility for the maintenance of a secure environment throughout Somalia. Although the US handed official command back to the UN, the US remained ‘central to the enforcement measures concerned’.¹³¹ The US and the Secretary-General did not, however, share the same opinion on the objective of the use of force.¹³² ‘Both parties had widely divergent views on the purpose and nature of the operation and on who would provide the “muscle”’.¹³³

UNOSOM II encountered severe security problems that threatened the safety of mission personnel.¹³⁴ On 5 June 1993, an attempt to disarm militia loyal to Aidid resulted in the deaths of twenty-three Pakistani soldiers. All pretences of impartiality vanished thereafter. In addition to consent, a UN peacekeeping mission must not undertake activities that would compromise its image of impartiality. A UN peace operation requires a sound mission plan that is understood, communicated and effectively and impartially implemented at every level.¹³⁵ With the passing of Resolution 837, which authorised ‘the arrest and prosecution of those responsible for the attack’, UN peacekeepers entered into a state of war with Aidid’s militia.¹³⁶ The UN became one of the players in the conflict.¹³⁷ With consent of all warring parties already disregarded (as it was virtually impossible to obtain), the UN mission in Somalia essentially self-destructed when impartiality was lost.

Following the ‘Black Hawk Down’ incident (3–4 October 1993), which resulted in the deaths of eighteen US soldiers, the US decided to withdraw from Somalia. Resolution
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897 (4 February 1994) ended all peace enforcement action. UNOSOM II was officially terminated on 31 March 1995.

The mandate versus ‘reality’

Somalia was a ‘multidimensional problem’ that required a clear mission strategy and plan of action that integrated all relevant dimensions: humanitarian, political and security. Arguably, the ‘inadequate assessment’ of the situation led to a ‘total underestimation’ of the task facing UN efforts. The UN adopted objectives that were difficult to measure, such as disarmament, restoration of the Somali state, political reconciliation and the formation of a coalition government. Abstract guidelines, coupled with an arguably naïve notion of external force neutrality failed to respond to situational realities and further eroded UN peace efforts. The mandates (including resources, capacities, and practicable objectives) essentially could not meet the realities in the field and failed to adapt accordingly.

Resources provided for UNOSOM I could not meet the operational needs of the mission. Unrealistic expectations of what the resources and contingents provided could achieve, coupled with an incoherent mandate, immensely complicated UN efforts. Despite some success in creating safe passages for humanitarian relief and UNITAF’s powerful force presence (that caused a retreat and dispersion of local factions), confusion over the mandate and the restrictive use of powers inevitably led to the renewal of the factional offensive.

The UNOSOM II mandate, in terms of strategy, was clearer than UNOSOM I and UNITAF. However, the mandate was ‘too ambitious in relation to the instruments and the will to implement it’. UNOSOM II’s broader mandate incorporated state-building and disarmament in addition to securing safe passages for humanitarian relief. This being said, ‘for such a broad objective the mission lacked means, equipment, expertise and personnel as well as the necessary integrated approach’.

As UN and US commanders made attempts to slide from peacekeeping into enforcement and back again, tension with Aidid and Somali locals amplified and increased hostilities, endangering the mission’s personnel and objectives. Moreover, the mandate, and in particular the euphemism ‘all necessary means,’ could not establish clear-cut criteria for success and fuelled debates surrounding interpretation. Furthermore, by ‘dropping’ its impartiality (with Resolution 837), UNOSOM II’s challenges grew and exacerbated its inability to operate effectively without the necessary resources (including highly trained troops to match all contingencies) and a unity of purpose (particularly with regards to involuntary disarmament and its nation-building objectives). ‘UNOSOM I, UNITAF and UNOSOM II all failed to fulfil their mandate’, demonstrating that a
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successful operation requires ‘not only a clear mandate but the means to implement it’.\textsuperscript{145}

\textbf{The UN–US relationship}

‘Of all the relationships between member countries and the organisations they create, the one between the United States and the UN is perhaps the most unique, complex, and important’.\textsuperscript{146} The UN’s ability to act in any situation depends on the compliance of member states and their provision of the resources necessary to successfully accomplish a mission.\textsuperscript{147} The operation in Somalia in particular demonstrated ‘both the need for and the risk of co-operative coexistence’ between the US and the UN.\textsuperscript{148} The UN mission was heavily dependent on US capabilities and participation. The intricacy of the UN–US relationship illustrates not only the vitality of the relationship, but also the limitations and challenges that emerge with the type of multinational force that was deployed in Somalia.

The US, although invested in the mission and a crucial provider of military support, sought to limit the duration of their military involvement. Following UNITAF, the US was willing to rapidly hand command over to UN peacekeeping forces, but UNOSOM II remained strongly American orientated. The US continued to dominate the operation’s command and control structure. It is argued that at ‘the heart’ of UNOSOM II’s command problems was the attitude and role of the US.\textsuperscript{149} US military units remained independent, reported to headquarters in the US and launched raids outside UNOSOM’s mandated tasks (without communicating intentions to UN commandants). The lack of a unity of command soon proved disastrous.

The US Ranger operation that led to the Black Hawk Down incident and the Battle of Mogadishu was not communicated to the UN. After the incident, Jonathan Howe (head of UNOSOM), confessed that the UN should ‘never again’ allow two different military commands to operate independently in the same area.\textsuperscript{150} Consequently, the US could not bear any further costs to its citizens. The incident led to US withdrawal from Somalia and a re-evaluation of future US participation in peacekeeping operations. ‘The UN was left to go it alone’ but the challenges were overwhelming and beyond the organisation’s capability.\textsuperscript{151} The UN was thus forced to follow suit.

The UN’s members lack a common military doctrine.\textsuperscript{152} Nations want ‘to dictate where their contingents will serve and what duties they will perform’.\textsuperscript{153} UNOSOM II was not
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operating on the ground alone. There were several forces from UN member states operating in Somalia that were not officially part of the UN mission. Several national contingents within UNOSOM II persisted in taking their orders from their national capitals. US soldiers operating under General Garrison significantly impacted the UN mission, most notably their eventual orders to capture Aidid or his senior officials whenever the opportunity arose. The US component of UNOSOM II ‘distanced itself from UN elements, creating a situation where information was not shared and common operating procedures and rules of engagement were not established’. Unifying command and control could have allowed for effective responses to the quickly evolving situation in Somalia. The Commission of Inquiry created by the Security Council in February 1994 (to investigate the attacks on UNOSOM II personnel) noted that the mission in Somalia failed because of a lack of communication and coordination. Some have argued that many lessons were learned from Somalia, but the most important one was that command and control of combat forces (particularly in peace enforcement operations) must be clear and unambiguous, much like their mandates.

**Lessons from Somalia**

Despite some successes in stabilising the security environment, the inexplicit (and arguably ambitious) mandates, combined with challenges to command and control of missions, rendered UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement in Somalia a failure. The last UN troops left Somalia in March 1995, leaving behind ‘a situation not too dissimilar from the one they had initially encountered in 1992’.

The ‘experience in Somalia marked the beginning of the world’s (temporary) disengagement with peace operations’. Following Operation Desert Storm (Iraq, 1991), major state donors established collective expectations for involvement in Somalia. The collective response to the situation in Iraq, however, stands in stark contrast to that in Somalia. The debacle in Somalia destroyed the international community’s initial post-Cold War enthusiasm for peacekeeping. UNOSOM’s difficulties led to reluctance, especially on the part of the United States, to undertake such activities in the future and had major implications for the handling of future conflicts (most notably the 1994 Rwandan Genocide). Somalia ‘forced a radical rethinking of when and where the UN should get involved’ with US President Bill Clinton insisting that the UN General Assembly needed to learn to say ‘no’. It has often been argued that a ‘lack of resolve is not so surprising when the motivation of
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participating nations is primarily humanitarian’. In actuality, serving the UN’s goals does not appear high on the foreign policy priority of most countries. Be that as it may, the political will, or commitment, of member states is ‘an increasingly critical factor in determining whether or not sufficient action is taken and sufficient resources are made available’. Commitment of the international community to a peace operation is the key to its success. ‘Half-hearted’ peacekeeping undermines its goal of maintaining peace and its broader goal of securing the conditions required for the building of sustainable peace. Sustainable peace is, after all, the ‘best measure of successful peacekeeping’. The loss of confidence and lack of resolve following the UN and US experience in Somalia diminished the international community’s willingness to conduct future peacekeeping operations. Disengagement, however, had grave consequences. Following the 1994 Rwandan Genocide, peace operations were once again put on the forefront of the UN’s agenda. The 1990s ultimately gathered force behind the drive to reform UN peace operations and seek ways for the international community to prevent a repeat of tragic events like those witnessed in Bosnia, Rwanda and Somalia during the 1990s. The 2005 World Summit, for example, saw the unanimous endorsement of the Responsibility to Protect (R2P) norm. The increasing acceptance of the responsibility to prevent and stop genocide, crimes against humanity, ethnic cleansing and war crimes has had a substantial impact on contemporary peacekeeping.

Complex and dangerous peacekeeping missions like the one conducted in Somalia ‘demand discipline’ and ‘well-trained personnel equipped with modern communications capability’. The 2000 Brahimi Report on Peacekeeping highlighted many of the logistical, operational and technical challenges facing UN peace operations. The report also placed great emphasis on reform and more specifically the need for a rapid deployment capacity. Nonetheless, as Somalia has illustrated, alleviating the UN’s challenges does not rely solely on a permanent or easily deployable UN peacekeeping force. A clear and feasible mandate can eliminate many of the challenges that impede the UN’s ability to effectively fulfil mandated objectives. Vague mandates with wording such as the ‘use of all necessary means’ (or a ‘secure environment’), without defining what such terms imply, often leads to competing interpretations which can prove disastrous on the ground, diminishing the credibility of a given mission. The presence of many diverse contingents in any peace operation increases the implications of incoherence. As demonstrated by the US and UN in Somalia, conflicting interpretations can erode co-operation and diminish motivations for participation (particularly since participating member states often find it difficult to commit to missions in which the causalities and risks involved are seemingly unjustifiable). The credibility of a peacekeeping operation is a direct reflection of the international community’s belief in the mission’s ability to achieve its mandate (the mission’s capability, effectiveness and
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ability to manage and meet expectations). Simply put, to achieve and maintain credibility, a peacekeeping mission requires a clear and deliverable mandate with the resources and capabilities to match.

**Conclusion**

Peacekeeping is one of the most ‘visible’ roles the UN plays on the world stage. Despite the term’s official inception after the creation of the UN Charter, the concept of ‘peacekeeping’ has undoubtedly become a central part of the UN’s agenda.

In hindsight, the effectiveness of the operation in Somalia could have been improved. Improving mandate precision (helping alleviate interpretation clashes); refining coordination and command of military and peacekeeping personnel; ensuring the efficient means, resources and capabilities required; and attaining a better understanding of the risks and potential costs in order to alleviate (or better yet, eliminate) the ‘lack of resolve’ of member states involved in such operations can ultimately increase the UN’s ability to fulfil its mandate and its broader goal of attaining peace with justice.

In addition to insights regarding the improvement of the logistical, operational and technical levels of peace operations, Somalia has demonstrated the power of UN member states and the equally important political factor. For one thing, Somalia has shown that the relationship between the UN and the US in the maintenance of international peace and security is complex but vital. The role of the US can impact UN credibility and effectiveness and many have come to conclude that UN operations in Somalia (or elsewhere for that matter) could not have been conducted without active US endorsement and participation. Ultimately the UN cannot act alone. Its member states can strengthen or weaken the organisation; can present it with opportunities or challenges; and are, in essence, crucial players in the UN’s goal of achieving peace with justice.

Despite the challenges, ‘international peacekeeping has proved to be remarkably resilient’. The demands on the UN for peacekeeping operations will, in the coming years, continue to challenge the capacity, as well as the political and financial will of the UN and its member states. Peace operations remain a vital tool in the quest of attaining peace with justice. Unsurprisingly however, the international community’s commitment to such operations—and commitment to enabling sustainable peace—is equally necessary. As late Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld proclaimed, ‘the United Nations was not created to bring us to heaven, but in order to save us from hell’. This quest to combine vision with pragmatism can endure provided that the world community continues to learn from the ‘failures’ and ‘successes’—be they operational, political or otherwise—that aspire to bring all of humanity closer to freedom from fear, freedom from want and freedom to live in dignity.
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Sharia Punishments and the International Criminal Court

Katie Groot

The investigation by the International Criminal Court (ICC) into the situation in Mali presents the ICC with the opportunity to evaluate the lawfulness of severe Sharia punishments (namely, stonings, floggings and amputations) under the Rome Statute. While such punishments violate international human rights law prohibitions on torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, they can also constitute two distinct violations of the Rome Statute: war crimes and crimes against humanity. Accordingly, the state-sanctioned implementation of stonings, floggings and amputations are liable to trial before the ICC as international crimes. This paper will focus on the capacity in which the ICC could determine that stonings, floggings and amputations employed according to Sharia law violate the Rome Statute, and the potential consequences of such a finding. In doing so, a particular focus is taken on the capacity for the ICC to be used as a de facto human rights tribunal to increase accountability for human rights violations arising from the use of strict Sharia laws.

*Katie Groot graduated from the University of Tasmania in 2014 after completing a Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Law (Hons), with a major in international relations. She was admitted as a legal practitioner of the Supreme Court of Tasmania in August 2015. Her research interests include international criminal law, international humanitarian law and the development of international criminal justice regimes.
Since its genesis, questions have been raised regarding the compatibility of the *Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court* (‘Rome Statute’) and Sharia law. The current International Criminal Court (ICC) investigation into the situation in Mali however, directly confronts the ICC with this issue. In particular, the investigation by the ICC Prosecutor into the operation of rebel-instituted Sharia trials in northern Mali poses questions for the ICC regarding the lawfulness of Sharia sanctions enforced by rebel authorities. However, a finding that the Sharia punishments administered by rebel authorities are unlawful under the *Rome Statute* will have broader implications, politically and culturally, particularly for states which employ similar punishments as part of their penal laws. This paper explores the possible bases on which some of the more severe Sharia punishments (specifically, stonings, floggings and amputations) violate the *Rome Statute*. As the paper will demonstrate, under the *Rome Statute*, such punishments are capable of constituting war crimes (if administered during an armed conflict) or crimes against humanity. The ramifications of an ICC decision that these punishments constitute international crimes are thus subsequently considered, both for authorities using these Sharia punishments and for the ICC itself. In this context, the paper recognises the ICC’s theoretical capacity to be more broadly used as a *de facto* human rights court to try Sharia-based human rights violations. By trying extreme Sharia punishments as war crimes or crimes against humanity, the ICC is an avenue by which to increase the human rights accountability for states using Sharia punishments that amount to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. Those interested in adopting such an approach should, however, firstly consider the related issues elaborated upon in this paper.

**Sharia punishments in Mali and the ICC**

The investigation by the ICC Prosecutor into the situation in Mali will present the ICC with the opportunity to consider the lawfulness of stonings, floggings and amputations administered according to Sharia law under the *Rome Statute*. The investigation was launched after the Malian government referred the situation in Mali to the ICC in July 2012, following the outbreak of a civil war in January 2012. One area of investigation is the operation of trials conducted by rebel groups according to a strict interpretation of Sharia law in northern Mali. The Sharia trials were initiated in furtherance of the mutual desire of Islamist groups, such as Ansar Dine, Al Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb and the
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2 The author acknowledges that not all interpretations of Sharia law consider punishments such as stonings, floggings and amputations to accord with Sharia; however this paper endeavours to focus on the use of such punishments by authorities (state and non-state) that claim to be acting pursuant to Sharia law. For more on punishments under Sharia law, see Bassouni, M. C., *The Islamic Criminal Justice System* (Oceana Publications, 1982); Peters, R., *Crime and Punishment In Islamic Law: Theory and Practice From the Sixteenth to the Twenty-first Century* (Cambridge University Press, 2005); and Hakeem, F. B., Haberfield, M. R., and Verma, A., *Policing Muslim Communities: Comparative International Context* (Springer New York, 2012).

Movement for Oneness and Jihad in West Africa (MUJAO), to enforce strict Sharia law throughout Mali. Alleged infractions of the fundamentalist interpretation of Sharia in northern Mali have attracted heavy penalties, administered by rebel authorities pursuant to their interpretation of Sharia law. Amputations have been a particularly common form of punishment in cases of theft or robbery and often occur with little or no pain relief administered prior. Not all amputees receive hospital care and some have reportedly died within a few days, likely from infection or blood loss. Locals also describe witnessing floggings of individuals caught consuming alcohol or smoking cigarettes and the beating of women for failing to adhere to strict dress codes. Residents in Gao have even reported Ansar Dine officials cutting off a woman’s ear after she was seen wearing a skirt that was considered too short. There is little distinction on the part of the authorities as to whom the punishments shall apply: frail and elderly citizens have collapsed and publicly urinated on themselves while being publicly flogged for smoking, whilst children as young as eight years old have been beaten for swimming in the river and others recruited into rebel groups such as MUJAO have had a hand amputated as punishment for stealing weapons to sell.

Given their severity, when assessing these trials, the ICC thus needs to consider, among other things, whether or not the Sharia-based punishments administered by rebel authorities violate the Rome Statute. What is significant about this question, however, is that the imposition of the types of severe Sharia sanctions described above is not limited to rebel groups in northern Mali. Sharia law informs many legal systems, including penal codes, throughout the world. In the Arab region, Sharia forms the primary source of law for the majority of states. Indeed, countries such as Iran have gone so far as to embed Sharia in their constitution, identifying the Qur’an as the source of all legislation. Furthermore, the prevalence of Sharia-based legal systems is spreading. Nigeria is home to a dual legal system, with its northern states reinstituting Sharia legal codes in the place of formerly Western codes.
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8 Ibid.


Only last year, Brunei became the first East Asian country to institute Sharia law. The degree to which Sharia informs the legal code varies amongst states. In most countries that use Sharia law, the state decides which parts of Sharia law are to be enforced. Under a strict interpretation of Sharia law, adopted in countries such as Saudi Arabia and Sudan, the Qur’an specifies what many may view as severe and disproportionate punishments for certain categories of offences. For example, the Qur’an prescribes the penalty of an amputated hand for theft. Drinking alcohol can warrant flogging under Islamic law. Extramarital sex is a significant violation and carries the heavy penalty of death by stoning for married adulterers. These are amongst the most extreme forms of Sharia-based punishments and many countries that use Sharia law today do not apply them. Yet their continued use in a number of countries means that the possibility that these punishments may violate the Rome Statute has a broader impact than simply on the rebel authorities who use such sanctions. The specific impact of this will be explored later in this paper.

Sharia punishments and the Rome Statute: war crimes?

There are two avenues by which Sharia punishments such as stonings, floggings and amputations can be said to violate the Rome Statute; as war crimes or crimes against humanity. The possibility that Sharia punishments may constitute war crimes will likely arise for direct consideration by the ICC in the Mali trials. In particular, the severity of punishments administered on those convicted by Mali’s Sharia courts invokes the question of whether there are implied limits on the types of sentences that can be lawfully passed in a non-international armed conflict (NIAC) under the Rome Statute. Article 8(2)(c) of the Rome Statute identifies serious violations of Common Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions as war crimes triable before the ICC. Of particular relevance, Article 8(2)(c)(iv) of the Rome Statute prohibits ‘the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognised as indispensable by civilised peoples’ in the context of a NIAC.

Aside from mentioning executions, Article 8(2)(c)(iv) is silent on the question of whether there are limitations on the types of sentences that may be lawfully passed in a

18 Ibid., pp. 282.
19 Ibid., pp. 280.
22 Ibid., art 8(2)(c)(iv).
NIAC. However, some insights can be gained from the surrounding provisions. Preceding subsections in Article 8(2)(c) contain absolute prohibitions on violence to life and persons, including murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment and torture, and outrages upon personal dignity, particularly humiliating and degrading treatment. These prohibitions are also included in the Rome Statute as serious violations of the Geneva Conventions, and thus war crimes, in an international armed conflict (IAC). To interpret Article 8(2)(c)(iv) as excusing otherwise serious violations of the laws of war, so long as they are carried out following a fair trial and judgment by a regularly constituted court, would create a significant inconsistency in the Rome Statute. Further, it would remove some of the protections afforded to non-combatants in a NIAC by Article 8(2)(c). The ICC ought to be reticent to adopt such an interpretation, especially in the absence of any express intention to do so reflected in Article 8(2)(c). In contrast, executions are expressly contemplated under Article 8(2)(c)(iv) where there has been a fair trial by a regularly constituted court. In effect, this provides an express exception to the broader prohibition against violence to life in Article 8(2)(c). As such, in the absence of any further express exceptions in Article 8(2)(c)(iv), the absolute nature of the preceding prohibitions in Article 8(2)(c) ought to be interpreted as impliedly limiting the lawful sentences that may be passed in an armed conflict.

Under this interpretation, there is a strong case that many of the more severe Sharia punishments violate these restrictions on the treatment of non-combatants in an armed conflict under the Rome Statute. In generating a permanent disfigurement, the carrying out of amputations prima facie violates the prohibition on violence in the form of mutilations under Article 8(2)(c)(i). Given that amputations as a form of Sharia punishment constitute the infliction of severe physical pain for the purpose of punishment, there is furthermore potential scope for this conduct to be considered as a war crime of torture under the Rome Statute. Beatings and floggings causing severe physical or mental pain or suffering are also within the scope of the prohibition on ‘cruel treatment’ against non-combatants and thus impermissible under the Rome Statute. Finally, insofar as stonings are concerned, it is
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24 Ibid., art 8(2)(c)(iv).
26 Ibid., art 8(2)(c)(i)-4; and Burgers, J H and Danelius, H, The United Nations Convention Against Torture: A Handbook on the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (1st ed, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1988) 473. There is no threshold defined in the Rome Statute or the Elements of Crime for what constitutes ‘severe’ physical pain; however the Pre-Trial Chamber has held that ‘an important degree of pain and suffering has to be reached in order for a criminal act to amount to an act of torture’: see Prosecutor v. Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo (ICC-01/05-01/08), Decision Pursuant to Article 61(7)(a) and (b) of the Rome Statute on the Charges of the Prosecutor Against Jean-Pierre Bemba Gombo, 15 June 2009, 193.
28 E.g. based on definitions of ‘degrading treatment’ propounded by the European Commission of Human Rights such as ‘treatment or punishment that “grossly humiliates the victim before others or drives the detainee to act against his/her will or conscience”: see J. Henckaerts and L. Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law Volume I: Rules (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005) 319; and ibid., art 8(2)(c)(ii). See also Prosecutor v. Germain Katanga and Mathieu Ngudjolo Chui (ICC-01/04-01/07), Decision on the Confirmation of Charges, 30 September 2008, 371; and Prosecutor v. Kvocka et al. (IT-98-30/1-T), Trial Judgement, 2 November 2001, 173.
worth recalling that executions are expressly contemplated under Article 8(2)(c)(iv), provided they are only imposed after a fair trial by a regularly constituted court. This would possibly render stonings an exception to the general prohibition on violence to life in Article 8(2)(c)(i). However, given that stonings are a particularly protracted and painful method of execution and would otherwise come within prohibitions on (at least) cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment, it is possible that there are restrictions on the permissible methods of executions undertaken in armed conflicts. Ultimately, it is difficult to view any of these forms of punishments as compatible with the protections preserved under the Rome Statute for non-combatants in armed conflicts. Instead, there is a sound basis on which the ICC could conclude that the imposition of such sentences in northern Mali amounts to war crimes under Article 8(2)(c) of the Rome Statute.

Should the ICC turn to consider the lawfulness of Sharia punishments in northern Mali, however, any conclusions reached by the Court will not only have immediate ramifications for those involved in the conflict in Mali but will also generate greater implications regarding the scope of permissible conduct in other current and future NIACs. This is primarily because a NIAC can manifest in two ways: an armed conflict between state and non-state actors, or an armed conflict purely between non-state actors. Significantly, the laws regulating NIACs bind both parties to the conflict equally. That is to say, the restrictions contained in Article 8(2)(c) of the Rome Statute apply to limit the conduct of both state and non-state actors that may be involved in the conflict. Insofar as international armed conflicts (IAC), which only involve state actors, are concerned, murder, mutilation, cruel treatment, torture and humiliating and degrading treatment are all liable to classification as war crimes under the Rome Statute. Accordingly, states that impose Sharia punishments, such as stonings, floggings and amputations, according to their regular penal codes during an armed conflict are actually committing war crimes under the Rome Statute. While not a prerequisite for the Court to exercise its jurisdiction over war crimes, Article 8(1) of the Rome Statute indicates that the ICC will have jurisdiction over war crimes ‘in particular when committed as part of a plan or policy or as part of a large-scale commission of such crimes’. The implementation of punishments that constitute war crimes as part of a state’s penal policy during an armed conflict would meet these terms in most, if not all, cases. As a result, such conduct committed as part of a state’s penal law is liable to prosecution at the ICC.

29 For a discussion of other instances in which executions may constitute cruel treatment, see the decision of the European Court of Human Rights in Soering v United Kingdom, Ser. A, No. 161.
30 It is generally accepted that provisions regulating NIACs bind both state and non-state parties to NIACs, provided those non-state groups are of sufficient organisation to qualify as parties to the conflict. See: Common Article 3 to: Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field, opened for signature 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 31 (entered into force 21 October 1950); Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea, opened for signature 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 85 (entered into force 21 October 1950); Geneva Convention relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, opened for signature 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 135 (entered into force 21 October 1950); and Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War, opened for signature 12 August 1949, 75 UNTS 287 (entered into force 21 October 1950). See also J. K. Kleffner, ‘The applicability of international humanitarian law to organized armed groups’, International Review of the Red Cross, vol. 93 (2011), pp. 443-444. The ICC has recently accepted the applicability of international humanitarian law to non-state parties: see Situation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, in the case of the Prosecutor v. Thomas Lubanga Dyilo (Judgment) (International Criminal Court, Trial Chamber I, Case No ICC-01/04-01/06, 14 March 2012).
31 Rome Statute, op. cit. (1998), art 8(1); and Bemba, op. cit. (2009), 211.
Sharia punishments and the *Rome Statute*: crimes against humanity?

The possibility that Sharia punishments may be considered war crimes if administered in the context of an armed conflict is not the only avenue by which they may be considered unlawful under the *Rome Statute*. While the war crimes provisions require a nexus to an armed conflict and thus are limited in application to those circumstances, the provisions governing crimes against humanity under Article 7 of the *Rome Statute* cast a wider net in respect to Sharia punishments. For a crime against humanity to be committed, there is no requirement the alleged act be committed in the context of, or incidental to, an armed conflict. Instead, the act must form part of ‘a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population’. For the purposes of Article 7, an attack involves ‘a course of conduct involving the commission of acts of violence’. The term systematic requires ‘an organised plan in furtherance of a common policy, which follows a regular pattern and results in a continuous commission of acts’ or the ‘non-accidental repetition of similar criminal conduct on a regular basis’. What is notable in the context of this paper is that an ‘attack directed against any civilian population’ is broad enough to encompass the repeated commission of the alleged act ‘pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organisational policy’.

Of the specified acts that may constitute a crime against humanity under the *Rome Statute*, two have particular relevance to Sharia punishments. Article 7(1)(f) identifies torture amongst the prohibited acts and Article 7(1)(k) forms somewhat of a catch-all provision, prohibiting ‘other inhumane acts of a similar character intentionally causing great suffering or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health’. Insofar as torture is concerned, the definition is directly imported from the *Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment and Punishment* to cover ‘the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering whether physical or mental’. Similar to its use in Article 8, the phrase ‘severe pain’ has generally been used in relation to prohibitions on torture to highlight that only acts reaching a certain threshold of gravity should be considered to constitute torture. Prima facie, punishments such as stonings, floggings and amputations reach such a threshold. It is worth noting that the definition of torture under the *Rome Statute* includes a proviso excluding ‘pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to, lawful sanctions’. However, the preferred view is that the term ‘lawful’ refers to international law, or national laws only insofar as they are consistent with international law. Consequently, criminal responsibility for torture
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under the *Rome Statute* will not be absolved because the conduct is sanctioned under state penal laws.\(^{41}\)

The broader ‘other inhumane acts’ provision provides an alternative basis upon which to class Sharia punishments administered by the state as crimes against humanity. The purpose of this provision of the *Rome Statute* is to cover serious violations of international customary law and basic international human rights which are similar in nature and gravity to the other acts referred to in Article 7(1).\(^{42}\) Adopting a lower threshold than torture, this provision requires the intentional infliction of ‘great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health’.\(^{43}\) Given that Sharia punishments such as stonings, floggings and amputations generate extreme suffering and injuries in the form of mutilation and permanent disfigurement, the requisite suffering threshold would undoubtedly be met. Thus the classification of Sharia punishments as a crime against humanity, at least by virtue of Article 7(1)(k), is an obvious fit.

When administered by the state against civilians pursuant to state penal laws, it is likely that floggings, stonings and amputations fall within the ambit of Article 7. The imposition of these punishments involves the commission of acts of violence, and therefore fall within the definition of ‘attack’ under Article 7. By intentionally carrying out these acts to punish wrongdoers, state officials are repeating this conduct on a regular basis pursuant to a state policy to perform such punishments. Administering floggings, stonings and amputations as punishments pursuant to state penal policy therefore falls within the class of conduct prohibited by Article 7. As such, the text of the *Rome Statute* leaves open the possibility that severe Sharia punishments imposed by the state could be considered war crimes or crimes against humanity by the ICC.

**The ramifications of finding Sharia sanctions to be international crimes**

A finding by the ICC that stonings, floggings and amputations could constitute crimes against humanity or war crimes under the *Rome Statute* would clearly have profound ramifications for states that employ severe Sharia sanctions as part of their legal system. Consequently, even if there is a theoretical basis for the use of severe Sharia punishments to be tried at the ICC, the ramifications of doing so warrants consideration. In particular, the possibility that the ICC could act as a *de facto* human rights court is worth exploring in light of the capacity for severe Sharia punishments, at least theoretically, to fall within the purview of the *Rome Statute*. Indeed, many of these punishments are also not easily reconcilable with international human rights laws (IHRL). For example, prohibitions on torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading
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treatment are included in numerous human rights documents, such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment and Punishment, the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the Arab Charter on Human Rights, the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights and the Inter-American Convention on Human Rights. Nonetheless, a number of countries implement such punishments under state penal systems despite being party to treaties prohibiting torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment. The process by which such alleged violations of IHRL could be tried and punished, however, is not at all obvious. Regulatory bodies, such as the United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC) and the Committee Against Torture, exist to monitor compliance with international human rights law conventions prohibiting such conduct; yet there is no mechanism for the trial and punishment of those suspected of violating these conventions with capacity equal to the ICC. Indeed, even bodies like the UNHRC are only equipped with the authority to issue ‘concluding observations’ regarding the status of a country’s compliance. Beyond that, it largely falls to international pressure to reform the practice of countries found to be violating IHRL. Consequently, the capacity for countries that sign on to human rights treaties and nonetheless regularly violate them via extreme Sharia punishments to be held to account by the ICC would represent a significant step forward for human rights. With the lack of effective enforcement mechanisms representing a sizeable deficiency in the current international human rights framework, the only current feasible means by which to compensate may be via the ICC. The possibility that the implementation of brutal punishments by the state against civilians could be tried via the ICC may accordingly generate a glimmer of hope for human rights advocates seeking greater enforcement of international human rights obligations.

Yet while this may be promising in theory, the reality of the situation is that there are sizeable hurdles to overcome before the ICC may fill the major deficiency in human rights accountability. First and foremost, there is the significant issue of jurisdiction. No state that employs Sharia law as the primary source of its legal system is currently a state party to the ICC. In fact, Jordan is the only Arab state that has signed on to the Rome Statute and Nigeria is the only state party that partially employs Sharia law. Consequently, some of the biggest and most populated Islamic states, such as Indonesia and Iran, are not party to the ICC.
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These circumstances render most, if not all, states that could be said to employ the most severe Sharia punishments effectively out of reach of the ICC. The jurisdiction of the ICC is largely limited to those crimes which have been perpetrated by a national, or in the territory, of a state party.\footnote{Rome Statute, op. cit. (1998), art 12(2).} Unless a state accepts the jurisdiction of the ICC on an \textit{ad hoc} basis,\footnote{Ibid., art 12(3). This \textit{ad hoc} referral of jurisdiction has occurred on three occasions, regarding matters in Cote d’Ivoire, Palestine and Ukraine.} the only other avenue by which a non-state party using harsh Sharia law could be prosecuted for possible war crimes or crimes against humanity would be following the referral of the matter to the ICC Prosecutor by the United Nations Security Council.\footnote{Ibid., art 13(b).} However, the chances of such a referral by the Security Council are low. In the 13 years since the ICC commenced operation, the Security Council has only exercised its referral powers under Article 13(b) of the \textit{Rome Statute} twice. The highly political nature of Security Council referrals will likely remain an impediment on an otherwise significant mechanism by which to extend the reach of the ICC. Ultimately, as the potential crimes under consideration in this instance would occur by nationals (e.g. government officials) within the territory of a non-state party, and the chances of an \textit{ad hoc} self-referral or Security Council referral are slim, therefore, the likelihood that the ICC could try significant human rights violations arising from the use of Sharia law is very low.

The lack of ICC jurisdiction over the perpetrators of extreme Sharia punishments currently presents an insurmountable challenge to any such cases coming before the ICC in the foreseeable future. Even if, for the purposes of this paper, the significant jurisdictional hurdle is put to one side, the complex issue of whether the ICC should try such matters will persist. The possibility that those states that are violating their human rights obligations through the implementation of Sharia punishments could be brought to account will no doubt invigorate the tension between politics and the law that often permeates international criminal tribunals. On the one hand, the ICC was intended to represent an independent and impartial institution, free of political influence. Pursuing significant and widespread violations of fundamental human rights, such as state sanctioned inhumane and torturous punishments, would furthermore be consistent with the founding mandate of the ICC to strengthen accountability for serious human rights abuses and serious international crimes.\footnote{Rome Statute, op. cit. (1998), preamble; and International Criminal Court, ‘Understanding the International Criminal Court’, available online: www.icc-cpi.int/iccdocs/pids/publications/uiicceng.pdf (accessed 22 July 2015).} The fact that torture, and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment have been included as components of two separate international crimes over which the ICC has jurisdiction is telling of the seriousness by which the international community views the conduct. The manifestation of torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment in the form of Sharia punishments thus ought to warrant classification as a serious international crime.

However, when the politics of the matter is considered, the issue of whether the ICC is the appropriate forum to try possible Sharia-based human rights violations becomes substantially more complex. With an already low level of engagement by Islamic states with the ICC, claims that their national penal codes may subject them to allegations of...
war crimes or crimes against humanity would significantly damage the reputation of the ICC amongst those states. Some Arab states, such as Iran, have already indicated trepidation over the possibility of their officials being subjected to prosecution for crimes against humanity at the ICC, given their poor human rights records. Specifically, Iranian officials have acknowledged that floggings, stonings and amputations are considered to be torturous and inhumane acts by some in the international community, and that the ‘mono-cultural view of these definitions’ could result in their classification as crimes against humanity by the ICC. In fact, Professor M. Cherif Bassiouni, who occupied a pivotal role in establishing the ICC, has suggested that fear of being prosecuted at the ICC has been one of the primary reasons why many Arab states have not joined the ICC. With a continuing proliferation of Sharia law in state legal codes, the result may consequently be to further alienate states favouring Islamic law from the ICC.

In addition, using the ICC to punish Sharia-based human rights violations would not only alienate those states presently using Sharia punishments. Instead, any state that subscribes to a set of legal norms that differs to those enshrined in the Rome Statute would likely be displeased, as it would indicate that there is little room for cultural divergence from the Rome Statute. Using the ICC as a de facto human rights court in such circumstances may therefore further damage the ICC’s aspirations of universal justice and instead generate cries of cultural imperialism. For some, however, prosecuting the worst violations of international human rights standards, such as torture and inhumane treatment, regardless of how they manifest, would only be to further the ICC’s claim to universal justice. This is particularly so given that those standards purport to be universal in nature themselves. Yet, in the eyes of others, it would undoubtedly highlight the cultural differences and differing concepts of justice that continue to undermine the universality of the Court.

As the sovereignty of states has evolved, there has emerged a general consensus in the international community that states are entitled to retain some cultural differences. Generally, the types of laws a state chooses to institute and the severity of the punishments it administers is a matter within the sovereignty of the nation-state, and beyond the interference of the international community. To an extent, there are adaptations of this argument already contained in other sections of the Rome Statute. For example, Article 80 contains the statement that provisions of the Rome Statute regulating the penalties that the ICC may impose are of no prejudice to the penalties prescribed by the domestic laws of a state. This provision was largely inserted to reflect the sovereign rights of states regarding the death penalty. Furthermore, the
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inclusion of forced pregnancy as a constitutive act of a crime against humanity is accompanied by a caveat that it shall not affect national laws relating to pregnancy, so as to respect the sovereign right of states to legislate freely on abortion. In fact, the interplay between the sovereignty of states and the authority of the ICC largely informs the operation of the Court in its entirety. The ICC was established as a court of last resort and as such the principle of complementarity in Article 17 of the Rome Statute preserves respect for the primacy of the state in addressing transgressions. Challenging laws deeply embedded in not only a state’s legal system but also, in some cases, the state’s religion and culture could undermine the present delicate harmony between the ICC and state sovereignty.

Nevertheless, appeals to sovereignty can only go so far. This is particularly so for states that have voluntarily endorsed and signed on to international human rights treaties prohibiting torture and cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. For example, Saudi Arabia regularly administers Sharia punishments such as stonings, floggings and amputations, all the while being a signatory to the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment. States that sign on to treaties imposing human rights obligations exercise their sovereignty by doing so; yet the absence of effective mechanisms by which to enforce IHRL enables states such as Saudi Arabia to act entirely inconsistently with their treaty obligations. The argument presented in this paper does not favour the ICC being used as a tool by which to impose a particular set of cultural ideals onto otherwise unwilling states, or to further cultural imperialism in contradiction of sovereign rights. Instead, what is advocated in this paper is a potential for the ICC to be used as a mechanism to enforce the human rights obligations of states that sign on to treaties such as the Convention Against Torture and yet simultaneously violate them through the administration of harsh Sharia punishments. In these circumstances, the extent to which the ICC could be accused of cultural imperialism is limited, as the states in question would have themselves already endorsed the standards set out in the human rights instrument by signing on to it. As such, if issues of jurisdiction were overcome, using the ICC as a de facto human rights court to increase accountability for significant violations of human rights obligations, such as those contained in the Torture Convention, would be a triumph for the Court and international human rights.

Conclusion

Through the advent of the ICC, it is possible that perpetrators of Sharia punishments that amount to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment could be tried by an international tribunal for crimes against humanity or war crimes. However, beyond severe Sharia punishments, the impending consideration by the ICC of the use of Sharia law by rebel groups in northern Mali could ultimately provide a gateway to exploring a broader use for the ICC. If the ICC were to be used as a de facto human rights court in the manner this paper has suggested, it would be a significant advance in our current system of international human rights. For human rights violations that are found to also breach the Rome Statute, the ICC has recourse to a far broader range of penalties than merely offering ‘concluding observations’. The availability of an enforcement mechanism that can generate weightier and more personal consequences for those
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deemed most responsible for human rights abuses would be a notably more persuasive deterrent than current IHRL enforcement tools. Practically speaking however, the ICC is already presented with a substantial workload.

As such, should the ICC be used as a de facto human rights court to try broader human rights violations than those immediately before it, it ought to be considered as a supplementary rather than primary enforcement mechanism in the IHRL framework. Future exploration of the relationship between provisions of the Rome Statute and other IHRL documents would be prudent, as it would likely reveal numerous other instances of overlap. In turn, this would present further opportunities to consider the scope of the Rome Statute and the ways in which the ICC may be used to respond to significant human rights violations. With the ICC established to ensure greater respect for human rights globally, its broader utility in increasing accountability for significant violations of IHRL obligations could make a substantial difference in the human rights standards of a number of countries.